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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A workshop sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Field Office, Oak Ridge, was
held on December 4-6, 1990, in Knoxville, Tennessee. The primary objective of the workshop was
the exchange of information, experiences, solutions, and future plans of DOE and its prime
contractors who are engaged in work on the packaging, grouting, storage, and transport of waste
sludges. In addition, the group met with industrial participants in an open forum to discuss
problems and needs in the management of these wastes and to learn of possible industrial
experiences, approaches, and solutions, including demonstrations of potential tools and techniques.

The first day of the meeting included a plenary session at which invited papers were given covering
the principal problems and solutions concerning waste sludges at DOE sites. During the second
day, participants were divided into five concurrent work sessions: waste characterization, grouting,
operations and certification, containment, and treatment of off-specification material. The
purpose of these sessions was to identify major issues within each area and recommend approaches
to address each issue. Work session results were presented by the session leaders in the plenary
session at the end of the second day. The final day, a plenary session was held for the work
session leaders to review their findings and outlined problems and needs tc the industrial
participants.

Attendance

The workshop was attended by 136 people. Of these, 29 were industrial participants, 58 were from
the Oak Ridge area, and 49 were associated with DOE operations (DOE staff or contractors)
outside the Oak Ridge area. The DOE-related organizations represented were DOE/OR,
DOE/HQ, DOE/SR, DOE/RL, DOE/AL, K-25 Site, Y-12 Plant, ORNL, Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant, Savannah River Site, West Valley Nuclear Services, BNL, EG&G Rocky Flats
Plant, EG&G Idaho, Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant, Westinghouse Hanford, Westinghouse
Materials Company of Ohio, ANL, INEL, and LANL. Also represented were the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Army Corps of Engineers.

Proceedings

This volume constitutes the proceedings of the workshop. Transcriptions of opening remarks, the
exhibits used in the invited plenary presentations, transcriptions of the questions and answers
during the invited plenary presentations, the findings of the five work sessions, and a list of the
people who attended the workshop are included.

Highlights

Following are observations distilled from information presented and developed at the workshop:

(1) The management of waste sludges, and difficulties encountered in doing so, are very
common within the DOE complex. Further, many sites have unknowingly encountered
identical difficulties.
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(2) There is no single root technical cause for the difficulties that have been experienced, but
the problems appear to include:

• Decisionmaking in a step-wise manner, typically under conditions of limited
funding and time.

• Underestimating the requirements of the waste form and package (e.g., projecting
storage for only a few years when many years are necessary).

• Having insufficient knowledge of the range of waste characteristics.

• Developing waste form compositions that are appropriate for the range of waste
characteristics is an area that has received inadequate attention.

• Selecting packaging and storage methods that are not compatible with each other
or with the contents of the package.

• Having sludge treatment operations that do not produce products within
specifications or that cannot be shown to have done so.

(3) Cement-based grouts appear to be the immobilization agent of choice for most sludges.
These grouts appear to be very effective for a wide range of sludges if development,
design, and operations are done properly.

(4) Solutions to the difficulties that have been encountered are multidisciplinary and
interdependent. However, in general, the solutions involve application of a rigorous
systems engineering approach rather than major technology development.

(5) Communication within the DOE complex concerning the management of waste sludges
has not been adequate in the past. Difficulties could have been avoided at some sites
based on "lessons learned" from another site. Periodic meetings are needed to exchange
technical information on issues and solutions related to the management of waste sludges.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE WORKSHOP ON RADIOACTIVE, HAZARDOUS,
AND/OR MIXED WASTE SLUDGE MANAGEMENT

1. INTRODUCTION

A workshop on the management of radioactive, hazardous, and/or mixed waste sludge was held at
the Holiday Inn, World's Fair Site, Knoxville, Tennessee, December 4-6, 1990. The workshop was
organized by the Oak Ridge K-25 Site Pond Waste Management Division and sponsored by
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. (Energy Systems) for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
Field Office, Oak Ridge. There were 136 participants at this meeting representing Energy
Systems, DOE, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),
numerous contracting organizations, consultants, industry, and others. It was especially
noteworthy that representatives from the 10 sites with major sludge problems all attended the
workshop and shared their experiences and expertise. The size and composition of the group were
considered to be optimum for the workshop as there was full participation with lively discussions
and interchange of ideas.

The three-day meeting was organized into a plenary session for the first day, at which a series of
invited papers covered the principal problems and solutions at the affected sites. The second day,
the participants were divided into five concurrent work sessions: (1) Waste Characterization, (2)
Grouting, (3) Operations and Certification, (4) Containment, and (5) Treatment of Off-Spec
Material. The activities of these groups were summarized at the end of this day. A final plenary
session was convened for the last day of the workshop to review pertinent findings and to outline
problems and needs for industrial participation. In this session, several vendors addressed their
capabilities and know-how for handling the problem sludge.

The primary objective of the workshop was to focus on the exchange of information, experiences,
solutions, and future plans for DOE and its prime contractors who are engaged in work on the
packaging, grouting, storage, and transport of waste sludge. In addition, the group met with
industrial participants in an open forum to relate problems and needs in the management of these
wastes and to learn of possible industrial experiences, approaches, and solutions, including
demonstrations of potential tools and techniques.

The management of low-level radioactive, hazardous, and/or mixed sludge is a major problem at
many DOE-owned facilities. The volumes of such materials are great, and all of the steps in the
process leading to their final disposition, including such things as characterization, solidification,
operations, certification, packaging, transportation, and storage must be handled skillfully to meet
federal, state, and local regulations. Currently, solidification/stabilization techniques using cement-
based grouts are the most widely used technology for the treatment of these wastes. Because of
the occurrences of leaking containers of grouted and raw sludge at all facilities, studies are being
initiated to determine root causes of these failures and to recommend corrective actions. The
workshop was convened to address these problems and other issues related to the management of
these materials.

The data, discussions, and deliberations originating at this workshop have provided the basis for
this document, which outlines many of the issues important in the management of these materials.
As a result of this work, it is apparent that the solutions to these problems do not lie within any
single organization but must be resolved through joint participation with the affected
states, EPA, DOE, NRC, expert consultants, industry, and environmental groups, as well as the
public.



Radioactive, hazardous, and/or mixed waste sludge is unique in that the quantities generated are
varied in nature, and the material is extremely long lived. Therefore, these wastes present special
problems for most DOE sites. At the workshop, emphasis was placed on looking for solutions
that would meet current requirements and also be flexible enough to accommodate future changes
in regulations and guidelines that would surely develop as new data were assimilated. These
deliberations and decisions should not be viewed as "final solutions" but progressive steps toward
meeting current needs and guidelines.



2 GROUT TREATMENT FACILITIES AT DOE AND OTHER PLANTS

2.1 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE WORKSHOP

WELCOMING REMARKS

J. R. Merriman
Vice-President - Applied Technology

Martin Marietta Energy Systems

On behalf of Martin Marietta Energy Systems, I would like to welcome you to this Workshop on
Radioactive, Hazardous, and Mixed Waste Sludge Management. We are pleased to host this
workshop on behalf of the sponsor, DOE Oak Ridge Operations, to discuss the management of
waste sludges. I particularly want to thank you for attending this workshop on relatively short
notice during this time of constrained resources. However, I believe that the expected attendance
of more than 140 people is evidence of the importance of the subject we will address and the
extent of interest in it.

I am your host today because of the now well-known 78,000 drums of sludge waste stored at the
K-25 Site in Oak Ridge. Accordingly, I thought I might take some lime to describe how this
workshop originated.

Several months ago, during the final stages of applying for RCRA permits for the 78,000 drums of
sludge waste, we determined that many of the drums were severely corroded and that more than a
few of them had residual liquid in what was supposed to be a dry waste form. The extent of this
problem precipitated an investigation by Energy Systems of what had caused this to occur and
what should be done to address it. In the course of this investigation, it occurred to us that many
other sites might have similar sludges, and many were similarly treating them by grouting.
Although we had not heard of any extensive problems with this approach, we decided to conduct a
cursory survey of experiences at other sites.

It quickly became evident that the problems we had experienced were not at all unique. In fact,
the frequency of off-specification product and failing containers was substantial. The results of
our investigations indicated that the overall approach to managing the waste sludges -was
fundamentally solid. That is, despite the problems in producing acceptable products and packages,
a majority of the results were acceptable. However, it was also clear that the frequency of
unacceptable results was far too high.

Further, it was clear that the root cause of unacceptable results was not a single, clear-cut item.
Instead, unacceptable results could result from causes ranging from incorrect planning bases (e.g.,
planning for three years of siorage when ten years eventually became required) to poor field
operational practices (e.g., too much water in the waste feed) to inflexible grout formulations that
could no! tolerate the expected range of feed compositions. Unacceptable outcomes often resulted
from a combination of causes. A prime example is off-specification waste forms having too much
water provided the necessary ingredients for excessive container corrosion.

Out of this cursory investigation was born the concept of gathering representatives from other
DOE sites in a workshop setting to share experiences and solutions for managing sludge wastes.
Because the causes of unacceptable results are varied and complex, as I just discussed, the people



in this room represent disciplines ranging from nondestructive assay of wasteforms to material
corrosion to grouting.

One specific goal of this workshop is to use the diverse expertise gathered here today to identify
the important issues in managing waste sludges and recommend solutions or approaches to these
issues. We've approached this by having a plenary session to provide an opportunity for each site
to share its experiences with the management of waste sludges. This, plus the wealth of
experience represented by the people in this room, will provide the basis for discipline-oriented
topical sessions to delve into specific aspects of waste sludge management. The planned outcome
of the topical sessions is:

o A cogent list of issues that must be addressed to reliably manage waste sludges;

o A rationale for why each issue is important to the management of waste sludges;
and

o Recommended solutions, actions, or approaches for each issue.

Taken together, these results will provide a fran.^work for taking the additional steps necessary to
reliably manage waste sludges. I am personally looking forward to using these results as a key
aspect of the future management of our waste sludges.

I would like to close by noting that we believe many of the issues involved in managing waste
sludges are generic to all DOE sites. The interest in this area, as shown by the attendance today,
is evidence of this. Further, I believe that many of the solutions, actions, and approaches to
address the issues are also generic. Given this, I would like to suggest thai a continued
cooperative effort to implement the results of this workshop with a maximum amount of
technology sharing and a minimal amount of duplicated effort is highly desirable. We are
committed to this and look forward to working with you in the future.



2.2 DOE PERSPECTIVES

Bob Sleeman, Director
Environmental Restoration Division, DOE-OR

On behalf of DOE's Oak Ridge Operations Office I want to welcome you to this "Workshop on
Radioactive, Hazardous, and/or Mixed Waste Sludge Management." In cooperation with Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, we are pleased to host this conference to discuss in an open forum waste
management issues of vital interest to us. By latest count, six DOE Opera'ions Offices and most
of the DOE M&O Contractors and national labs are represented here. This excellent support
indicates your concern for improved management of radioactive, hazardous, or mixed waste sludges
and your interest in developing technologies for the management of these wastes. The
management of low-level radioactive, hazardous, and mixed wastes is a major problem at many
DOE facilities. While the risk to health and environment is usually small (because the
concentrations of hazardous or radioactive constituents are typically low), the volumes are often
significant.

We all would have prefered to hold such a conference to announce and describe a very successfully
managed project. Unfortunately, the initial stimulus for this workshop was a project that did not
turn out successfully. It involved the RCRA closure of two surface impoundments on the K-25
Site in the 1987 to 1988 time frame, which you'll hear about in more detail in a later session.
Essentially, the project entailed removing sludge from two ponds, solidifying it in concrete in steel
drums, placing the solidified sludges in interim storage as mixed waste, delisiing them as hazardous
waste, and ultimately disposing it as low-level radioactive waste. Concrete fixation of wastes is a
mature and proven technology, and when controlled and verified, should result in a satisfactory
final waste form. Unfortunately, problems along the way have resulted in the approximately
78,000 drums of waste in storage, 46,000 drums of which are in a final waste form of questionable
integrity, and known to contain free liquids to some degree. The corroding and leaking containers
resulted in the withdrawal of the delisting petition and the emergence of a number of RCRA non-
compliances associated with current storage of the waste. For the last several months, we have
been developing and negotiating plans with the State of Tennessee Department of Health and
Environment and EPA Region IV to restore RCRA compliant storage. We are also exploring
waste treatment alternatives to enable a final disposition of the waste.

To avoid similiar problems in the future, we need to manage these ;tes in a more efficient
manner. Improvements are needed in the following areas:

Characterization. Methods are needed that provide reliable results given the typical lack of
homogeneity and historical information involved in environmental clean-up programs.

Treatment/Solidification Technologies. Laboratory testing sometimes fail to live up to
expectations in full-production because of scale-up steps that are too large, failure to
accommodate real-world variability, or difficulty in maintaining rigid controls in the non-laboratory
work environment.

Post-Treatment Certification. Post-treatment certification methods are required to ensure a
satisfactory final waste product. Can we provide certification of waste form integrity sufficient to
support delisting, permitting, and final disposal?
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Packaging/Containment. Given the uncenainty of interim storage time frames, how can we ensure
container iniegrity to withstand attacks on the container brought on not only by the contents but
by standard container filling and handling procedures?

Treatment of Off-Spec Products. And finally, given that some level of failure in waste form or
container integrity will occur, what are the technical options available to restore the product to
specifications?

Our objective in having this workshop is to create a forum that invites free exchange of
information and lessons learned in the areas of characterization, fixation technologies, post-
fixation verification, day-to-day management, and the regulatory interface. We expect to benefit by
learning what you have done successfully at your respective sites, but we know that certainly there
are also lessons to be learned from problems. For this reason, we have structured this conference
to foster open and candid discussion of the failures as well as the successes. I encourage you to
create a climate of frank dialogue in the smaller sessions so that, insofar as possible, we all might
be aware of and avoid repeating the past mistakes of others. We have structured the last day of
the conference to create an opportunit) for the private sector to hear what the important issues
are and to provide feedback on possible solutions.

Again on behalf of Oak Ridge Operations Office, I welcome you to Knoxville, Tennessee. Your
active participation as experienced professionals, particularly in the smaller Topical Sessions,
beginning tomorrow, will be the key to making this an effective and beneficial workshop. I ask
you to contribute your experience and insight to make this a worthwhile three days.



2.3 MIXED WASTE SLUDGE ISSUE AT THE K-25 SITE

Larry W. Clark
Waste Management Division

Department of Energy/Oak Ridge Operations

BACKGROUND

The K-25 Plant, otherwise known as the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant (ORGDP), is
operated for the Department of Energy (DOE) by Martin Marietta Energy Systems (MMES). The
purpose of the ORGDP, along with its sister plants, the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant
(PGDP) in Paducah, Kentucky, and the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PORTS) in
Portsmouth, Ohio, was the enrichment of uranium for use as fuel in nuclear power plants. The
ORGDP was placed in standby status in August, 1985 and permanently shut down in 1987.

When reauthorized in 1984, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) stipulated that
surface impoundments be in compliance or closed by November 8, 1988. The K-25 Plant site
contained two ponds known as the K-1407-B and K-1407-C Ponds which had been used for
settling basins for precipitates from waste water treatment from such plant operations as
electroplating, metals cleaning, and decontamination.

The Pond sludges are not characteristically hazardous but contain listed F006 waste (heavy metals,
primarily nickel). Pond C sludge also contains potassium hydroxide and fluoride and has a high
pH (>12.5 in free liquids removed from solidified sludge drums). The radiological constituent
making the sludge a mixed waste is primarily uranium, in varying concentrations ranging from 58
to 1841 ppm. TTie uranium enrichment ranges from 0.7 to 2.8% U-235. Also present in lesser
quantities are cesium, neptunium, technetium, and plutonium.

INITIAL TREATMENT APPROACH

The decision was made to remove the approximately 5.3 million gallons of contaminated pond
sediments with the intent to "clean close" and treat and/or store the resultant sludge. The goal
was to delist the sludge as hazardous and dispose of it locally in a proposed DOE low-level
radioactive waste disposal facility. Treatment entailed processing the sludges through a converted
concrete mixing plant transferred from the canceled Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project
(CRBRP) and fixing the sludges in a grout matrix to meet non-leaching criteria required for
delisting. The grout mix recipe consisted of 50% waste (in a nominal ratio of 1:3, solids to
liquids), 25% cement, and 25% fly ash, with an air enlrainment agent (MB-AE-100) added.

REGULATORY STRATEGY AND OPERATIONS

A Closure Plan was negotiated with TDHE establishing dates for removal of all material from
Pond C by 10/88 and from Pond B by 6/89. Removal of Pond C sludges proceeded from 2/23/87 to
10/31/88 and removal of Pond B sludges proceeded from 10/31/88 to 8/3/89. Material was removed
both by a floating dredge and by dragline. At certain points in the schedule for both ponds, raw
sludges were removed and drummed without treatment in order to meet Closure Plan deadlines.
The plan was to solidify all unprocessed drummed sludges at a later date.

A delisting petition was filed for the solidified drums in April, 1989. The 46,000 solidified sludge
drums and 32,000 unprocessed sludge drums were placed in the K-1417 Drum Storage Yard. Mild



steel 22-gauge (ASTM A-366) 89-gallon and 96-gallon drums were used as conlainers for all but a
small quantify of the waste (approximately 3(XX) 55-gaIIon drums were also used).

Uncertainties in final disposal have stretched out a storage condition that was initially considered
to be short-term.

CORROSION AND LEAKAGE PROBLEMS ARISE

Drums containing both solidified and unprocessed sludges have begun to exhibit internal and
external corrosion. Distinct internal corrosion patterns on some drums containing solids suggest
common corrosion mechanisms in the high-pH, oxygen-rich region near the top surface of the
annular liquid. Drums containing unprocessed sludges exhibit no particular internal corrosion
pattern. Leaks have developed, primarily pinholc in size, allowing free liquids to be released. On
the whole about 6% of the drums have leaked and been patched with a silicon-base sealant. A
dewatcring campaign for the solids was initiated but generally produced less than satisfactory
results in that several drums previously dewatcred and moved to inside storage were later found to
still contain liquids. The presence of free liquids in solidified drums means that the drum can no
longer be considered just a "form for pouring concrete" but now must be considered the primary
containment for the liquids inside.

The combination of free liquids and leaks caused by corrosion have resulted in RCRA non-
compliances of drum storage facilities. Investigations triggered by the free liquid problems have
also raised questions regarding recipe formulation, poor grout curing, the quality of operational
controls exercised during fixation, and the validity of the sampling program to support delisting.
Exploring these questions could and probably will serve as grist for numerous other technical
sessions in other venues and will not be covered in detail here. A number of DOE and MMES
personnel have served on special teams to determine causes and plot a course to recovery.

TECHNICAL CAUSES

Following arc several of the mainly technical contributors to the sludge drum failures: (1) Mix
design development focused on the 50 psi RCRA compressive strength requirement and did not
adequately address phase separation or the formation of free liquids, (2) limitations of process
equipment rendered it unable IO effectively solidify low-solids content sludge, (3) there was
inadequate final product inspection and no waste acceptance criteria, (4) possible degrading effects
of chemicals in the sludge on the cement were apparently noJ addressed, and (5) incompatibility of
the mild steel drums with the waste form was not considered.

OTHER OPERATIONAL CONCERNS

Limited space on the Drum Storage Yard dictated a compact stacking array, complicating
inspection and patching operations. Compounding the problem is the question of safety due to
the leaning condition of some drums that continues to worsen. An initial slope to the K-1417
pad, heat-induced softening of the asphalt, deteriorating wooden pallets under unprocessed sludge
drums, and crumpling of the freeboard portion of some corroding drums all exacerbate the
problem.

ACTION PLAN DEVELOPED

Management problems and RCRA non-compliances that have been discovered present a number
of challenges. An Action Plan has been developed at the request of EPA and TDHE representing



a phased approach. Concerns are addressed in priority order to: (1) Resolve immediate safety and
health concerns and eliminate the threat of environmental releases, (2) provide RCRA compliant
storage for all wastes, (3) treat waste to achieve a stable waste form, and (4) place treated wastes
in long-term storage facilities to await a disposal option. The technical approach has not been an
issue, however the schedule has. DOE and MMES are negotiating reasonable time frames for
project, activities.

SLUDGE MANAGEMENT NEEDS

Management of the K-1407-B and -C Ponds sludges require (1) methods to characterize the
current waste form, (2) efficient overpacking/containerization schemes, (3) efficient handling/
storage schemes, (4) treatment alternatives to provide maximum future flexibility, and (5) Non-
Destructive Examination (NDE) sampling methods.

We are optimistic that innovative ideas and contacts developed as a result of this workshop will
contribute to an early successful resolution of the sludge management problems at the K-25 Site.



2.4 PROCESSING SALTSTONE FROM WASTE STREAMS AT
THE SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT

Dennis G. Thompson

Wcstinghouse Savannah River Company
Aiken, South Carolina 29802

Good morning. My name is Dennis Thompson; I work at the Saltstone Facility, which is an
important part of the Savannah River Site's waste disposal program.

I have a lot of territory to cover, and I probably will fly quicker than you would like. I do have a
handout, so if there are some questions or some data you were not able to get, ask me for a
handout and I can get it to you. The agenda for today is two-fold. First we will look at the
saltslone process. I will cover some history, explain the technical basis, look at the process itself,
discuss how we control our produci, and look at our disposal containers. The second key topic for
my talk will be a drum disposal project that we have recently completed. During the project, we
permanently disposed 10,000 drums (I must admit that at the time I thought 10,000 was a
horrendous amount of drums. Now 1 feel a whole lot better; I am glad I didn't inherit 80,000
drums). Anyway, I will talk a little bit about what we did and give you some history behind that.
I hope to split this talk by spending 20 minutes discussing the saltstone process, and 10 minutes
on the drum disposal project.

Let me start off by defining saltstone. The Saltstone Facility permanently disposes of low-level
hazardous waste stored in H-Area tanks (H-Area is one of the two areas where the plant stores its
wastes) by mixing it wiih flyash, slag, and cement. The resulting mixture is then pumped into large
concrete vaults where it solidifies as a nonhazardous waste called saltstone. In a nutshell, that's
what we do.

To give you some history, on November of 1986 we began constructing the facility, and by March
of 1988, we had achieved mechanical completion. The Operational Readiness Review (ORR) was
completed in July of 1988. We received startup authorization from the Secretary of Energy on
June 11, 1990 and on June 12 (the next day) we began radioactive operations. Notice the two-year
period between our ORR and actual startup. That's a topic for another talk. We had a difficult
time convincing headquarters (not our local DOE) that we were ready to start up, and it took a
lot of effort to get that authorization.

Let us now discuss our technical basis. Th~ process chemically stabilizes the key metals in the
waste. That's basically done with the blast furnace slag, which is a major part of the dry material
that is mixed with the waste. Once solidified into saltstone, the major transport mechanism is
diffusion. Once we fill up and cap the vaults, we will enclose them with a soil backfill, and an
engineered clay cap designed to keep the water off the sallstone. The saltstone will release its
contaminants in a controlled manner. The word 'vault' is & little misleading; when you think of a
vault, you think of a container that is designed to accept something and not release it. This is not
true for our vaults. We expect a controlled release. This release will be diluted by the ground
water to acceptable limits.

Feed specifications have been developed to keep the saltstone well within the applicable limits
that meet the regulatory, quality, and production standards. These feed specifications arc based on
extensive laboratory research; the specifications have been scl based on the most restrictive of one
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of these four categories: The EP Toxicity (we now use TCLP) test results on the saltstone, the
EPA drinking water standard at the facility boundary, the NRC class A waste limits defined by
10CFR61, or the radiation hazard to operating personnel. A computer model was performed by
INTERA in 1986 which predicted the impact of the saltstone disposal to the ground water. The
model followed Sodium Nitrate (NaO3) to the ground water because it had the highest diffusion
coefficient.

Let's take a look at the big picture (see Fig. 1). This is essentially what SRS does with al! of its
wastes. The Saltstone Facility is the little black box at the bottom, so it is evident that we play a
small part in the overall waste disposal plan of the Savannah River Site. The whole thing, by the
way, is called Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF). What the plant decided to do was to
spend a good bit of money up front so that the waste could be properly treated and disposed. The
Saltstone project itself was a 50 million dollar capital project.

Okay, let me explain the chart. First of all the waste is stored in large storage tanks. The sludge
which eventually settles to the bottom of these big, million gallon tanks is sent to the DWPF
Vitrification Facility which stabilizes the waste by mixing it with borosillicate glass. The
supernate, which is the low-level portion of the waste, is sent to the In-Tank Precipitation (ITP)
facility. This facility precipitates out the high leve! radionuclides like cesium. The Cesium is sent
to the vitrification facility; everything else is sent "o the 1.3 million gallon saltstone feed tank.

Another stream into this tank is the waste coming from the Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF). It
is characterized there; actually right here at this point, the waste is checked against our feed
specifications. Once checked against the specifications, the waste is sent to the 1.3 million-gallon
tank.

In terms of volume, we receive about 95% of the total volume of liquid waste generated on site
(the rest is vitrified). Even though Saltstone processes the major portion of the site's wastes, it
can only take credit for disposing a fraction of the radionuclicies. In fact, 99% of the radionuclides
or the radioactivity is sent to the vitrification facility.

I don't know what interests you have, but right now we'll take a look at the process itself (see
Fig. 2). We have four large storage silos that have a capacity of about 1000 tons of dry material
each. There is an automated premix system which mixes the dry material ratios that we desire.
The system is completely automated which gives us the ability to mix any combination of our dry
materials with a high degree of accuracy at a rate of 50 tons an hour Our dry material mix
includes 46% slag, 46% flyash, and 8% cement. This dry material Dlend (once it is blended, it is
called premix) is then automatically conveyed to another smaller vessel which we call the premix
feed bin. This vessel provides the premix feeder with the blended dry material. The prcmix feeder
is a loss in weight feeder which feeds directly into the mixer. The mixer (manufactured by
Teledyne Readco) has two 10-inch co-rotaling screws which do a great job of mixing the salt
solution with the dry materials. Once mixed, the grout is dumped into a small, 400-gallon tank
that provides the pumps with enough head to pump to the vaults. Now I don't know what comes
into your mind when you think of a grout or a sludge, but in our case, the grout has the
consistency of latex paint. The grout is very easy to pump with a centrifugal pump.

Now let's talk about rates a little bit. Generally, when operating at normal production rates, we
unload about 3 railcars a day just to keep up with the process. Thai's 300 tons of raw material a
day. We feed the prcmix at a rate of about 40 to 45 tons an hour into the mixer. As many of you
know, it is relatively difficult to control the feed rate of dry materials. Especially flyash because it
is like controlling microscopic BB's; as soon as you get a little bit of air, it wants to flow like
water. So, because there is some fluctuation in the dry material feed rate (± 1 ton/hr), the
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process controls the salt solution feed rate based on the instantaneous dry material feed rate.
With the system controlled in this way, we are able to get real good control of our ratio. We
trend it and verify the ratios during every run.

One of the challenges that we always have while running the process is the constant need of
keeping the grout moving and making sure that there is a system in place to clean out the lines
when the run is over, or in case a plug were to occur (or something that would stop the flow of
the grout), because as soon as it stops moving it begins to set up. To eliminate this threat, the
process has the capability of launching what we call pigs into the line. With 300 pounds of air
behind the pig, it literally cleans out the line all the way to the vault. The rest of the process (the
mixer, surge tank, and pumps) is flushed out with water. This flush water is then collected in the
Flush Water Receipt Tank (FWRT) and is emptied during the next run by mixing it with the salt
solution as it is processed into grout.

It is a simple process, isn't it. Okay, let's review the process quickly. The dry materials are
unloaded pneumatically; these materials are proportioned using a loss-in-weight feeder; the dry
material blend is proportioned with the salt solution using another loss-in-we;ght feeder; and the
salt solution feed rate is cascaded to the dry material feed rate. There is a 6-foot-long mixer,
which is used to mix the dry materials with the salt solution. Two centrifugal pumps in series are
used to pump the grout about 2,000 feet to the disposal vault. In terms of our process rates, we
consume about 300 tons of raw material a day at a feed rate of about 40 tons an hour. In terms
of production, we work an 8 hour day; at the end of the shift, we launch a pig (which cleans out
the process) and call it quits. We process about 105 gpm of salt solution which converts to about
165 gpm of grout. On a yearly basis we process about 9 million gallons of the salt solution. Ever)'
8 to 9 months, we fill one vault. It is a full time job just keeping these vaults built and ready to
be filled. It will take about 12 to 15 years to dispose of the current waste.

Okay, lets now look at how we control the quality of our product. All the feeds are sampled,
analyzed, and compared with the feed specifications before they are ever sent to our area. This is
done at the two facilities that provide us with feed (Jhe ETF facility and at the ITP facility). It is
not sent to us if it doesn't meet our feed specifications. Saltstone also analyzes the salt solution
transferred from the feed tank on a weekly basis but this is done for historical reasons and not for
control purposes.

There is also a technical standard which forces us to control key process parameters. The technical
standard basically gives us operating ranges in which we can guarantee a good product. These
parameters include the premix to salt solution ratio, the pH of the salt solution, and the
temperature of the grout. The grout is sampled each time the process is run and analyzed for set
time, absence of standing water, compressive strength, density and gel strength. Our gel strength
tester is an instrument that was developed on site for our application. As soon as the grout is
sampled, it is placed into this device which has a little paddle that rotates in this grout while it is
setting up. As it sets up, it monitors and records the resistance that the paddle has to rotating.
Over time we have learned to really use this as a signature of the product and the density. We
also trend all of the key process parameters during the run; one of the more important trends is
the salt solution to premix ratio.

We also must provide the necessary verification that we are in compliance with our permanent
requirements. An EP toxicity specimen is prepared every time we run. Of course, as many of you
know, the TCLP test is now preferred, so it is the test we are using. Actually, we do both tests.
One sample per month is sent to a certified lab for analysis. Although we do not expect a failure,
if it were to happen, the permit would be violated, production would be immediately stopped and
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the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Controls would be notified. To
date, we have been well below the limits.

Let's now take a look at the vaults or the containers. First let me start by defining the vault
concept. The vaults are designed to provide a form to put the saltstone. Simply stated, we need a
place to put it; you might compare this to a drum. It is also designed to control contamination
while it is being filled. The vaults are designed to provide radiation protection from the
saltstone, in addition to providing the saltstone protection from the weather. We go ;o great
lengths not to have any standing water, so the last thing we want is rain water on our product. The
key function, however, of the vault structure is to regulate diffusion. The saltstone concept is a
controlled release. It is not designed to keep all of the radionuclides contained in the vault for
10,000 years. I don't think we could do that, and the computer models that are used to validate
our process takes all of this into account.

This is a quick sketch of what the current vaults look like. They are 600 feel in length, 100 feet
wide, and divided into 6 cells. The vault now includes a moving roof which covers two cells at a
lime. The transfer line is piped rigiit up over the top of the roof so that the grout is discharged
into the cell at the center. The saltstone is fluid enough so that it self-levels as it is poured into
the 100 ft X 100 ft cell. If the cell were to be any bigger than that, the saltstone grout would
begin to mound. Once a cell is filled up, a clean cap will be placed over the cell. This cap, which
will be a permanent part of the structure, will be slopped so as to divert all of the rainwater. The
vaults are 25 feet tall and have a capacity of over 1-4 million cubic ft - that's about 7.7 million
gallons of our waste per vault. The vault is a standard reinforced concrete structure, with water
stops use at every construction joint. The walls are 18 inches thick, and the concrete mix uses a
blast furnace slag (the slag is used to further mitigate the migration of the Cr and Tc).

Let's look at where we are now. To date, we have processed over 410,000 gallons of salt solution
and converted that into 4,800 ions of saltstone. The product quality to date has been excellent.
All performance objectives have been mei. .Ye have not had any significant problems to date.
Right now, however, we are waiting for the In-Tank Precipitation (ITP) process to start up. Thai
was one of the blocks in the chart that I showed a while back. This is the facility that is going to
provide us with 95% of our feed; they are expected to come on line by Ihe middle of 1991. So
right now, we're just operating once a week.

Now let's change gears and talk about a drum disposal project which was recently completed. Ever
since the Naval Fuel Processing Facility came on line, they have been stabilizing their waste
stream using a small grouting facility. They have used 55-gallon drums for containers. These
drums (there were 10,000 of them) were stored on 3 large temporary storage pads. I remember
when I first walked out there to see the 10,000 drums; I thought that it was perhaps the largest
collection of drums in the world. 1 realize today that I was quite wrong.

Back in 1988 we got a Notice of Violation (NOV) by the South Carolina Department of Health
and Environmental Control (SCDHEC). The story is similar to what was told earlier. They found
free standing water on top of some of the drums and the water had a pH higher than 12.5. It was
therefore rendered hazardous, which is a violation of our permit. As a resuin of the investigation,
'.hey discovered that the reason for ihe water was rain finding its way into the drums through the
bung holes. This determination was made because of the fact that the drums that had pie pans
(an inexpensive device that would cover over the drums so that no water could collect on top of
the drum) were dry.

The Setilement Agreement was issued in November, 1988 with three main conditions. These
conditions were: (a) lo submit the analytical results of the free liquid to SCDHEC, (b) to
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complete removal of the rain water from ihe drums (which was no small task), and (c) to submit
to SCDHEC a proposa1 (this is what hurt; many of you are struggling with this now) for the final
disposal of the drums. The schedule portion of the agreement (which was enforceable) was that
we would dispose of 6500 drums (that was the amount of drums that were generated at the lime of
the violation) by the 31 of July 1990, and the remaining drums (the drums generated between the
violation and the shutdown of the facility) would be disposed by sometime the next year.

Up to this time, Saltstone was not part of the picture. We came into the picture when we were
identified as a good candidate for disposal of the drums. The truth of the matter was that
Saltstone was an ideal location for the disposal. We were permitted for that type of waste, and we
had a vault that was already built. So around January 1990, we inherited this project. 10,000
drums and six months to dispose of them.

We started by requesting the Savannah River Laboratory to modify the performance model to
account for these 10,000 drums in one of the vault cells. They performed the model and
documented the fact that our disposal recommendation was adequate. The disposal permit was
modified. Since SCDHEC wanted us to get these drums disposed of, the permit modification was
not difficult. We developed a plan to systematically place the drums in existing cells and back fill
them with a clean grout. Let me show you some pictures. This is inside one of our cells. As you
can tell, it was not designed for drums. We had to retrofit it; we had to cut a hole into the roof
(a hatch) so that we could load these drums through it. The drums, which are palletized, are quite
manageable as long as they are left on the pallet. A device designed to lift loaded pallets with a
crane was located for the job. We made the owner (the Naval Fuels personnel) guarantee that the
drums were dry.

Once the project got moving, everything fell into place. The drums were loaded into the cell using
a 50 ton crane. Once they were inside the cell, a small electric pallet jack was used to put the
pallet into position. The configuration of the drums was designed with aisles which were used for
walkways. The aisles would also provide the necessary structural support once the drums were
backfilled with grout. Once the first layer had been placed (totaling almost 1,700 drums), they
were completely covered over with grout. Then the placement of layer number 2 would begin. It
is important to noic that the void space in each drum was filled up with grout before it was placed
into the cell; ibis was done for structural purposes. This is kind of what it looked like once we
were pouring the grout over them. We had three grout pumps which pumped through a 3-inch
line. All in all, we ended up with six layers of drums and got all 10,000 drums in one cell.

In conclusion, the first 6,500 drums were permanently disposed of two months ahead of the July
31 deadline. The remaining 3,500 drums were disposed of by early August, nine months ahead of
the schedule. The total cost for the project was 1.8 million dollars (18% under budget) and that
included the cost of the vault space that was used. We were pretty pleased with the outcome.

QUESTIONS:

Question 1: Could you have used saltstone waste to backfill over the vaults?

You are right. We didn't have to use clean grout. The performance model showed us that we
could have put our saltstone in there, but from a safety perspective, we couldn't sec doing it
because of the fact that the process automatically launches a pig if something is wrong. You
couldn't have people ;p there vibrating and moving the grout around with the constant threat of a
pig automatically launching. We therefore decided to use clean grout which was the major cost of
the project.
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Question 2: Were there any hazardous constituents inside our saltstone or in the drums making it
a mixed waste?

Good question. Our salt solution is hazardous. It's pH is very high, well into the hazardous
range. As soon as we solidify it and it meets the EP toxicity tests, it is considered nonhazardous.
Therefore, we are not disposing of a mixed waste.

Question 3: You said that the Navy got rid of the water before they sent you the drums. Can you
tell us how they did that?

Yes I can; it was kind of a brute force effort, actually. They essentially opened up a bung hole,
used a parastaltic type of pump, SIUCK the tubing through the bung hole, and sucked out the
liquid. Once this was done, several cups of dry cement were then fed into the drum to remove the
remaining moisture. It took a lot of effort - we didn't want to do it.

Question 4: What is the percentage of solids in your waste?

We're around 29% solids in the salt solution.

Question 5: What is the cost of disposing your waste?

We really wish we had a good number. I've seen anywhere between $2 to S4 per gallon.

Question 6: What is your water to cement ratio?

The ratio we use is around 0.64. That is really a water to cemenfitious material ratio.
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Grout Disposal Issues

Role of barriers in waste disposal
- Barriers provide primary protection from water
- High salt concentration waste

Time of compliance for ecosystem protection
No clear regulatory guidance

- Disposal system performance modeled for greater
than 10,000 years

t j



Conclusion

Non hazardous waste campaign successfully
completed FY 1989

Scheduled to begin RMW processing

Current disposal system meets RCRA landfill
requirements

Grout formulation is under development for the first
1M gallons of RMW



Conclusion cont.

Grout must demonstrate compliance to product and
process criteria

Major product properties
- Leach/Toxicity

Compressive strength
- Heat generation

Major process properties
- Rheology/Flow



2.6 TREATMENT OF POND SLUDGE AT THE
ROCKY FLATS PLANT

Joe Wienand, DOE-Rocky Fiats Office
Chuck Baldwin, EG&G, Rocky Hats Plant
Reginald Tyler, DOE-Rocky Flats Office

History of Solar Ponds

There are currently five solar evaporation ponds at the Rocky Flats that were once used to treat
(by evaporation) the majority of the plant's liquid wastes. These ponds are inactive and
undergoing closure, but they were in use from the mid-1950's until the 1980's. The ponds were
constructed to store and treat low-level radioactive process wastes from industrial operations at
the plant. The wastes were typically treated acidic wastes and wastes containing high nitrates. The
ponds received many types of industrial liquid wastes from the plant, including nitric acid,
hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid, sodium nitrate, plating solutions (cyanide and hexavalent
chromium), and sanitary wastes. Solvents and organics were not routinely discharged to the
ponds, as it was believed that they would promote algae growth that would diminish pond
efficiency.

The ponds are designated 207A, 207B, and 207C. Pond 207A was placed into service in 1956 and
is currently lined with asphaltic concrete. This pond is 3 acres in size (5.1 million-gal capacity),
but currently contains onl> about 1 million gal of liquid and a small amount of sediment. This
pond was cleaned out in 1985, and the remaining liquid and sediment are the result of
precipitation and wind-blown residue from the area around the ponds.

Pond 207B is actually three ponds designated North (N), South (S), and Center (C). These ponds
were put into service in 1960 and are currently lined with asphaltic concrete, with the exception of
207B-S, which is lined with synthetic Hypalon (45-mil thickness). Each pond is approximately
1 acre in size (H & C = 1.7 million gal capacity each, S = 1.5 million gal capacity). Each of these
ponds contain approximately 1 million gal of water and sediment. These ponds were cleaned out
in 1977. The original pond liners and all pond sludge were disposed during this cleanout. After
1977, the ponds held treated sanitary effluent resulting from startup and testing of a Reverse
Osmosis Plant that was being proposed for sanitary sewage effluent treatment. The 207B-N pond
also holds ground water pumped from a French drain system down gradient from the ponds.

Pond 207C was placed into service in 1970 and is lined with asphaltic concrete. This pond is 0.87
acre in size and has a capacity of 1.3 million gal. This pond contains process waste and sludge and
is considered to be the most contaminated pond. The pond liquid is quite basic (pH ranging from
7.7 to 12.5). Additional analysis of all the ponds will occur in early 1991 to verify the levels of
contaminants in all the ponds.

Interceptor trenches and a "French drain" system have been installed north of the solar ponds to
collect ground water and any pond leakage from entering a local creek. The trenches were
installed in the mid-1970's, and the French drain system was installed in the early 1980's. Liquids
collected in the system are pumped to the 207B-N pond. These systems were installed to mitigate
leakage of contaminants into ground water from cracks in the pond liners. Leakage from the
ponds has occurred as evidenced by ground water samples taken in local monitoring wells. Soil
borings in the immediate vicinity of the ponds has also shown elevated concentrations of metals.
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Previous Pond Clcanout Actions

In June 1985, work began lo clean out the sludge in the 207A pond and solidify this sludge with
cement to produce solid monoliths known locally as "Pondcrete." The pondcrete process was set
up near the 207A pond as shown in Fig. 1. Sludge was pumped by a "Mud Cat" pumper flotation
handling unit to a sludge thickener. From the thickener the sludge was transferred to a pug mill
where sludge and Portland I cement were mixed to form pondcrete. The pondcrete was then
transferred via a weir/chute arrangement into boxes for packaging (cardboard "Triwall" boxes).
The boxes were then allowed to cure and were labelled and transported to two outdoor asphalt
pads for storage until shipment to Nevada Test Site (NTS) for disposal. A backup pondcrete
system which allowed sludge from the thickener to be mixed in a mobile concrete mixer truck was
also used during this period.

Pondcrete was routinely disposed of at NTS during the initial phase of the 207A pond clcanoul
until the fall of 1986 when the pondcrcte was identified as low-level mixed waste. From 1986 until
May 1988, a total of over 16,000 boxes of pondcretc were produced and subsequently stored
outside on the two storage pads. Deformation of pondcrete boxes were observed in late May 1988
by operations personnel. The pondcrete had deteriorated, crumbled, cracked, and at least one box
had spilled open. The degradation may have resulted from any number of process or storage
problems, such as improper curing, excess water, or unsuitable storage conditions.

Numerous temporary structures were purchased and built to house the material, and a sorting
process was initiated to identify suitable pondcretc for disposal. This process resulted in the
ultimate shipment of all but 8800 boxes of pondcrete to NTS once approval to ship was granted in
late 1989. The remaining pondcrete will probably have to be reprocessed or repackaged before
disposal since these blocks cannot now meet waste acceptance criteria for the disposal site.

The basic pondcrete formula that was used during the clcanout of 207A pond used a feed of
20 wt % solids mixed at a water/cement ratio of 1.5. Recent examinations of the operations
records during this time period indicated that as the pondcrete production increased, cement usage
actually decreased, indicating a quality control problem. This information provides one possible
explanation for the problems observed in May 1988. Another possible explanation was the
equipment utilized in the process. The material being solidified in this operation was essentially a
grout which requires high-speed mixing to effectively obtain a homogeneous mixture, but the
mixing equipment used in this operation was not well suited for this type of material as most of
the equipment was designed for concrete mixing (concrete contains aggregate to aid in mixing).
This, of course, is all speculation now, but these problems u'i<J provide important information for
development of current sludge treatment techniques.

Current Approach to Problem

The current pond cleanout project is divided into distinct program areas: (1) water management,
(2) sludge management, (3) regulatory actions, and (4) disposal. Each of these areas will be
discussed in detail.

Water management consists of the actions required to reduce the volume of water in the ponds.
Current water balances indicate that only 2 million of the <S million gal of water that must be
removed from the ponds will be naturally evaporated. To eliminate this water, two techniques are
being pursued: enhanced natural evaporation and forced evaporation. The enhanced natural
evaporation consists of three enhancements that will increase the rate of solar evaporation in the
ponds. A blue lace-321 dye (technical grade of FDoiC blue #1) will be added to the ponds to
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decrease the reflected heat loss by allowing the dark blue water to absorb additional solar
radiation.

Floating spray aerators will be added to the ponds increase surface area of the water that is in
direct contact with the air, thereby increasing the evaporation rate of the pond water. A heated
soaker pipe arrangement will also be placed along the top perimeter of the 207 A and B series
ponds (total dissolved solids content in 207C are not conducive to enhanced evaporation
methods). The pond wafer will be preheated and allowed to run through perforated soaker pipes
out onto the perimeter of the pond liners and back into the ponds. This action will enhance
evaporation by increasing both water temperature and surface arca-to-volume ratio.

The forced evaporation process will include installation of three flash evaporator systems in Bldg.
910 (just south of 207B-S pond). These evaporators have been purchased from Licon Company of
Pensacola, Florida, and arc very similar to units that were successfully used to clean up Three Mile
Island. Each unit will be capable of evaporating 18,000 gal per day of water. The units will
concentrate feed stock from 6000 ppm total dissolved solids (TDS) to between 300,000 and
400,000 TDS. The concentrate will be solidified in either the pondcrcte process or the Bldg. 374
saltcrete process. Both of these processes are solidification of waste with Portland cement.
Distillate from these evaporators will be used in the raw water system on the plant. During the
startup of these units, extensive sampling and analysis will occur to ensure that no hazardous
components are present in the distillate and that the units arc performing as planned.

The forced evaporator systems will also be used to treat groundwatcr collected from the French
drain system. As the water from the ponds is reduced, surge tanks will be installed for the French
drain groundwater collection system, thereby allowing reduction of pond water to the levels
required for sludge treatment. The evaporators will continue to treat the French drain
groundwatcr after the pond water is reduced until final remedial solutions arc devised for the area.
The surge tanks will serve to collect groundwatcr flow since the evaporators may not be able to
keep up with groundwatcr flow during the spring months (winter thaw).

Sludge management consists of removal and treatment of the remaining pond sludge and sediment
and the reprocessing or repackaging of rejected pondcrete triwalls form the 1985 excavation of
pond 207A. The previous sludge treatment processes used at Rocky Flats were not technically
satisfactory or sufficiently advanced to process solar pond sludge under compressed lime
constraints. The technology needed will be acquired from an outside contractor.

Attempts to resolidify pondcrctc that was cleaned out from the 207A pond but did not pass waste
acceptance criteria were initiated by EG&G in 1990. These efforts proved to provide a reasonable
process for the remixing of rejected pondcrete triwalls, but it was a slow manpower-intensive effort
and produced product in a batch process which was not economical. This process utilized a
Morgan pump unit in which reject pondcrele triwalls were rroken apart and mixed with waicr.
The slurry was then pumped into a standard concrete mixer as seen on truck-mounted concrete
transports. Cement was added to the mixer and allowed to mix. The grout mixture was then
poured into a waiting triwall container for curing and testing. The solidified, acceptable waste
forms were then repackaged into wooded halfcrates for transportation and disposal. Proposals to
add high-range-water reducers and modify existing equipment to obtain a more efficient operation
could be pursued but would not provide the control of an electronically controlled high shear
mixing system. This process could produce about one triwall per hour, but current technology can
provide equipment that can produce up to 24 triwalls of solidified waste per hour.

Upon consultation and visits by experts, including the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Waterways
Experiment Station, it was evident that the equipment being used to process sludge and reject
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pondcrete triwalls at Rocky Flats was not adequate for the intended purpose and was not as
efficient as other available technologies. Thus, a subcontractor was solicited to provide continuous
processing equipment that could provide real-time quality control measurements and could
produce pondcrete higher rates of pondcrcte triwalls. This subcontract is in the final stages prior
to award and will provide Rocky Flats with the needed equipment and expertise to effectively
process pond sludge and reject pondcrete triwalls. Once this equipment becomes operational, it
will only be a matter of weeks before the pond sludge is processed. The biggest challenge will be
the industrial engineering effort to devise a good flow pattern for curing, packaging, and shipping
the product. This challenge is also currently impacted by the lack of disposal site ability to take
pondcrete until a new facility or updating oi NEPA documentation is completed at Nevada Test
Site. This could pose an enormous storage problem at Rocky Flats in the interim.

Regulatory Action

Regulators also play an important role in the success of this program. Changes to Interim Status
are required for essentially all actions in this program. Typical turnaround times on permit
changes will not be sufficient. Slate regulators have provided expedited approvals for these
actions, and this activity should not prove to be a program issue.

Shipping and disposal of pondcrete depends on the availability of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) and
verifiable assurance that the waste form meets all applicable transportation and disposal criteria.
A project plan has been prepared that provides for ensuring disposal criteria are met. The
availability of NTS is a concern that must be resolved by DOE, the State of Nevada, EPA, and
NTS.

Future Processing Technology

The approach described above for cleaning up the solar evaporation ponds resolves the short-term
requirement. However, as long as RFP operates, we will generate liquid waste and associated
sludge. Dependence on cementation for the long-term sludge management solution is clearly an
undesirable approach since cementation increases the volume and weight of the waste and in some
cases does not produce an acceptably immobilized waste form. RFP has taken a two-pronged
approach to long-term waste management. First, we are pursuing ways to minimize the amount of
waste generated. Second, we are exploring better waste treatment and disposal technologies.

In the waste minimization area, such simple techniques as appropriate waste segregation in
conjunction with waste characterization/analysis is being used and planned to minimize waste.
Recycle and reuse of liquid waste is being actively pursued, including water recycle, as well as
possible nitric acid recycle. In the water management area, RFP is striving for a goal of zero
discharge which will rely on recycle/reuse and associated treatment technologies such as reverse
osmosis, UV oxidation, advanced filtration, etc. In addition, we arc exploring process and
treatment changes which minimize waste and/or optimize the waste form generated.

Our second approach is to develop better methods to treat and dispose of the waste that is
generated. Unfortunately, no matter how successful our waste minimization program is, some
waste will always be generated. A significant portion of the future waste we generate will be
sludge/solid waste from liquid waste treaimenl. This solid waste will require treatment and/or
solidification prior to disposal. We are investigating better solidification techniques as well as
thermal treatment technologies which result in a vitrified waste form for sludge management.
Some of the technologies we are actively investigating include:
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1. Polymer Solidification. Based on work done at Brookhaven National Laboratory, we are
developing technology for encapsulating waste within a low density polyethylene matrix
which would then be acceptable for land disposal. This polymer/waste matrix should
provide at least a 2 to 1 volume reduction over cementation, as well as producing a more
robust waste form.

2. Microwave Solidification. Waste within drums are subject to microwave energy which
drives off water and volatiles and melts the waste, producing a vitrified waste form
superior to cementation (less volume and more leach resistant). We have conducted
testing of this technology, which has demonstrated significant volume reduction over the
original waste form (up to 81%) and the production of a highly leach resistant glass like
final waste form.

3. Joule Heated Glass Mclier. The joule heated glass melter serves two purposes:
destruction of organics and immobilization of the final solid waste. The high temperature
utilized by the joule meltcr drives off and destroys organics while the solid waste is
incorporated into a robust glass matrix. The final vitrified solid waste should easily pass
TCLP requirements and result in a reduced volume waste form when compared to
cementation.

In addition to the above, we are pursuing incineration with a novel off-gas capture system and
other incineration alternatives to handle combustible waste, sludges, etc.

The verity and magnitude of RFP waste problems requires a significant technology development
effort in order to keep up with technology and regulatory changes. It is our goal to minimize the
amount of waste generated and to handle the waste we do generate in an environmentally
responsible manner. Technology development serves an indispensabie role in achieving this goal.



2.7 CEMENT SOLIDIFICATION OF LOW-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE SLUDGE AT THE WEST VALLEY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

Thomas G. Weiss
Manager, Waste Engineering

West Valley Nuclear Services Company

By way of background, the West Valley Demonstration Project (Fig. 1) is a cleanup program
started by the Department of Energy in 1982. Westinghouse received a contract that year to clean
up the nation's only commercial nuclear fuel reprocessing facility, which had been operated by
Nuclear Fuel Services during the period 1966 to 1972. Figure 2 is the site as it is today. The
building you see in the center is the former fuel reprocessing facility, and we've been making use
of much of that for some of our waste processing activities. At the top of the picture, there is a
series of ponds, which comprise our lagoon system. Near them is our Low-Level Waste Treatment
Facility, which is the source of our sludge. Although we're a small site, we've got every problem
the other sites have, but not as big. We have high-level, transuranic, and low-level wastes, mixed
and hazardous wastes, bladder tanks, and waste storage tent-like structures. We've just finished
putting up two more LLRW structures that meet all the RCRA requirements.

The primary mission of the project is to solidify about 600,000 gallons of high level waste
contained in an underground storage tank. We will briefly address the supernatant treatment
system and the resultant low-level liquid that is processed in a cement solidification facility. We're
about 70% complete with that project and have generated approximately 10,000 drums of cement
solidified Class C waste. Prior to cementation, the waste is classified as a mixed waste (but is non-
hazardous after curing). The solidified waste, contained in square drums, is then stored in a drum
cell (which is an above ground vault). Eventually, the drum cell will be closed or (he drums will
be shipped to a repository, depending on the outcome of our Environmental Impact Statement.
When we complete the supernatant campaign, we will mobilize the sludge in the high-level waste
lank, vitrify it into 300 glass logs which will eventually be shipped to an unnamed site at an
unnamed time.

The problem I want to discuss with you today is the sludge that we generate in our Low-Level
Waste Treatment Facility. The process starts in a lagoon (Fig. 3), which feeds a clarifier where
additives are introduced to facilitate the precipitation of amcricium, cesium, and strontium
nuclides. The dense sludge is then processed in a centrifuge unit (Fig. 4) to dewater and reduce
the volume of the Class A waste before it is placed in 55-gaI drums (Fig. 5). The ccntrifuged
liquid is passed through a zeolite bed to strip ou! residual radioactive elements, through an
anthracite filler to remove residual particular material, and then directed to a monitored lagoon
where the liquid can be released to the environment.

By trial and error, we have learned that you don't put sludge into unlincd carbon steel drums.
Fortunately, the sludge shown here isn't typical of the sludge we normally produce. This sludge
(Fig. 6) is very stiff and docs not move readily. Cw typical sludge contains 10 to 20 percent solids
and can be fluid or very viscous. Other physical properties arc shown on the screen (Fig. 7). It's
a Class A nonhazardous waste, primarily composed of various metallic hydroxides and is slightly
basic with a pH range of 8 to 10. Our first attempt to solidify sludge involved the placement of
carbon steel mixing assemblies (Fig. 8) into 55-gallon drums, which contained from 25 to 30
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gallons of sludge. Portland cement was added, the top cover was secured, and the contents were
mixed on a horizontal drum rolling system (Fig. 9). After curing, the drums were opened and the
top of the waste forms inspected for free liquid. At this stage, the cemented sludge looked like a
good cement product, and approximately 2000 drums were made this way. Two years ago we
discovered leakage. These drums (shown in Fig. 10), located in storage structures, started giving
evidence of moisture penetrating the drums. Rust streaks were noted, and here paint was stripped
from a leaking drum that was contained in an overpack container. This is the bottom of another
drum where corrosion can be seen. Basically, what we found out is that the mixing process did
not intimately mix the Portland cement with all of the sludge. We were left, in fact, with layers
and pockets of sludge which would dewatcr with time. Last year, at this time (Fig. 11), we had
1800 drums of processed sludge and 170 drums of unprocessed sludge in inventory and were
generating 8 to 10 unprocessed sludge drums per week. Our action plan (Fig. 12) at that time was
to stop s'udge solidification operations, inspect and segregate the drums that were leaking, and
develop programs for both the processed and the unprocessed sludge (Fig. 13). For the leaking
drum program (Figure 13), all accessible drums were inspected. This inspection revealed that a
significant number of processed drums were not in great condition. We decided to penetrate and
drain every single drum as part of the inspection process and to overpack them as required
(Fig. 14). We continued to monitor the drums in storage. A total of 1253 sludge drums were
checked. Of this population, we found that about 9% of them were leaking. More significantly,
over half of the drums had free liquid in them. As we drained and collected the free liquid, we
found that an average volume of 10 gallons of liquid was collected from each drum (Fig. 15). We
wound up with 7000 gallons of contaminated liquid which we were able to disposition to the low-
level waste treatment system. To elaborate on the inspection operation, we punched holes in the
sides of the drums, drained them, and used boiler repair plugs (Fig. 16) and RTV to seal the drum
penetrations. We thought this activity would resolve the leakage problem. We have since
discovered that inspected and drained drums (Fig. 17) did, in fact, continue to leak. Additional
free liquid was produced from sludge layers and pockets contained in the drums. We are planning
to overpack all of these drums as a precautionary measure. We have just taken delivery of
polylined steel ovcrpack boxes (Fig. 18) which will contain 6 packs of drums. Vacuum lifters will
be used to place six drums at a time in the overpack box, and we are confident that this program
will protect individuals and the environment until we are ready to totally remediate these drums.

For processed sludge remediation, we set up a task force, investigated several options, and created
a plan which we have started to implement (Fig. 19). One advantage we have is that since we
have a relatively small number of drums, we can view remediation a little bit differently
(Fig. 20). We are a small site and must carefully evaluate high capital costs since we are not a
long term operating facility. We can, however, utilize labor resources a little bit more freely. The
general criteria we use obviously include safety and ALARA considerations (the sludge is nol
highly radioactive). The typical contents of the processed drums (Fig. 21) as we see them today is
about 20% hard cement (this is the cement on the top of the drum) 15% voids; 5% sludge; and
60% material (hat has the consistency of putty. We also have steel mixer assemblies with cross
braces in the drums and, of course, we have the metal of the drum itself. We looked basically at
three remediation processes (Fig. 22) for processed sludge drums - one is a brute force method;
and in the end it's the one that won out. We would fixture the drums, dchead them, remove drum
material, dump the contents into a larger container, and physically separate the materials by
putting the metal in one area, the cement in another, the liquid and sludge in another, and filter
out the water. This is probably the process we're going to use. Again, although it's a brute force
method, we don't have that many drums to deal with. We also examined two other processes that
have merit. One is heating the drums to drive off all the liquids, and (he other involved a
$125,000 shredder. The S125.0O0 capital cost could not be justified since we couldn't project a use
for the shredder beyond the planned remediation program. With regard to the healing approach,
we had a separate problem with wet drums of nonhazardous material which required treatment.
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We purchased the drum heater, shown here (Fig. 23), at a cost of about $1800. As I indicated,
we're using the heater (Fig. 24) to resolve another problem. It worked fairly well and can
completely dry a drum in about two days. It represents a potential method to take care of both
processed and unprocessed sludge drums on a small-scale basis. The remediation cost comparison
for the three alternatives is shown on the screen (Fig. 25). The large capital expenditure in
method 2 is primarily due to the drum shredder; many heating units would be required for method
3, as would ap. enormous amount of electrical power. In the end, the "brute force" approach in
terms of capital, labor, and time won out. In the short term, we are going to initiate a more
detailed characterization program. We're going to select 20 processed drums from various
populations and dismantle them before we start remediation work. We will conduct (Fig. 26) the
characterization/demonstration, evaluate results, develop the procedures, and hopefully go to work
taking care of our backlog. The work will be done in our Contact Size Reduction Facility
(Fig. 27). This is the facility we use for hands-on decontamination operations at the plant for
materials that have dose rates less than 100 mr/hr on contact. It is a HEPA filtered area,
constructed with stainless steel lined walls and floors. It is totally enclosed and contains decon
stations. It affords an ideal place to work.

For the unprocessed sludge program (Fig. 28), the first step in our action plan was to establish
acceptance criteria. Other steps include developing a mixing technology that would achieve these
criteria, demonstrating it on both a pilot- and full-scale basis, and developing a facility for
operations. Since this is Class A nonhazardous waste, the 10 CFR 61 acceptance (Fig. 29) criteria
includes less than 1/2% free liquid, and producing a free standing monolith. We also imposed on
ourselves criteria that cail for a minimum compressive strength of 50 psi, and the requirement that
the mixture must be homogeneous. During recipe development studies, we looked at several
alternatives (Figs. 30-32). These included hand mixing, using a propeller-type mixing system, and
using a double-planetary mixer. We also investigated the full-scale use of a lightning-type mixer
(Fig. 33) and discarded it when it did not work repeatedly. We continued to investigate potential
resolutions for our full-scale processing while we were developing the planetary mixer. We
decided to solicit bids from commercial organizations to solidify our unprocessed sludge using
their equipment and technology. We sent out invitations to five vendors, but only one responded.
The other four looked at the sludge characteristics and product specs and chose not to respond.
The one vendor who did respond eventually performed an unsuccessful solidification
demonstration. We really weren't too surprised by the results, (Fig. 34) but we thought it was
worth the effort. In our bench-scale tests, the planetary mixer was clearly superior. We looked
(Fig. 35) at a fairly wide range of water to cement ratios from 1.3 to 1 at the low end and 6.0 to 1
at the high end. The optimum water to cement ratio was determined to be 1.5 to 1. In our recipe
development experiments, we found that we could work effectively over a range of 1.3 to 1 to 1.7
to 1. For the acceptable pilot scale batches, about 2 minutes of mixing time was required using a
mixer speed of 35 rpm. As we progressed to the next phase (Demo 1 is the one where the
vendors equipment was used and Demo 2 is where the full-scale double-planetary mixer was used)
in scaling up, we wanted a repeatable process, and basically we used the same set of waste
acceptance criteria we had for our bench scale process. The vender who performed the first
solidification demonstration appeared to successfully mix the sludge. However, after coring the
drums, we found a lot of nonmixed waste. The bottom line is that only five drums out of ten were
acceptable • the rest had free liquid and unmixed sludge. In January 1990, we took delivery of the
double-planetary mixer, shown in Fig. 36. It was purchased from the Ross Company for $68,000.
It is called a double planetary mixer because it has 2 stainless steel mixer blades about 2 in. thick,
each of which operates on its own shaft, and then the whole system rotates within the drum so
that during the mixing process we are also scraping the sides of the drum. We had this unit
specially built for us since it was not a standard catalog system. F'igure 37 shows the mixer in the
down position. There arc ports which are used to load material into the drum and a viewing port
to monitor the mixing operation. I'd like to emphasize that it is an in-drum mixer system which
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can handle only one drum at a time and is not a large-scale batch process. The double planetary
mixer has a 15 horse power motor which is essential to ensure efficient sludge and cement mixing.
Smaller motors could not effectively mix the material. The demonstration results using this mixer
were more than adequate. All drums were acceptable and exceeded the design criteria. No free
liquid was found and very high compressive strengths resulted (well beyond 50 psi). After this
successful demonstration, recommendations were made to generate functional operational
requirements and solicit DOE approval to design the facility and solidification support equipment.
Our ultimate goals include design and fabrication of a solidification facility, remediation of the
processed sludge inventory, solidification of the unprocessed sludge backlog, and solidification of
the sludge generated in the future. Along the way, a couple of other by-product developments
occurred. We recognized that we had to contain the sludge in a better fashion; a rigid polyliner
within a steel drum was used. We performed a solidification experiment with a flexible bag-type
polyliner and found that the mixer captured it. We successfully used rigid liners and got extremely
good results with them. We have recently taken delivery of a new 55-gal drum with 30 mil
polyethylene bonded to the drum. Although it doubles the price of the drums, it does provide a
very effective corrosion barrier. The bonded polyethylene does not scrape off and is a thick hard
material. It looks promising as an answer for long-term storage of corrosive materials.

Figure 38 shows an improved core sampling assembly. One of the operators came up with the
idea that instead of coring the drums after cementation and curing, why not put a removable tube
inside the drum and cast the core immediately after the mixing operation. A PCV pipe sleeve
within a sleeve configuration was developed which was placed in the drum, with the annulus on
one end bonded together with RTV. After curing, it was a simple task to withdraw it using the
rod on the top, thus breaking the RTV bond and pull the inner sleeve out. The resultant cores as
shown in Fig. 39 were homogeneous. This technique eliminates the need for core boring the drum
and does not destroy the drum integrity. It worked really well.

The area that we are proposing to use for processing of our sludge inventory is the Lag storage
building (Fig. 40), which is currently one of our radwaste storage facilities on site. It is a butler
type building, which also contains a supercompactor system. Conceptually, we'll handle sludge
drums on a 6-pack basis, bringing them into the facility and then transferring two drums onto a
dolly for characterization and solidification. There will be at least two stations to accommodate
the addition of water and chemicals. I didn't mention that we have looked at viscosity thinners
such as Rheobuild and found that they can enhance the process dramatically. We plan to use a
cement hopper with a loss-in-weight feed type system, and then utilize the Ross Mixer to mix the
product. We believe that process control testing will be required for every drum to ensure
effective solidification. That is not as onerous as it sounds. We plan to collect a representative
sample of the sludge, determine the moisture content, take it to a process control area where a
small batch of sludge and cement can be mixed in a matter of minutes to verify our recipe before
we commence in-drum mixing. Our design goal (Fig. 41) is to get at least 8 drums a day through
the process. Obviously, we can triple that rate by going to three shifts. In addition, the process
can be easily scaled up by adding more mixing stations. Again, because we are only producing 100
drums of sludge per year, we didn't feel it was mandatory to come up with a process which can
achieve high production rates. We are mainly interested in generating a good quality product and
sharing the technology with others who may be interested. For these reasons, there are few
automatic operations in the system. Most of the operations will be manual, except for the cement
addition operation.

Our primary goal for fiscal year 1991 (Fig. 42) is to complete the ovcrpacking of all processed
sludge drums by February. We received the initial shipment of ovcrpack boxes last week, and
we're currently preparing our operational procedures. We will also initiate (he characterization/
demonstration program for 20-processcd sludge drums in February and start the remediation
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process in April. The unprocessed sludge, given current requirements, will take us longer to
complete. The process equipment should be set up by August, and we plan io start processing in
December. The unprocessed sludge backlog should be solidified by February, 1992.

While evaluating process improvement methodologies, the people who run the Low-Level Waste
Treatment Facility checked an alternate precipitation system to produce the radioactive sludge
with which we deal. This point is as important as anything else we've discussed, since it involves
the concept of waste minimization. Operations is currently using the improved process (Fig. 43),
which produces a more dense sludge and reduces the sludge volume by 75%. To most sites, the
reduction of 300 drums a year is negligible, but for us, it is highly significant.

We've recently had visitors from both Oak Ridge and Rocky Flats; Hanford personnel are
planning a visit to look at the mixer and other waste management techniques we use at the
WVDP. One of the main missions at West Valley is to improve waste management technology
and share it with the rest of the DOE complex. We've done that in the vitrification area and the
high shear cement mixer that we're using for supernatant treatment and today's topic is no
exception.



Cement Solidification of Low-level Radioactive Sludge

At the West Valley Demonstration Project

PP-TGW-0357-01

Figure 1
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02 Sludge Description

Physical:

- Weight Percent Solids .... 10 to 40

- pH Range , 8 to 10

- Density Range .... 1.02 to 1.40 g/cm 3

- Viscosity Range .... 40,000 to 120,000 centipoise

Chemical:

- Hydrated Hydroxides of

Magnesium, Iron, Calcium and Aluminum

Radiological:

- Gross Alpha Range 1E-3 to 1E-2 pCi/gm

- Gross Beta/Gamma Range .... 1 E-3 to 1 E-2
- Major Isotopes Cs 137, Sr 90 and Co 60

Figure 7

PP-TOW-367-02
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Status in 1989

1800 Drums of Processed Sludge

170 Drums of Unprocessed Sludge

400 Drums of Unprocessed Sludge Generated Annually

PP TQW 3S7-O]

Figure 11



Problem Identification & Actions Taken

Stop Present Sludge Solidification Processing

Inspect and Segregate Leaking Drums

Develop Program For Processed Sludge

Develop Program For Unprocessed Sludge

PP TOW-36T-0«

Figure 12



Two-Front Parallel Approach

Unprocessed Sludge

Processed Sludge

PP-TGW-3B7-O7

Figure 13



Leaking Drum Program

Action Program

Inspect

Drain and Plug *>

Overpack, If Required

Monitor

PP-TQW-367-Ot

Figure 14



Leaking Drum Program

Investigative Results

Number of Drums Checked

Number of Leaking Drums

Number of Drums Without Liquid

Number of Drums With Liquid

Per Cent Drums Containing Liquid

Total Gallons of Drained Liquid

1253

113

557

696

56

7000

PPTGW-0JB7-0*

Figure 15
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Processed Sludge Program

Processed Sludge Plan

Set Up Task Force

Examine Options

Create An Effective Remediation Plan

PP-TOW-J87-0I

Figure 19



Processed Sludge Program

Criteria Used Based on 1253 Drums

Safety & ALARA

Low Capital Investment

Labor Intensiveness

Schedule

Manpower Availability

Ease of Operation
PP-TGW-0357-09

Figure 20



Processed Sludge Program

Typical Contents of Sludge Drums

20 Percent Hard Cement

15 Percent Void Volume

5 Percent Sludge

60 Percent Putty-like Material

Metal (Drum)

Metal (Cross Braces)

Ft /Container

1.5

1.125

.375

4.5

.0856

.0059

PP-TGW-O3R7-10

Figure 21



Processed Sludge Program

Methods For Evaluation

Physical Segregation of Sludge and Liquid, Metal,
and Concrete Rubble

Heating Drums To Drive Off Liquids

Shred/Disintegrate Drums and Contents

Figure 22

PPTGW -M7-11
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Figure 24



Processed Sludge Program

Remediation Cost Comparison (USD x 1000)

Method 1 Method 2 Method 3

Labor $ 367 $ 403 $ 28

Capital 149 172 283

Total $ 516 $ 575 $ 311

rigure 25

PP-TGW-18712



Processed Sludge Program

Long Term Action Plan

Characterization/Remediation of Leaking Drums
On Demonstration Basis

Evaluate Demonstration

Generate Procedures

Process Backlog of Processed Sludge

(Leaking & Suspect Drums)
PP-TGW-167-11

Figure 26
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Unprocessed Sludge Program

Action Plan

• Establish Acceptance Criteria

• Develop Mixing Technology To Achieve Criteria

© Demonstrate Full-scale Mixing Technology

• Develop Facility To Support Selected Technology

PP-TOW-»»7-M

Figure 28



Unprocessed Sludge Program

Acceptance Criteria

• Industry Requirements - Class A Waste Form

- Less Than 0.5 Volume Percent Free Liquid

- Free-standing Monolith

• WVNS Internal Criteria

- 50 PSI Min Compressive Strength

- Visual Homogeneity of Cores

PP-TGW-3AF-1&

Figure 29



Unprocessed Sludge Program

Hand Mixing

Laboratory Marine Prop Stirrer Mixing

Bench-scale Double Planetary Mixing (1L Capacity)

PP TGW-J6M*

Figure 30



Unprocessed SSudge Program

Demonstration Test Objectives
(Both Demo 1 & 2)

Scale Up From Bench To Full Scale

Repeatability of Process
4

Final Product To B'i < 0.5 Volume % Free Liquid

Final Product To Be Free Standing

Final Product To Be Homogeneous

Final Product To Have > 50 psi Compressive Strength

Figure 31

PP-TGW-01C7 I t



Comparison of Batch Mixing Technologies

2hP

(0-30 RPM)

Original
Dr'jm Roller

PP TGW-0358

5 HP

(0-350 RPM)

Demo 1

15 HP

(0-37 RPM

Demo 2
Marine Propelior

Mixer

F igu re 32

Doubie Planetary

Gear Mixer



Unprocessed Sludge Program

Demonstration 1 Test Results/Recommendations

Results:

- Mixing With a 5 HP Marine Propeller Design Was Not Adequate °°

- Only 5 of the 10 Drums Were Acceptable

- Failed Drums Exhibited Unmixed or Soft Material on Bottom

Recommendations:

- Repeat Demo With The Double Planetary Gear Mixer

- Increase Total Drums Tested by 50%
PPTGW-O3»7-1»

Figure 33



Unprocessed Sludge Program

Demonstration 2 Test Results/Recommendations

Results:

- Mixing With a 15 HP Double Planetary Gear Mixer Was
More Than Adequate

- AIM 5 Drums Tested Were Acceptable

- All 15 Drums Met The Design Criteria

Recommendations:

- Create an F & OR

- Obtain Approvals

- Design Facility & Equipment

Figure 34

PP-TOW-MO-aO



Unprocessed Sludge Program

Bench Test of Mixing Systems & Recipe Development

Evaluated Bench Scale Double Planetary Design Superior To Others

Evaluated Waste To Cement Ratio Ranges of

-1.3 to 1.0 (Low)

-6.0 to 1.0 (High)

Final Recipe Selected and Mixer Data

Percent

H.0

81-86

W/C

Optimum

1.5:1

W/C

Range

1.3-1.7

Figure 35

Mix

Time

2min

Mixer

Speed

35RPM
PP-TOW 3S7-17
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Figure 36
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Layout of 02 Sludge Solidification Facility
(40fxi8f)
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Unprocessed Sludge Program

02 Sludge Solidification Design Parameters

System Throughput of 8 Drums/Day Minimum

Compliance With DOE, INEL, WVNS, and WVDP Manuals & Procedures

Radiation Levels To Be Less Than 100 mR/hr on Contact

System To Be Designed For Manual Hands On Operation

System To Be Semi-Automatic With Respect to Container

Transfer & Processing

Equipment Control Systems Shall Be Individualized
And Interlocked For Safety

Figure 41

PP TGW-OJ6J-21



Remediation Key Event Schedule At WVNS

Leaking Drums:

- Overpack By February 1991

Processed Sludge:

- Start Characterization By February 1991

- Start Remediation By April 1991

^

Unprocessed Sludge

- Set Up A Facility June 1991
- Start Processing By August 1991
- Complete Backlog By November 1991

Figure 42
CP-TGW 187 22



Waste Minimization

Prior to 1990 [Iron Sulfate Processing] - 400 Drums
Yr

During 1990 [Potassium Ferrate Processing] -100 Drums

Yr

PP-TQW 367 23

Figure 43
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STUDIES ON THE SOLIDIFICATION OF LOW-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN CEMENT AT THE INEL

BY

J . W. MANDLER
J . W. MCCONNELL, JR.
R. M. NEILSON, JR.

IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY



WASTE FORM DEVELOPMENT AND
ASSESSMENT STUDIES

WASTE EXPERIMENTAL REDUCTION FACILITY ASH
PROCESS EXPERIMENTAL PILOT PLANT ASH
TMI ION EXCHANGE RESIN
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT WASTE
CONTAMINATED ZIRCONIUM CHIPS
CONTAMINATED SOIL



WASTE EXPERIMENTAL REDUCTION FACILITY
(WERF) FLY ASH

SOLIDIFIED FLY ASH AND BOTTOM ASH IN CEMENT
MIXING DONE IN 55-GAL DRUMS AND 71-GAL SQ. DRUMS
SAMPLES SUBJECTED TO EPA TCLP TEST
DEVELOPMENT CONSISTED OF FOUR PHASES
CURRENTLY PERFORMING ROUTINE SOLIDIFICATIONS



PHASE A

ASH WEIGHT - 106 LBS
SLURRY ASH AT WATER-TO-ASH RATIO OF 2.25-TO-l
ADD CEMENT AT CEMENT-TO-ASH RATIO OF 0.72-TO-l
ADD WATER AT WATER-TO-ASH RATIO OF 0.75-TO-l
FILL VOID SPACE WITH EQUAL PARTS CEMENT AND WATER
ADD ADDITIONAL CEMENT TO THICKEN MIXTURE



PHASE B
ASH WEIGHT - 150 LBS
SLURRY ASH AT WATER-TO-ASH RATIO OF 1.5-TO-l
ADD CEMENT AT CEMENT-TO-ASH RATIO OF 2-TO-l
ADD WATER AT WATER-TO-ASH RATIO OF 0.5-TO-l



PHASE C
ASH WEIGHTS - 87, 97, 98 LBS
SLURRY ASH AT WATER-TO-ASH RATIO OF 1.5-T0-1
ADD CEMENT AT CEMENT-TO-ASH RATIO OF 2-T0-1
ADD WATER AT WATER-TO-ASH RATIO OF 0.5-T0-1



PHASE D
ASH WEIGHTS - 88, 89, 97 LBS
SLURRY ASH AT WATER-TO-ASH RATIO OF 1.25-TO-l
ADD CEMENT AT CEMENT-TO-ASH RATIO OF 2-TO-l
ADD WATER AT WATER-TO-ASH RATIO OF 1-TO-l
ADD CEMENT TO ADJUST CONSISTENCY

00



RESULTS
PHASE A - MIXTURE TOO WET. PASSED TCLP TEST
PHASE B - DRUM TOO FULL. FAILED TCLP TEST
PHASE C - INCONSISTENT MIXING. ONE FAILED TCLP

TEST
PHASE D - NO PROBLEMS. ALL PASSED TCLP TEST



WERF BOTTOM ASH

TESTED VARIOUS FORMULATIONS OF WATER, CEMENT,
SILICATE, ENVIROSTONE

RESULTS:

ENVIROSTONE REQUIRED LONGER STIRRING
ENVIROSTONE SET WITH NO VOIDS
ENVIROSTONE SET TO A SOLID
CEMENT-SILICATE REMAINED CRUMBLY OF FLEXIBLE



FINAL MIXTURES

FLY ASH: WATER-TO-ASH RATIO: 2 . 3 - T 0 - 1
CEMENT-TO-ASH RATIO: 2 .94-TO- l

BOTTOM ASH: WATER-TO-ASH RATIO: 1 .02-T0-1
CEMENT-TO-ASH RATIO: 1 .97-TO-l



PROCESS EXPERIMENTAL PILOT PLANT (PREPP)
STUDIES

SOLIDIFIED FOUR DIFFERENT ASHES IN CEMENT
DETERMINED EFFECTS OF FORMULATION VARIABLES ON

SOLIDIFICATION
FREE STANDING MATER
WORKABILITY
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

©



TMI EPICOR-II PREFILTER RESIN WASTES

OBJECTIVES:
DEVELOP/EVALUATE TESTING METHODOLOGIES

DEVELOP SOLIDIFICATION FORMULATIONS
PORTLAND CEMENT
VINYL ESTER-STYRENE

TEST FORMULATIONS AGAINST NRC CRITERIA
PHYSICAL STABILITY
LEACHABILITY



PARAMETERS STUDIED I N FORMULATION
DEVELOPMENT

UASTE-TO-BINDER VOLUME RATIO
WATER CONTENT OF THE RESIN
PH ADJUSTMENT
EFFECTS OF IMMERSION TESTING



FORMULATION SELECTED

RESIN WASTE
WATER
CEMENT

RESIN WASTE
WATER
VINYL ESTER-STYRENE

PF-7
15.6%
21.7%
62.7%

40.9%
20.3%
38.7%

RESIN

, 38.9%
, 22.6%
, 38.5%

PF-24 RESIN
16.8%,
20.7%,
62.5%,

43.1%,
18.3%)
38.6%,

16.5%
22.1%
61.4%

34.9%
14.9%
50.2%



TESTS PERFORMED
THERMAL STABILITY
RADIATION STABILITY
IMMERSION STABILITY
LEACHABILITY
LEACHABILITY AFTER IRRADIATION
BIODEGRADABILITY



RESULTS

THERMAL STABILITY
ALL PASSED NRC REQUIREMENT
THERMAL CYCLE INCREASED CEMENT STRENGTH

RADIATION STABILITY
ALL PASSED NRC REQUIREMENT
RADIATION DECREASED VINYL ESTER-STYRENE STRENGTH

IMMERSION STABILITY
NO DEGRADATION OBSERVED
ALL PASSED NRC REQUIREMENT

LEACHABILITY
ALL PASSED NRC REQUIREMENT

(CONTINUED)



LEACHABILITY AFTER IRRADIATION
ALL PASSED NRC REQUIREMENT
RADIATION LOWERED CS-137 LEACHABILITY INDEX

BIODEGRADABILITY
CEMENT: NOT AFFECTED BY NOR OFFERS SUPPORT

FOR GROWTH OF FUNGI/BACTERIA USED

VINYL ESTER-STYRENE: SUPPORTED FUNGAL GROWTH
BUT NOT BACTERIAL



SOLIDIFICATION OF POWER PLANT WASTE

WASTE TYPES
BORIC ACID
SULFATE
RESINS

STUDIES PERFORMED
SOLIDIFICATION PROCESS
IMMERSION STABILITY
LEACHABILITY
EFFECTS OF SAMPLE SIZE ON LEACHABILITY



PROBLEMS OBSERVED
SOME WASTE FORMS FAILED TO SOLIDIFY PROPERLY

SET TOO RAPIDLY
NEVER SOLIDIFIED

ONE BATCH SOLIDIFIED BUT DISINTEGRATED DURING
SHIPMENT

CRACKS DEVELOPED DURING SOME IMMERSION TESTS
SOME TOTALLY DISINTEGRATED DURING IMMERSION

TESTS



MEASURED LEACHABILITY INDEX (CONT.)
RESIN WASTES

OXALIC ACID
CITRIC ACID --
FORMIC ACID
PICOLINIC ACID
EDTA
DTPA

MN-54
CO-60
SR-90
CS-137
PU-241

7.2
6.5

5.7

11.9
9.2
8.0
6.1
6.9

TO
TO
6.7
6.9
TO
7.5

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

11.7
12.0

9.0

14.8
14.9
11.8
>10.4
>12.9



TECHNICAL CONCERNS RAISED
ADEQUACY OF SOLIDIFICATION QC PROGRAM
ADEQUACY OF WASTE STREAM CHARACTERIZATION
RANGE OF PARAMETER VALUES
REPRESENTATIVENESS OF VERIFICATION SAMPLES
ADEQUACY/REPRESENTATIVENESS OF PCP TESTS



SOLIDIFICATION OF FINELY DIVIDED ZIRCONIUM
PROBLEM: PYROPHORIC CHARACTERISTICS, MIXED WASTE
OBJECTIVE: ELIMINATE PYROPHORIC CHARACTERISTICS
MIXTURE: CEMENT-TO-WATER RATIO OF 2.5-T0-1

1OOG ZR IN 5 GAL. GROUT
PROCEDURE: MIX INGREDIENTS

CURE IN OVEN
14-DAY CURE AT ROOM TEMP.



CONTAMINATED SOIL
OBJECTIVE: REDUCE LEACHABILITY OF HG

MIXTURES: VARYING AMOUNTS OF CLOROX, WATER, CEMENT
ALSO USED ENVIROSTONE, PETROSET-II,
AQUASET-II

RESULTS: NO MIXTURE USING CLOROX ACCEPTABLE

MOST CEMENT MIXTURES WERE UNACCEPTABLE

ALMOST ALL MIXTURES USING ENVIROSTONE,
PETROSET-II OR AQUASET-II WERE
ACCEPTABLE

50:50 MIXTURE OF PETROSET AND AQUASET
FAILED TO SET UP HARD



2.9 CEMENT SOLIDIFICATION SYSTEMS AT LOS ALAMOS
NATIONAL LABORATORY

Gerry W. Veazey
Los Alamos National Laboratory

There are two major cement solidification systems at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Both are
focused primarily around treating waste from the evaporator at TA-55, the Plutonium Producing
Facility. The evaporator receives the liquid waste stream from TA-55's nitric acid-based, aqueous-
processing operaiions and concentrates the majority of the radionuclides in the evaporator
bottoms solution. This is sent to the TA-55 cementation system. The evaporator distillate is sent
to the TA-50 facility, where the radionuclides are precipitated and then cemented. Both systems
treat TRU-level waste, and so are operated according to the criteria for WIPP-destined waste, but
they differ in both cement type and mixing method. The TA-55 system uses Envirostone, a
gypsum-based cement and in-drum prop mixing; the TA-50 system uses Portland cement and drum
tumbling for mixing.

TA-50 SYSTEM

OPERATIONS

The TA-50 cementation system is a fairly simple and infrequently used system. It is necessary to
operate this system only 2-3 times/year to meet demands, and only 12 drums are generated from
each campaign. Each campaign is initiated by mixing the tank-accumulated evaporator distillate
with caustic-based liquid wastes and NaOH to adjust the tank contents to pH 9. This resuils in
the precipitation of the radionuclides in a sludge. The tank decant is processed further and then
discharged to the environment. The sludge is rinsed to adjust the solids content to 20-25% and is
then held for cementation.

The operation utilizes a DOT 17-C, 55-gal drum as the waste container. The drum is first
preloaded with the following constituents: (1) 282 lb Portland cement, (2) three gallons
vermiculite, and (3) 2.5 gallons sodium silicate. The sludge volume needed per drum is 23 gal.
This volume is assured by draining the sludge first into a 23-gal transfer tank. The sludge is then
transferred to the drum through a discharge hose, using a PVC bag sleeve wrapped around the
hose to prevent splashing. Due to the low radiological content of the sludge (2 curies/drum), this
operation takes place without glove box containment. The operators, though, do wear respirators
while the drum is being filled, and a negative pressure differential is maintained between the room
and tumbling chamber. After the transfer, sealant is applied to the lid gasket, and the drum lid is
secured in place. A modified radiator stopcock assembly is installed in the lid bung hole to allow
drum venting after tumbling.

The tumbling apparatus mixes two drums at a time. The drums are secured within collars located
at opposite ends of a shaft which is rotated to tumble the drums end to end. The drums are
mixed for 20 min at 35 rpm. After mixing, each drum is vented through the stopcock fitted with a
HEPA filter. The stopcock is then replaced with the carbon composite filter, and the drum
package is sent to storage.

TA-50 PROBLEMS

The TA-50 cementation system has experienced only minor problems. During attempts to
maximize waste loading, some drums did show surface moisture or a surface too irregular for good
radiographic inspection, but the current recipe has been shown to consistently produce a proper
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set. Because of this, the drums are not routinely inspected to verify set condition. A set condition
verification plan using radiography, though, is being discussed with the WIPP-WAC committee at
this time.

A problem was identified in nine drums stored uncovered in the outside environment. These
drums were found to have developed pinhole-sized corrosion holes through the drum walls at the
cement surface. No internal liquid was present, but was previously indicated by crystalline
formations found on the cement surface and exuding from the pinholes. A survey of drums stored
inside found no other such corrosion, and it was surmised that rainwater, gaining entrance through
the carbon filters, had been responsible. So, LANL has also learned the importance of protecting
drums from the environment with carbon filters.

TA-55 SYSTEM

OPERATIONS

LANL's cementation system at TA-55 was designed to meet a much more demanding schedule and
waste stream versatility. Although the system's primary waste stream is nitric-acid-based
evaporator bottoms, it is called upon to immobilize a wide variety of other wastes from TA-55 in
the form of particulates and water-immiscible organic liquids. The system's design and operation
allows for all of these other wastes to be cemented in the same drum with evaporator bottoms.
The immobilization agent is Envirostone cement, a gypsum-based product containing 20%
polymerization agent to increase resistance to leaching. It was chosen due to its ability to solidify
both acidic and water-immiscible organic wastes in a WIPP-acceptable waste form. The drum
package consists of a DOT 17-C, 55-gaI drum, lined by l/16-in.-thick lead shielding, 2 PVC bags
for glove box attachment and an inner rigid PE liner. The higher radionuclide content of this
waste necessitates this operation takes place within glove box containment.

The cement fixation glove box consists of two sections: (1) the mixing section and (2) the
pretreatment section. The pretreatment section contains a glass column into which the liquid
wastes are vacuum-transferred and pretreated before being discharged to the drum. Here the
organic waste is mixed with emulsifier, and acidic waste is coarse-adjusted to pH 2 using NaOH
solution. The majority of the pH adjustment is done in the column to minimize fuming in the
open glove box, which obscures viewing and increases corrosion of the mixer motors, the mixing
section of the giove box contains mixing stations for iwo 55-gal waste drums. Each mixing station
is outfitted with a 3-1/2-hp electric mixer, equipped with two marine props. The mixers serve to
provide stirring both during the in-drum pH adjustment and addition of the cement powder to the
drum.

After the coarse-adjusted acidic waste is discharged to the drum, the pH is fine-tuned with NaOH
to ~4. The pH is monitored by a portable sensor suspended from an extension tube into the
solution in the drum. After final pH adjustment and removal of the pH sensor, any available
water-immiscible organic waste is emulsified in the glass column and discharged to the drum.
Cement powder addition is then started. The cement is transferred from an outside bulk silo,
through a series of screw feeders into the glove box and directed to the drum by a flexible hose.
Paniculate wastes are added to the drum as the cement is being added to be suspended in the
paste. After the prescribed amount of cement has been added, mixing is continued. Mixing was
originally continued only until a homogeneous mixture was achieved, but has since been extended
to loss of vortex. The next day the drum is inspected for absence of free liquid and paniculate and
for an adequate set and, if acceptable, is removed from the glove box, scaled, and sent to storage.
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FREE LIQUID PROBLEM

Since the startup of [his system 2-1/2 years ago, all drums have set hard and dry and were closed
with all confidence that they were WIPP-destined. What was discovered about 1-1/2 years ago,
though, has resulted in a loss of WIPP certification for this system. A large percentage of drums
were found to be generating free liquid after drum closure. The liquid did not behave like bleed
water that can appear during the first few days of the curing of cements and is thereafter
reabsorbed. This liquid did nor appear until 8 to 44 weeks after the drums were produced, and no
reabsorption has been observed. Volumes greater than 15 liters have been seen, with a few drums
actually overflowing through the lid carbon filter. The liquid was found to be low-level
radiologically, -4 orders of magnitude lower in curie content than the original TRU waste. The
cement surface in all drums was found to have remained hard.

To investigate the problem, several small-scale studies with evaporator bottom waste were
conducted. Increasing the cement added to equal volumes of waste liquid was found to delay the
liquid appearance and reduce the total volume generated, but not prevent it. Liquid appeared
after no more than 25 weeks. Volumes close to 20% of the original waste liquid generation
continuing for up to 40 weeks. In these studies, the mixing time was similar to that originally used
in the full-scale system, only long enough to wet the cement powder and achieve a homogeneous
paste. A subsequent study demonstrated that a significant benefit could be achieved by extending
the mixing lime to loss of vortex. Extended-mix samples have still not generated liquid 50 weeks
after mixing. Extended mixing to loss of vortex was incorporated into the full-scale system about
six months ago. Likewise, none of these drums have generated liquid. AT the same age, about
25% of the short-mixed drums with the same cement ratio had generated liquid. This trend looks
encouraging and, in fact, extended mixing may have solved the liquid generation problem. On the
other hand, it may have only delayed it. More time will be needed to determine this.

Even if extended mixing does prove to have suppressed liquid generation, it is important the
responsible mechanism is understood. The mechanism does appear to be radiation-dependent.
Gamma irradiation has recently been found to produce liquid in short-mixed, simulated waste
samples cemented with Envirostone. No unirradiated, simulated-waste sample has ever been
found to generate liquid. Gamma irradiation has also indicated the phenomenon is not related to
the Envirostone polymer. Liquid was likewise generated from a simulated waste sample cemented
with plaster of Paris (Envirostone without polymer). The mechanism may be related to radiolysis
of the interstitial water in the cemented waste, with the resulting H2 gas providing the driving
force. Future studies will investigate this further by trying to correlate H2 gas generation with that
of the liquid. Characterization comparisons on short and extended mixes are being set up to
identify differences that may effect resistance to the driving force. It is known extended mixes
have greater compressive strength, but SEM, porosimetry, and other techniques wiil be used to
search for other differences. These differences may be valuable in developing an operating window
necessary to suppress liquid generation.

The full significance of this phenomenon is yet to be determined. It may be restricted only to
inadequately-mixed, Envirostone-cemented waste forms. On the other hand, Portland
formulations, or any porous waste form containing interstitial water, amy be susceptible. At this
time, only limited information has been obtained at LANL on how other cements respond. A
simulated waste sample cemented with Portland has not generated liquid after an accumulated
exposure to -10 megarads of gamma irradiation. Gamma-irradiated, short-mixed samples have
generated liquid at ~3 megarads. In addition, a survey of drums produced by the TA-50 Portland
operation has detected no liquid. Further studies are planned to investigate Portland
formulations, as well as other cements.
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In conclusion, LANL, of course, welcomes assistance in any form in solving this free liquid
problem. No other similar occurrence outside LANL has yet been uncovered to provide insight,
but it is not unreasonable that other sites may also have this problem and not be aware of it.
LANL would not be aware of this problem if a drum had not overflowed through the carbon niter.
A survey of other cemented waste streams, especially Envirostone-based ones, should be seriously
considered to investigate this further.



2.10 EMERGENCY AVOIDANCE SOLIDIFICATION
CAMPAIGN AT ORNL

C. B. Scott and R. M. Schultz
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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EMERGENCY AVOIDANCE SOLIDIFICATION CAMPAIGN

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY

SEPTEMBER 1988 TO DECEMBER 1988

C. ft SCOTT

R. M. SCHULTZ

PRESENTED AT THE WORKSHOP ON RADIOACTIVE, HAZARDOUS,

AND/OR MIXED WASTE SLUDGE MANAGEMENT

DECEMBER 4-6, 1990



"THE PROBLEM"

Hydrofracture Grout Injection Discontinued

• Permitting Difficulties

• Contamination In Monitoring Wells '

• Used Hydrofracture as Disposal Method Until September 1984

Continued Generation Of Liquid Low-Level Waste

Limited Storage Capacity



OBNL DWG 89A-1091R

LIQUID LOW-LEVEL WASTE STORAGE CAPACITY

CAPACITY (ga l * ! 0 5 )

FY 1988

EPOCT NOVDEC JAN FEB WARAPRMAY JUN JUL AUCSEP

FY 1989

ICT|NOVJDEC|JAN[FCB|MARJAPR[MAY|JUN|JUL|AUC|SEP

FY 1990

600

570

520

500

462

450

400

150

TOTAL CAPACITY'

AVAILABLE CAPACITY -

.SIGNIFICANT OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS

CURRENT GENERATION RATE'' gal

447 ,000 gal 38.000 gal
NET GAIN



PROJECT GOALS

Alleviate Liquid Low-Level Radioactive Waste Storage Capacity Shortage

Demonstrate Use Of Available Commercial Services To Solve Waste Management
Problems

Application Of Remote Processing, Monitoring, and Control Techniques
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THE LLLW STREAM AT ORNL CONSISTS

PRINCIPALLY OF A HIGH NITRATE (4.5 MOLAR),

HIGH pH (pH 13-14) MIXTURE OF REACTOR, HOT

CELL, AND RESEARCH LABORATORY LIQUID

RADIOACTIVE WASTES.



SUMMARY OF CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS

Characteristic Range of average value

Density, g/ml
PH
^Sr, Bq/m! M
137Cs, Bq/ml ^ c °^"H r t 5

134Cs, Bq/ml
60Co, Bq/ml
Gross alpha, Bq/ml
Nitrates, mg/ml
RCRA metals, ug/ml

Hg (0.2)a

Pb (5.0)
Se (1.0)
Tl (0.9)

a Maximum allowable concentration.

1.24
13.6
3400
1.25
3700
630 -

80

0.09
7.2 -
<2.0

- 5200
-2.40x 10
-8100
1300

-0.21
16.0



ORNL DWG 88-605R

TYPICAL 50,000 GALLON
MELTON VALLEY STORAGE TANK

TOP OF VAULT

SUPERNATANT

SUPERNATANT
LEVEL
SAMPLED

fia^
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WASTE FORM STABILITY

PARAMETERS

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

RADIATION STABILITY

• BIODEGRADATION

• LEACIIABILITY

• IMMERSION IN WATER

THERMAL DEGRADATION

FREE LIQUID

EXTRACTION PROCEDURE TOXIC1TY



VENDOR SELECTION

Cement-Based Solidification Widely Used in United States For Immobilization Of
Radioactive Waste at Nuclear Regulator Commission Controlled Facilities

Vendors Had An Approved Nuclear Regulatory Commission Topical Report On
Solidification System

Qualified Vendors Performed An Extensive Waste From Certification Program To Meet °°

10 CFR 61 Requirements And Minimum Leach Index For Nitrates

The Vendor's Solidification Recipe Used Was As Follows:

• 40.4% Portland Cement

• 40.4% Blast Furnance Slage, Grade 120
• 3.8% Celite
• 15.4% Type F Fly Ash



[ITEM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S
9

10
11

12
13
14

DESCRIPTION

FILLHEAO & BATCH CHAMBER ASSY.
DISPOSABLE LINER
DOT TRANSPORT/PROCESS SHIELD CASK
PLANT CONNECTION SKID

CONTROL PANEL
VENT FILTRATION SKID
VSNT BLOWER PRE-FILTER
HYDRAULIC SKID

PCP TABLE
BULK CEMENT TRAILER
AIR CONTROL SKID
BLOWER SKID
DUST COLLECTOR SKID
CELITE HOPPER

Schematic layout of LN Technologies processing equipment for the EASC.



EMERGENCY AVOIDANCE SOLIDIFICATION CAMPAIGN

MELTON VALLEY
UNDERGROUND
STORAGE TANKS
(2 OF 8 SHOWNI

TEMPORARY STORAGE CASK5
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THE LLLW STORAGE FACILITIES AT ORNL WERE

MODIFIED TO PREPARE FOR THE EASC. A BUILDING

TO CONTAIN THE SOLIDIFICATION PROCESS AND AN

INTERIM STORAGE PAD WERE CONSTRUCTED.
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IN SEPTEMBER 1988, THE EMERGENCY AVOIDANCE

SOLIDIFICATION CAMPAIGN (EASC) BEGAN HOT

OPERATION.
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SEVERAL STEPS TOOK PLACE IN THE LIQUID

TRANSFER/SOLIDIFICATION PROCESS,
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PREPARATION FOR TRANSFER OF LLLW

MOUNTING THE FILLHEAD
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TRANSFER OF LLLW
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SAMPLE LINER TO ASSURE NO TRANSURANICS.
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SOLIDS ADDITION

40.4% PORTLAND CEMENT

40.4% BLAST FURNACE SLAG, GRAD 120

3.8% CELITE

15.4% TYPE FLY ASH
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• ALLOW LINER TO SOLIDIFY 24-28 HOURS
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INSPECT SOLIDIFIED LINER
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CAP LINER AND SHIELDED TRANSPORT CASK
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MOVE TRANSPORT CASK TO STORAGEE SITE
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TRANSFER SOLIDIFIED WASTE FORM FROM

TRANSPORT CASK TO INTERIM STORAGE CASK
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1
r-o"

T
6W"

I
8"

T

3'-0"

J
r-2"

ORNL DWG 89A-803

CONCRETE

VENT TUBE

SOLIDIFIED
WASTE FORM

VINYL ESTER
FRP UNION

STEEL WASTE
FORM CONTAINER

SAMPLE TUBE

LINER

SAMPLE COLLECTION SUMP

* 8'-8"

V-0
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APPROXIMATELY 50,000 GALLONS OF LLLW WAS

SOLIDIFIED DURING THE EASC, WHICH ENDED THE

LAST WEEK OF DECEMBER 1988



TOTAL PROJECT RADIATION EXPOSURE

ORNL Personnel - <100 man-millirems

Commercial Vendor Personnel - 2.06 man-rems

Safety Study Estimate Waste 4.0 man-rems

Reasons

• Lead Shielding

• Remote Controls And Closed Circuit TV

• Airborne Releases Of Radioactivity During Processing Were Negligible



LESSONS LEARNED

Contamination Control

• Maintain Negative Pressure On Liner And Fill Head
• Top Of Liner Was Covered With Plastic To Prevent Contamination And Subsequent

Decontamination
• Plastic Sleeving Was Required Around Solids Transfer Hoses

Heater Was Needed On Pump Module To Keep HEPA Filter From Freezing

Process Air Supply Was Too Humid And Caused Valves For Solid Transfer To Plug

Celite, A Less Dense Component Of The "Recipe," Needed To Be Transferred With The
Heavier Components



SUMMARY

Increased Storage Capacity For Liquid Low-Level Waste

Successful "Partnership" With Commercial Vendor

Effective Use Of Remote Processing, Monitoring, And Control

44 Months To Complete

With Exclusion Of Some Costs, Total Solidification Costs Waste $40 Per Gallon Of Liquid
Low-Level Waste Concentrate



2.11 DIFFUSION PLANT SLUDGE STORAGE PROBLEMS AT THE
PORTSMOUTH GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANT

Roger Williams
Martin Marietta Energy Systems - Portsmouth

INTRODUCTION

Hello, 1 am Roger Williams. I represent the Waste Management Department at Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Portsmouth. I am relatively new to the waste management field, having joined
the Waste Management Department in August of this year. Prior to joining waste management, I
worked in utility operations and was responsible for the X-616 Chrome Destruct Facility, which is
the largest sludge generator at Portsmouth.

I will try to describe the sludges generated at the Portsmouth Gaseous diffusion Plant, how they
are stored, and the problems we have encountered there. We have not as yet used a grouting
solution at Portsmouth, but it has been researched to some extent in our X-170 laboratory facility.
Thus far, our solution has been to store the waste until final disposal can be achieved off-site.

SLUDGE SOURCES

The sludges that arc currently being handled ai Portsmouth are generated in: (1) the X-626
Chrome Destruct Facility, (2) the X-6619 Sewage Treatment Plant, and (3) the X-701-B Holding
Pond Closure.

The X-616 Chrome Destruct Faciliiy is used to remove hcxavalcnt chrome from the Recirculating
Cooling Water System in the form of blowdown to reduce solids content. The hexavalent chrome
is reduced through the treatment process to trivalenl chrome and is precipitated out as a sludge.
The sludge is withdrawn through a filter press, and the resultant press cake is our storage
problem. The filter press, on average, achieves a 30% solids content in the pressed sludge cake.

In the treatment process, the sludge is detoxified, and it would be possible to dispose of the sludge
in our X-735 landfill except for the presence of uranium in the sludge. The landfill has a
monocell with leak detection permitted for disposal of this waste.

Smail quantities of uranium arc introduced to the facility by a sidestrcam which is, at present, only
permitted to discharge to the X-616 facility. The uranium is concentrated in the filter cake and,
therefore, exceeds the permissible disposable limit of 3 ppm.

We arc currently producing sludge at the rate of approximately 175 ft'/day (63,875 fl'/ycar). The
sludge is being stored in mild steel boxes with an epoxy paint system. WE have used two sizes of
containers: (1) 4' x 6' x 4' = 96 ft3 and (2) 6' x 8' x 6' = 288 ft3. Due to the inability to compact
the sludge cake into the container, there is a considerable amount of box volume lost to void
space between the sludge cake. At presenl, the filled boxes arc being stored two-high on an
outdoor concrete pad. There arc currently more than 10()0 containers, the number is constantly
increasing.
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SOLUTIONS TO X-616 PROBLEM

Portsmouth is presently pursuing two solutions to the sludge problem at X-616: (1) phosphate
conversion of the recirculating water system and (2) diversion of the X-705 mierofiltration system
(side,stream) to the X-6619 sewage treatment plant.

Phosphate conversion would eventually eliminate the sludge generation problem since, al the
present time, the phosphate blowdown could be discharged directly to the river, but only if the
sidestream of uranium is eliminated.

Diversion of the X-705 Microfiltration system to the X-6619 Sewage Treatment Plant would
reduce the problem greatly even without the benefit of phosphate conversion.

The chrome sludge produced devoid of uranium could be buried in our plant site landfill, thereby
eliminating the containerization of the sludge.

At the present time, we are not experiencing container problems with the chromate sludge
containers, but with outside storage, it is only a matter of time.

X-6619

The X-6619 Sewage Treatment Plant produces a sludge which is contaminated with PCBs,
uranium, and various solvents. The presence of these contaminants forces us to containerize the
sludge from the sewage plant.

The diversion of uranium flow from X-616 to the sewage plant provides a disposal path for the
X-705 sidestream to a much smaller waste stream. The sewage treatment plant contains small
quantities of uranium, and therefore the additional uranium will not adversely affect its operation.
We are presently awaiting approval from the Ohio EPA to initiate this change.

The sewage sludge is stored in TSCA-approved 17 series containers due to the PCB content of the
sludge. These containers are stored inside our process buildings and are exposed to higher than
ambient temperatures. We have yet to have deterioration problems with these containers, but we
have encountered problems with gas formation inside the containers. Many containers have been
deformed by pressure created by the formation of methane gas. We have had to relieve the
pressures on many drums to prevent drum deformation or possible ruptures.

X-701-B

Our third sludge type was a result of the X-701-B holding pond closure as mandated by RCRA as
of November 8, 1988. the closure project generated 1,439 boxes consisting of sludge, soil, carbon,
and resin. The various materials stored in these boxes were required to pass the paint filter test to
be classified as a solid before being containerized.

The Environmental Control Department's position at time of storage was that the material would
always be a solid once it successfully passed the paint filter tesj. The containerization project
began in January' 1990 and was completed in June 1990. The first evidence of leakage was found
in April 1990. The boxes arc stored inside the X-744G warehouse without benefit of climate
control. They are stacked four-high, with an average weight of 5000 lbs per box. The boxes arc 4'
x 6' x 4' and meet the specifications of a B-25 box under DOT regulations. CFR Title 49, Part 173.
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The boxes were provided by two different vendors. One had a drain plug in the bottom and one
did not. both had a 10-miI liner specified, but 7.5 to 8.5 ml liners were accepted. We have
experienced leaks from rain plugs, bottom welds, side welds, and top seals [Reference: Ron
Dorning's Letter Report POEF-522-90-804 (report included).]

The material stored inside the box, even though by definition a solid, was only approximately 38%
solids when packaged by the contractor. The liquid separated from the solids as could be expected
in two ways: (1) the evaporation/condensation cycle and (2) by natural drainage to the bottom of
the box. The leaks have been temporarily stopped using pig putty. The number of leaking boxes
seems to be steadily increasing. At present, there are approximately 10% of the boxes leaking.

Our Environmental Control Department now takes the position that if liquids are present or
suspected of being present, we must remove the liquids and repackage the materials at once to
remain in compliance.

A potential complication has recently been identified which could have direct bearing on the
repackaging of the X-701-B sludge containers. Potentially, the waste may be required to meet
TSCA packaging requirements due to PCB content. This is uncertain at this time.

CONCLUSION

So you see, we have many problems. We have in excess of 15,000 containers — some are currently
stored outside, some are leaking, some are bulging, and some are deteriorating with age.
Hopefully, we will gain some possible solutions from this workshop.
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EXCERPT FROM RON DORNENG'S LETTER REPORT
POEF-522-9O-804

Examination of X-7Q1B Waste Containers

Summary

Six waste containers used in the closure of the X-701B pond were examined as part of the
committee investigation into the leaking of these containers. Five of the containers were
designated as leaking, and one was examined to determine the extent of external corrosion. Of the
five leaking containers, three were manufactured by Voyale and two by CPC. The Voyale
container leaks were the result of insufficient weld filier metal at the corners. The CPC container
leaks were attributed to lack of weld fusion. The internal and external corrosion were considered
superficial. However, the conditions are present to promote localized corrosion of the steel at
coating discontinuities and air-fluid interfaces.

Introduction

The X-701B Waste Container Investigating Committee requested that the Materials Technology
Department examine samples from six B-25 type containers to determine the cause of leaking and
the extent of the visible corrosion. It was reported that the containers were filled with "solid"
waste from the X-701B pond early in 1990 (February and March). In August of 1990, an incident
report was filed indicating that some of the containers had been leaking since April. A committee
was appointed to investigate the leaking containers and samples from six containers (five leaking
and one with signs of external corrosion) were provided for examination in November after
repackaging (one sampled November 1, one sampled November 12, and four sampled November
13).

Results and Discussion

The six containers were sampled by the Materials Technology Department at the request of the
investigating committee. Samples were taken from four corners, one bottom seam, and two sides
(one container was sampled at a corner and side) as indicated in Ta'ole 1. Four of the six
containers were manufactured by the Voyale Company and two by the Container Products
Corporation (CPC).

The containers manufactured by the Voyale Company were dark blue in color with overlapping
external seam welds and intermittent internal welds. This design provides a channel along the walk,
of the container to the corner. Three of the Voyale containers were known to have leaked at one
corner, and the fourth container sampled showed signs of external corrosion on the wall.
Examination of the three containers that had leaked in the corner indicated an insufficient amount
of weld filler metal to seal the corner. The lack of weld filler metal provided an unobstructive
path for any fluid that reaches the affected corner.

The wide wall of the Voyale container that showed signs of external corrosion was cross-sectioned
and evaluated using metallographic techniques. Ths extent of the corrosion observed ranged up to
0.006-in. in metal recession. The corrosion displays signs of localized (pitting) attack, as well as
general metal recession. The corrosion is attributed to atmospheric corrosion of steel, which is
accelerated by a localized breakdown of the paint coating resulting in an unfavorable (exposed
steel) to cathode (coated steel) ratio.
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A sample was also taken at the fluid line on the internal surface of a Voyale container. A cross-
section through the wall indicated that corrosion was in the early stages. The estimated metal
recession observed ranged up to 0.002-in. The corrosion was limited to isolated areas supporting
the previous statement that the corrosion was associated with local breakdown of the paint
coating.

The CPC containers are a light blue in color with an internal seam weld. Two containers were
sampled. One container had leaked in the corner. Examination of the corner weld indicated an
excessive buildup of weld filler metal, including burn through (nearly 200% weld penetration at
one location). A metallurgical cross-section of the weld joint indicated a lack of fusion along both
legs of the weld. A leak path was observed along one leg of the weld approximately 1/2 in. from
the bottom.

One seam leak in a CPC container was sampled and examined. The seam leak was located at an
area of insufficient weld filler metal, most likely at a weld start-stop position. A cross-section in
the area indicated a lack of root penetration, undercut, and a lack of fusion along the wide wall
leg. Closer examination of the side wall weld leg indicated that little to no melting of the base
metal had occurred during welding, resulting in the leak path.

Conclusion

The three leaking Voyale containers examined all resulted from a Jack of corner welds. It is hard
to conceive that these three containers could have been leak tight to fluids at any time in their
life. The lack of welded corners, on at least two of these containers, were readily evident during
visual inspection. The two CPC containers leaked as a result of lack of weld fusion.

The extent of corrosion observed on the Voyale containers were limited to areas which had
experienced a breakdown of the paint coating. At present, the internal and external corrosion
app.-i?rs to be superficial. A general statement concerning the condition of the containers cannot
be made due to the small number of containers.
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Table 1. Listing of the Waste container Samples Detailing Container
Manufacturer and Sample Location

Container
identification

2726-164

2728-518

2726-198

2728-478

2730-3

2728-170

Manufacturer

Voyale

Voyale

Voyale

Voyale

CPC

CPC

Date
sampled

11-1-90

11-12-90

11-13-90

11-13-90

11-13-90

11-13-90

Sample
location

Bottom corner

Bottom corner

Sidewall

Sidewall

Bottom corner

Bottom corner

Bottom seam

Comments

Leaking

Leaking

Water line
corrosion

External
corrosion

Leaking

Leaking

Leaking
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ABSTRACT

The Feed Materials Production Center (FMPC),
located near Cincinnati, Ohio, is a government-
owned facility. Westinghouse Materials Company
of Ohio (WMCO) is the prime contractor to the
United States Department of Energy (DOE) at the
FMPC. DOE has entered into a Consent
Agreement with the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) to remediate the
FMPC site. A project known as the
Environmental Remedial Action (ERA) Project
was created to accomplish the task of remediating
the site. The majority of the estimated $2-biIlion
ERA Project was broken into five smaller
manageable subtasks called "operable units." Each
operable unit is handled as a project with its own
project manager/engineer. Due to the project's
complexity and stringent completion dates, DOE
and WMCO have devised a project management
philosophy to ensure the successful completion of
the ERA Project.

This paper will discuss the ERA project and the
development needs to accomplish this project. In
particular, development of processes for the
treatment of wastes sludges for Operable Units 1
and 4 will be discussed. Operable Unit 2 sludges
will be treated in a similar fashion to Operable
Unit 1 if it is determined these sludges need
treatment.

FMPC SITE DESCRIPTION

The FMPC is located near the unincorporated
town of Fcrnald, Ohio, approximately 20 miles

northwest of Cincinnati (Figure 1). The FMPC
production facilities cover approximately 136 acres
in the center of a 1,050 acre site. Several rural
communities and commercial operators lie within
0.6 to 3 miles of the plant.

The FMPC has produced high-purity uranium
metal since the early 1950s for the DOE defense
nuclear fuel cycle. Most of the metal produced at
the FMPC was fabricated into fuel cores and target
elements. These were used in nuclear reactors at
other DOE sites. Many chemical and
manufacturing processes were used in the
production of uranium metal. Some of the process
wastes and sludges containing low concentrations
of uranium and thorium were disposed in large on-
site waste pits. Radium bearing by-product sludges
were placed in two earthen-bermed concrete silos
(commonly known as the K-65 Silos). Typical
commercial wastes were disposed in lime sludge
ponds, fly ash piles, and sanitary landfills (Figure
2).

Today uranium contamination has been found in
on-site soils and perched groundwater around
process facilities and in a groundwater plume that
extends a few thousand feet off-site.

BACKGROUND

In July 1986, DOE and the U.S. EPA entered into
a Federal Facility Compliance Agreement (FFCA)
to ensure that environmental impacts associated
with the FMPC would be thoroughly and
adequately investigated so appropriate remedial
response actions could be formulated, assessed, and
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implemented. In response to amending the FFCA
with a Consent Agreement (CA), a sitewide RI/FS
is being conducted to determine the extent of
contamination and give a recommended method(s)
of remediation. The RI/FS work plan received
U.S. EPA approval in May 1988. To maintain an
objective perspective and eliminate "conflict of
interest" concerns, an independent firm was
contracted by the DOE to do the studies.

A proposed modification to the sitewide RI/FS
plan was introduced in August 1988. In particular,
an "operable unit" strategy was proposed to
separate the FMPC into six distinct operable units
where all areas requiring cleanup could be
categorized. In April 1990, the DOE and the U.S.
EPA amended the 1986 FFCA and signed a
revised CA under CERCLA Section 120 and
106(a) to address the operable units. Two
operable units were combined into one which
reduced the total number of operable units to five.
After completion of the RI/FS, the U.S. EPA will
approve a DOE submitted draft Record of
Decision (ROD) for each operable unit that will
mandate remediation according to the selected
method. The schedule for commencing remedial
action is determined by the CA and the work plans
approved under the CA Until the work plans are
finalized, CERCLA statutory language offers
guidance that physical, substantial, and continuous
remediation should start within 15 months after
issuance of the ROD. To ensure that complex
objectives for the operable units are met in a
timely fashion, the ERA Project, with its
management team and philosophy, was chartered.

In November 1989, the FMPC was placed on the
Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)
National Priority List (NPL) to provide focus for
ongoing cleanup initiatives. Even though financing
of remediation will not come from the Superfiind,
the FMPC site will be remediated in accordance
with CERCLA using DOE funds.

THE OPERABLE UNITS

To expedite remediations, the FMPC was divided
into five operable units. Operable units are
distinct groupings of facilities, environmental
media, and/or regions that will enable DOE to

expedite remedial action on the higher priority
operable units while awaiting necessary data and
related analyses on lower priority operable units.
The facilities, environmental media, and regions
were categorized into operable unit groupings
according to the following characteristics: (1)
physical location, (2) physical similarities of waste
materials, (3) regulatory requirements, and (4)
similarity of available remedial action technologies.

A multitude of complex problems for the various
types of facilities at the FMPC need to be
addressed, ilie operable unit approach allows for
a prioritization of effort, a focus of technical
resources, and more effective management. In
addition, the operable unit approach can
accommodate separate schedules so that the
Feasibility Study process for each operable unit
can be completed and remedial actions initiated at
the earliest possible date. Therefore, cleanup may
begin before the analysis of the total site is
complete. This approach resulted in performing
separate RI and FS reports for each operable unit.
As a result, each operable unit is handled as a
separate project with its own project team.

The components of each operable unit are
identified in Table 1 and located on the map
shown in Figure 3. Components of each operable
unit may change as the RI/FS progresses. Some
components may not need remediation, whereas
other components may be added if the need arises.
An entire oper lble unit may be eliminated if all its
components do not need remediation. However,
this is not the situation with Operable Units 1 and
4.

OPERABLE UNIT 1 DESCRIPTION

Slightly elevated levels of uranium have been
found in the Waste Storage Area. Also, significant
concentrations of uranium and thorium exist sn the
Waste Pits that require remediation. To date,
studies have shown that slormwatcr runoff has
served as a transport mechanism for contamination
to Paddy's Run. As shown in Figure 2, Paddy's
Run is a low drainage collection area located
immediately west of the FMPC site and the Waste
Storage Area. Operable Unit 1 contains Waste
Pits 1 through 6, the Burn Pit, and the Clcarwcll,
which will collectively be referred to as the "Waste
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Pits." The Waste Pits are located in the Waste
Storage Area at the northwest corner of the FMPC
Site (Figure 4). Access to the Waste Storage Area
is controlled.

The Waste Pits were mainly used to dispose of
process waste streams containing uranium and/or
thorium. Waste Pits 1 through 4 were lined with
compacted native clay; whereas. Waste Pits 5 and
6 were lined with a plastic Flexible Membrane
Liner (FML). The Waste Pits are no longer in
use. Waste Pits 1 through 4 and the Burnpit have
been backfilled and covered with clean soil and
vegetation. Waste Pits 5 and 6 are not covered.
Water is kept in these Waste Pits to keep dust
from becoming airborne. The C'carwcII receives
stormwater runoff from Waste Pits 1, 2, and 3.
The Waste Pits coniain approximately 450,000
cubic yards of solids and sludge wastes with an
additional 1.3 million gallons of surface waste
water to be remediated. Remediation may also
include treatment of the soils underneath and
surrounding the pits. Up to 552,000 cubic yards of
wastes (including cap materials) may require
treatment and up to 1,960,000 cubic yards may
require treatment if the soils are included. Table
2 shows the estimated quantities that may need
treatment. Estimates for each Waste Pit are given
in the table. The Waste Pits are classified as
containing low-level radioactive wastes with the
exception of Waste Pit 4. Waste Pit 4 is classified
as containing "mixed wastes" because it contains
barium chloride (a RCRA listed hazardous waste)
along with low-level radioactive waste. Table 3
gives a general description of each Waste Pit and
its contents.

OPERABLE UNIT 4 DESCRIPTION

Operable Unit 4 consists of four silos: two K-65
silos (Silos 1 and 2), the metal oxide silos (Silos 3
and 4. Materials in the silos are tabulated in
Table 4. Silo 4 was never used.

The Waste Silos are located south of the Waste Pit
Storage Area. The 80-foot diameter silos were
each constructed of an 8-inch concrete wall and a
4-inch concrete floor. The domed roofs of the
silos taper from the 8-inch walls to 4 inches at the
apex. The domes were recently covered with a
polyurethane foam and clastomeric coaling.

The K-65 silos (Silo ] and 2) are used for the
storage of radium-bearing residues formed as by-
products of uranium ore processing. The K-65
silos received waste residues between 1952 and
1958. The sources included slurry from the FMPC;
25,000 drums from a plant in St. Louis, Missouri;
and 6,000 drums from Niagara Falls, New York.
The K-65 silos also received a small quantity of
soil excavated from a drum-handling area
previously located to the east of, and adjacent to,
Silo 3.

Waste raffinate slurries were pumped into the K-
65 silos, where the solids settled. The free liquid
was decanted through a series of valves placed at
various levels along the 36-wall height of the silo
walls. Settling and decanting were continued in
this way until the silos were filled 20 to 22 feet to
within approximately 4 feet of the top of the wall.

Silos 3 and 4 were constructed in mid-1952 and
were designed to receive dry materials only. Waste
raffinates from refinery operations were dewatered
in an evaporator and spray-calcined to produce a
dry waste form. The waste was blown into Silo 3.

REMEDIAL INVESTIGATION/FEASIBILITY
STUDY (RI/FS)

CERCLA regulations require that a Remedial
Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) be
performed for NPL facilities such as the FMPC.
The Remedial Investigation (RI) portion of the
study is the characterization of the site through a
sampling program. Historical records and data
searches are used to determine what materials were
present on the site, and site modeling is performed
to determine the extent of the contamination. The
RI efforts for the operable units are presently in
progress. As mentioned earlier, RI findings
confirmed process information of the type and
concentration of hazardous substances and
radionuclides in the Waste Storage Area. To date,
studies have shown that stormwater runoff from
the Waste Storage Area has served as a s;gnificant
pathway for contamination to an adjacent stream
(Paddy's Run), which in turn has contributed to an
area of offsite groundwaier contamination
identified as the South Plume. Likewise, the K-65
Silos emitted significant quantities of radon gas.
An air ircaimcnl svsicm wiih charcoal canisters to
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capture the radon gas was recently installed
adjacent to the silos. This system is operated only
when personnel are required to be in the K-65
area.

The Feasibility Study (FS) portion of the RI/FS is
to evaluate the RI results and determine the
preferred method to remediate the site. Remedial
objectives directly applicable to Operable Units 1
and 4 were developed as part of Rl/FS Work Plan
which was issued in March 1988. The objectives
are as follows:

• Prevent ingestion of or direct contact with
chemical and radiological wastes.

• Prevent release of airborne contaminants from
wastes (including radon, a radioactive gas
produced from the radioactive decay chain of
uranium and thorium).

• Prevent migration of contaminants to
environmental media that would exceed public
health or environmental standards.

At first, the objectives for the operable unit were
kept general, and possible solutions referred to as
alternatives, were proposed. Then an evaluation
process known as "screening" started to determine
which one of the alternatives will be (1) the most
plausible and effective to meet the objectives and
(2) agreeable to the EPA. In addition, a no-action
alternative was proposed to serve as a basis against
which the other alternatives could be judged.

OPERABLE UNIT 3 ALTERNATIVES

The alternativesthat were developed and presented
for screening are briefly described below:

Alternative 0 - No Action

The no-action alternative recommends no
remediation and leaves the Waste Pits in their
present state.

Alternative 1 - Install Slurry Wall and Cap the Pits

This is the first nonremoval alternative intended to
isolate the waste from the environment and
minimize the generation and release of
contaminated leachate to the underlying aquifer.
This alternative includes the removal and
treatment of any standing water, subsurface flow
control, construction of a closure cap, and
stormwater runoff control. The subsurface flow
control combines slurry walls (barriers placed in
the ground as a slurry to limit horizontal flow of
water), subsurface drains, and a temporary
groundwater extraction system.

Alternative 2 - Physically Stabilize the Pits, Slurry
Wall, and Cap

The second nonremoval alternative is identical to
Alternative 1 with the incorporation of a physical
stabilization step. For Waste Pits 1, 2, 3,4 and the
Burnpit, this step will surcharge (compress) the pit
wastes to minimize future pit settlement and
reduce waste pit water movement to the aquifer.
A leachate collection sysiem will be installed to
remove the wasle water as the compression takes
place. The waste will be compressed by placing 16
to 20 feet of soil over the Waste Pits. The soil will
be removed in about six months after compression
is complete and a closure cap placed over the
Waste Pits as in Alternative 1.

For Waste Pits 5, 6, and the Clearwcll, shallow-
land mixing is being investigated as the
stabilization step. This technique involves
injection of cement or grout-type material into the
wastes and mechanically mixing the composite
slurry to form a solid monolith. A closure cap will
be placed over these Waste Pits after they have
been stabilized.

Alternative 3 - In-place Vitrification, and Cap

This third nonrcmoval alternative is similar to
Alternative 2, except a vitrification stabilization
process replaces waste compaction. Electrical
vitrification is the stabilization technology being
investigated. This technique uses electrical current
to melt the pit wastes and surrounding soils to
produce glass. Subsurface water control is not
necessary since the vitrified mass should be
sufficiently resistant to leaching.
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Alternative 4 - Remove Wastes, Sludge Treatment,
and On-Site Disposal

This first removal alternative is intended io remove
the waste source from its current location (above
the aquifer) and io treat the waste prior to
disposal. Technologies will need to be investigated
and developed to (1) remove and treat the
standing water, (2) remove the wastes, (3)
segregate and treat the wastes, and (4) dispose of
the treated wastes on-site. Two treatment
technologies are being investigated for treating the
wastes:

Cementation - This technology involves the
mixing of the pit wastes with cement or grout to
form a solid mass sufficiently resistant to
leaching.

Vitrification - This technology involves melting
the wastes at high temperatures to form a glass
or slag that will be resistant to leaching. A
substance, such as quartz sand, may need to be
added to the waste to produce a mix that will
melt and fuse into a glass or slag.

This alternative entails chemically processing the
residues to remove the radium which is the main
producer of the radon gas that is emitted from the
silos. If this alternative were chosen, the precious
metal in the residues, such as gold and platinum,
could be removed during the process to help offset
the cost of the remediation. A few million dollan
worth of precious metals are contained in the
residues.

Cementation

This alternative is similar to Operable Unit l's
alternative where the materials will be removed
and the residues mixed with grouts that will treat
and entomb the residues in a concrete matrix.

Vitrification

This alternative is also similar to Operable Units
l's alternative where the materials will be removed
and the residues melted at high temperatures to
produce a glass or slag that resists leaching.

The treated wastes will be transported and placed
in an on-site Engineered Disposal Facility (EDF).

Alternative 5 - Remove Wastes, Sludge Treatment,
and Off-Site Disposal

This second removal alternative is identical to
Alternative 4 with the exception that the treated
material will be transported to and disposed of at
an approved off-site location.

OPERABLE UNIT 4 ALTERNATIVES

Several alternatives were considered for the
remediation of the Operable Unit 4 silos and
listing them in this paper would be too lengthy.
However, ihc remaining three basic alternatives
entail removing the residues from ihe silos and
treating the residues in one of the three following
alternatives:

Radium Removal

SCREENING OF ALTERNATIVES

After development of the alternatives was
completed, the process of evaluating and screening
the alternatives began. The first step in this
process was to do "initial screening" of alternatives.
Alternatives 1 and 3 were eliminated early in the
screening process because of implementation and
reliability concerns. The remaining alternatives
were then conceptually formulated to protect
human health and the environment by either
isolating, removing, or inactivating/stabilizing the
contamination source. Finally, the alternatives
were evaluated according to the methodology and
criteria defined in the Office of Solid Waste and
Emergency Response (OSWER) Directive 9355.3-
01, Guidance for Conducting Remedial
Investigation and Feasibility Studies under
CERCLA. Table 5 shows the ranking of the
alternatives against the OSWER criteria. The
alternatives showed similar totals, but their
OSWER criterion scores greatly varicc" Since the
alternatives had relatively close scores in this
ranking process, those listed bciow were
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recommended for further development anti
refinement in "Detailed Anai sis of Alternatives":

Alternative 2 - Physically S;*bilize the Pits,
Slurry Wall, and Cap

Alternative 4 - Remove Wastes, Sludge
Treatment, and On-Sitc Disposal

Alternative 5 - Remove Wastes, Sludge
Treatment, and Off-Site Disposal

While this paper is being prepared, the Rl/FS is in
the "Detailed Analysis of Alternatives" stage of the
screening process. It is interesting to note that
truck shipmerts were eliminated by the RI/FS firm
as a method of off-site waste transport for
Operable Unit l's Alternative 5. Waste truck
shipments were disapproved due to a high loss-of-
life risk. For example, direct transit to a viable
disposal facility located 2,000 miles from the
FMPC would take 200,000 round trips or 880
million vehicle miles with an estimate of over 700
accidents and 40 deaths. Waste transit by rail is
still under evaluation. If shipment by rail were
chosen, this project will need to lay approximately
60 miles of railroad track to complete the
connection.

The issue of treating a waste by vitrification verses
cementation presents itself in the evaluation. The
main issue here is vitrification appears to rank
high in protecting the environment because cf its
very-low leachability and its presumed excellent
stability, but ranks low on implcmcntability
because it still remains a largely undemonslrated
process for large-scale remediatiens. Whereas
cementation may rank somewhat less in its
protection of the environment because it may have
a slightly higher leach rate and its stability ly be
slightly less than glass produced from vitrification,
cementation has been proven successful in large-
scale remediations.

SCHEDULING

The CERCLA Con.it.nt Agreement, signed April 9,
1990 between the DOE and the"U.S. EPA,
indicates a schedule (sec Table 6) for RI/FS
milestones for all operable units. The Proposed
Plan and the Draft ROD for Operable Unit 1 arc

due May 16, 1991 and December 18, 1991,
respectively. (The Operable Units have similar type
deadlines, as shown in Table 6, so only Operable
Unit 1 will be discussed in detail.) Much effort is
being expended to meet these dates since the dates
are subject to enforcement provisions. Failure to
comply may result in penalties against DOE.

Construction start dates are as important to DOE
and WMCO as the Proposed Plan and ROD dates.
According to CERCLA, physical remediation
(construction of the operable unit) should start
within 15 months after approval of the ROD. The
ROD is expected to be approved by the EPA
within three to five months after being drafted. If
the ROD for Operable Unit 1 is approved in three
months after its issuance (March 1992),
construction should start June 1993, 15 months
la-er.

Fifteen months may seem like a long time for
construction preparation, but not for a project like
Operable Unit 1. For example, let's assume that
the approved ROD mandates remediation be done
in accordance with Alternative 4 -- Removal,
Sludge Treatment, and On-Site Disposal. The
treatment method designed will shred the pit
wastes and blend them with a grout to make
4 x 4 x 8 foot blocks which will be placed in an on-
si'e EDF. Treatment of the pit wastes will an
intense and extensive task to complete as indicated
by the quantities and production rales needed as
shown ;n Figure 5. Table 7 shows that it will take
36 months to do conceptual design, detailed
design, and procure a construction contractor in
accordance with DOE guidelines. Unfortunately,
36 months is more than twice the time
recommended to start remediation activities and
very little can be done to reduce the required
schedule. Projects as detailed as Operable Unit 1
require time to (1) completely analyze the project,
(2) design the processes and facilities required to
safely and efficiently remediate the wastes, (3)
obtain any required permits, and (4) prepare the
necessary documentation for CERCLA
requirements, such as, the Remedial Design
Workplan (which is due within 30 to 60 days after
the ROD), and (5) possibly the most important —
to assure lhat adequate development has gone into
design of the processes and the treated wastes will
function as expected.
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STARTING EARLY DESIGN TO MEET ROD
DATES

One solution, and possibly the only solution to
meet the 15-month remediation start date, is to
start preliminary design and development activities
before the ROD is issued. Table 8 shows a
possible design schedule for Operable Unit 1.
Operable Unit 4's schedule would be similar, but
is not shown.

Conceptual design efforts are proceeding on a!! the
three remaining alternatives selected during the
initial screening until (he Rl/FS process selects the
most plausible and effective alternative. This
approach is necessary to ensure that conceptual
design has sufficiently progressed when the final
alternative is selected to complete the detailed
design on time. Additional effort will be expended
for carrying the three remaining alternatives
through conceptual design, but this effort should
be significantly less !han doing Jesigns for three
unrelated projects. The alternatives share similar
features and the design elforts for one alternative
can be applied to the other alternatives. For
example. Alternatives 4 and 5, require removal and
treatment technologies that can apply to both.
Management must promote effective interfacing
between !he different design teams to en.sure thai
efforts are communicated and the design process is
not delayed.

DEVELOPMENT STUDIES-For Operable Unit
1

All three alternatives in Operable Unit 1 need
development studies to ensure that the pit wastes
can be stabilized and the stabilized wastes will
meet the requirements. All three alternatives offer
solidification as one form of treatment. The
wastes in the Waste Pits are unique and no
standard design mix (formula) is available for their
stabilization. The chemical makeup of the Waste
Pit materials was discussed with a development lab
who expressed concern that several of the waste
constituents could hinder acquisition of a design
mix, but felt an effective mix would be developed.

Like the design effort, development cannot be
completed within the 15-month period after the
ROD along with meeting other requirements.

Development of the solidification formula will take
place in three phases. Table 9 describes these
phases in greater detail. Development and
verification of a design mix will require a minimum
of 30 months. One of the main reasons for this
lengthy schedule is that it takes several iterations
to develop the correct design mix. Each design
mix and modification takes a minimum of 45 days
for the test samples to cure and be analyzed.

Ideally, development work should be completec1.
before detailed design is started so the treatment
process and facilities can be designed lo
accommodate the formulated design mix. The
development laboratory indicated, historically,
numerous processes and process plants have failed
because they were designed and built without
development or pilot testing. Often the quality of
a design mix was compromised to curtail
development time or to accommodate a previously
designed facility.

DEVELOPMENT STUDIES-For Operable Unit
4

The development needs for Operable Unit 4 are
essentially the same as Operable Unit 1. They are;
the treated waste form must resist leaching and
contain particulates such as ~"Ra and -10Th.

A unique need for Operable Unit 4 is the treated
waste form must contain the radioactive, inert-gas
radon for sufficient time to allow the radon to
decay. This will reauire that the treated waste
form be free of cracks which would provide
pathways for the radon gas to escape.

CONCLUSION

At times it appears that in DOE, the EPA, and
other large organizations, too much effort is placed
on developing plans, schedules, estimates and
studies without developing the processes
themselves. Likewise, it is often assumed thai
formulas already exist for remediating sludge.
Unfortunately, there is no standard recipe for
solidifying and treating sludges. Most sludges are
unique and each wil! require development of a
unique formula.
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Problems with the process can be discovered and
dealt with (1) during development with little
expense or frustration or (2) during operation of
the completed facility with great expense, loss of
time, and frustration. Like design, development
should be done early in the project. The time and
effort expended in development can far outweigh
the time, money, and frustrations to operate a
facility designed with little or no knowledge of the
processes.
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FIGURES

1. Regional Location of the Feed Materials Production Center

2. Major Features of the Feed Materials Production Center

3. Map of FMPC Feasibility Study Operable Units

4. Waste Storage Area West Side of Site

5. Possible Design For Operable Unit 1 - Alternative 4
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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TABLE 1
FMPC FEASIBILITY STUDY OPERABLE UNITS

Operable Unit 1:
Waste Storage Area

Waste Pits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Clearwell
Burnpit

Operable Unit 4:
Special Facilities

K-65 Silos
Metal Oxides Silo
Silo 4 (empty)

Operable Unit 2:
Solid Waste Areas

Lime Sludge Ponds
Fly Ash Piles
Sanitary Landfill
South-field Area

Operable Unit 3:
Facilities & Suspect Areas

Production Areas Facilities
Production Areas Suspect Areas

- Including Fire Training Area
Other Suspect Areas

- Including Incinerator
Rubble Mounds
Abandoned Drum Locations
Scrap Piles

Operable Unit 5:
Environmental Media

Soils
Groundwater
Flora and Fauna
Regional Aquifer
South Plume
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Pit 1

Pit 2

Pit 3

Pit 4

Pit 5

Pit 6

Clear Well

Burnpit

Average Depth
ft

14.3

13.8

27

24

30

24

27

20

TABLE
OPERABLE UNIT 1

Area
sqft

80,000

48,200

235,500

85,700

183,700

82,400

25,500

20,000

Waste
cubic vd

33,676

18,478

213,248

53,706

98,840

11,556

9,561

9,074

2
QUANTITIES

Cap
cubic yd

3,063

1,238

71,517

17,070

Open

Open

Open

806

SoU
cubic vd

98,341

54,426

33,218

131,758

240,685

79,480

37,047

15,930

Total
cubic vd

135,080

74,142

317,983

202,534

339,525

91,036

46,608

25,810

Totals 714,000 448,139 93,694 690,885 1,232,718
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TABLE 3
OPERABLE UNIT 1 WASTE MATERIALS

Burn- Clear
Pit 1 Pit 2 Pit 3 Pit 4 Pit 5 Pit 6 pit Well Totai

Filter/sump cake
Fly ash
55-J>H1 drums
Slag and slag residues
Rafi'inate
Lime sludge
Process Residues
Nrncombustible trash
Asbestos
Construction debris, concrete, etc.
Green salt (uranium salts)
Laboratory chemicals
Waste oils, wooden pallets, etc.
Stormwater runoff sediments
Barium chloride, (lb. x 1,000)
Thorium, (lb. x 1,000)
Uranium, (lb. x 1,000)

X
X
X
X

120

X
X
X
X

2,700

X
X
X

140
290

X

X
X
X
X

23.5
38

6,700

X
X
X

38
110

X
X

X
X

X
23.5

unkn unkn 178 178
1,900 unkn unkn 11,820
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TABLE 4
OPERABLE UNIT 4 SILO RESIDUES

V/astc Uranium Thorium 230 Radium Precious
cuA'ds lbs pCi/g grams Metals

Silos 1 & 2 9,600 24,700 8,000 - 40,000 3,300 Gold, platinum

Silo 3 5,150 24,500 21,000-72,000 23

Silo 4 Empty
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TABLE 5
OU-1 ALTERNATIVE RANKING - INITIAL SCREENING

Criterion

Short-term human health

Short-term environmental protection

Long-term human health

Long-term environmental protection

Reduction in mobility, toxicity, and volume

Constructability

Reliability

Maintenance

Special engineering & equipment

Totals

Relative Costs

Alternative Number
0 2 4

1

1

1

1

1

5

5

1

5

21

L

4

4

3

3

2

4

4

3

4

31

L

3

3

4

4

4

3

3

4

3

31

M

2

2

5

5

4

3

3

5

3

32

H

For each criterion, each alternative was numerically rated
according to ihe following scale:

1 = worst
2 = below average
3 = average
4 — above average
5 = best

Cost of the alternatives are relative
to each other:

M = Medium
H = High
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TABLE 6
PRIMARY REPORT AND DRAFT ROD DATES

PER CERCLA CONSENT AGREEMENT
(SIGNED APRIL 9, 1990)

Operable Unit
Report 1 2 3 4

Initial Screening of Alternatives 23 Jul 90 29 Oct 90 24 Sep 90 04 Jun 90 27 Aug 90

RI Report/Risk Assessment 18 Feb 91 HFeb91 08 Apr 91 27 Aug 90 08 Apr 91

FS Report 25 Mar 91 25 Mar 91 15 May 91 25 Nov 90 15 May 91

Proposed Plan 16 May 91 15 May 91 31 Jul 91 16 Jan 91 02 Aug 91

Draft Record of Decision (ROD) 18 Dec 91 18 Dec 91 10 Mar 92 16 Aug 91 12 Mar 92
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TABLE 7
POSSIBLE SCHEDULE FOR OU-1 ALTERNATIVE 4

Task

I. Conceptual Design

Design Scopes (A-E Direction)
Draft
Review & approve

Conceptual Design Report - evaluates processes
Negotiate design contract
Draft
Internal review
Prepare final & cost eslimate
Review & incorporate comments
Approve & issue

Duration Months

2 -- Rod Issue Date

v2

Design Criteria -- develops chosen process
Negotiate design contract
Prepare draft
Internal review
Prepare final & cost estimate
Review & incorporate comments
Approve & issue

II. Title Design -- detailed & specific design
Negotiate design contract
Title I (30-50% design)
Review
Title !I (l(K)% design) and engineers construction estimate
Review & incorporate comments
Approve & issue

2'/2

p/2
I

1/2

T
1

4
Vz

V/2

III. Procure Remediation Contractor
Prepare bid package
Bid package
Award package

3V2

Total 36 months after ROD
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TABLE 8
POSSIBLE SCHEDULE FOR OU-1 ALTERNATIVE 4 - MODIFIED

Task Duration Months

I. Conceptual Design

Design Scopes (A-E Direction)
Draft
Review & approve

Conceptual Design Report - evaluates processes
Negotiate design contract
Draft
Internal review
Prepare final & cost estimate
Review & incorporate comments
Approve & issue

Design Criteria -- develops chosen process
Negotiate design contract
Prepare draft
Internal review
Prepare final & cost estimate
Review & incorporate comments
Approve & issue

II. Title Design — detailed & specific design
Negotiate design contract
Title I (30-50%- design)
Review
Title II (100% design) & cngr.'s construction estimate
Review & incorporate comments
Approve & issue

2
1

~

1
4
Vz

1V2

IV2

Vz

9

1
4V2

Vz
3 — Rod Issue Date
2
1

IT
1
2
V2

2
1
V2

III. Procure Remediation Contractor
Prepare bid package Vz
Bid package 3Vz
Award package I

Total
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TABLE 9
OPERABLE UNIT 1 DEVELOPMENT PHASES

Phase 0 - 3 months

Develop sampling and development plans and procure sampling and development lab services.

Phase 1 -- 3 months

1. Develop Statement of Work.

2. Develop Safety Summary/Assessment.

3. Develop project QA Plan -- NQA-1 will be followed after preliminary screening of design mixes.

4. Analyze and characterize the pit wastes.

5. Develop performance criteria with cooperation from WMCO.

Phase 2 -- 12 months

1. Develop acceptable waste forms.

2. Investigate and define variai'es.

Phase 3 -- 6 months

1. Verify formulas by using an independent firm.

2. "Spike" samples with expected concentration ranges of waste contaminants to determine
operational envelop of the developed formula. Modifications to the basic formula will be
determined to accommodate the expected concentration extremes.

3. Bench-scale and pilot scale solidification using actual pit wastes.

Phase 4 - 6 months

1. Perform accelerated aging tests to determine if the treated waste-forms developed in Phase 2 will
maintain acceptable properties. This testing will be integrated into Phase 2 as much as possible.

2. Provide documentation and analyzes as necessary for regulatory approval of the treated waste-
forms.

Phase 5 - On-going with and after Phase 4

Real-time test demonstrating the aging and weathering of the concrete. Several Bench-scale or
pilot sized concrete samples will be placed in the ground. Several of the samples will be removed
each year to determine how the blocks arc aging and weathering the elements. Data from this
study will be used to confirm the accuracy of the accelerated aging lest.
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OVERVIEW OF THE
LAND DISPOSAL RESTRICTIONS

FRAMEWORK

Fran Sharpies
Environmental Sciences Division

ORNL



HIGHLIGHTS OF RCRA HISTORY

• 1965 Solid Waste Disposal Act

(made states responsible for developing

solid waste management plans)

• 1970 Resource Recovery Act
(funded resource recovery programs)

• 1976 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

• 1984 Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments
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The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendents of 1984
Greatly Altered Regulation Under RCRA

• Projected clear message that continued reliance on
land disposal of untreated hazardous wastes will
not be acceptable over the long term

• "Hammer provisions" remove EPA's discretion

CC



PURPOSE
LDR

HSWA established deadlines for EPA
to define the conditions under

which hazardous waste could be
disposed of on land in a manner
that protects human health and

the environment.



WHAT IS LAND DISPOSAL?
40 CFR 268.2

Placement in or on the land that includes, but
is not limited to:

• landfills
• surface impoundments
• waste piles
• injection wells
• land treatment facilities
• salt dome formations
• salt bed formations
• underground mines and caves
• concrete vaults or bunkers

Presentation 4



HOW DOES EPA IMPLEMENT
THE LDR?

By assessing available data and establishing

• Treatment concentrations based on Best
Demonstrated Available Technology (BDAT),

• Acceptable treatment technology,

• No standard because technology is not
available, or

• "No Land Disposal" as the standard



SCHEDULE FOR IMPLEMENTING
THE LAND DISPOSAL RESTRICTIONS

• November 8, 1986 Solvents and Dioxins

• July 8, 1987 "California List"

• August 8, 1988 "First Third"

• June 8, 1989 "Second Third"

• May 8, 1990 "Third Third"



SOLVENT AND DIOXIN WASTES

• Solvents

- F001 through F005

• Dioxins

- F020 through F023
- F026 through F028

O
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"CALIFORNIA LIST" WASTES ARE
LIQUID HAZARDOUS WASTES THAT:

• Contain > 1,000 mg/l free cyanides

• Have a pH < 2

• Contain PCBs > 50 ppm

• Contain > 1,000 mg/i halogenated organic
compounds (HOCs)

• Contain metals such as thallium,
selenium, nickei, and lead exceeding
specified concentrations

C



FIRST THIRD WASTES INCLUDE

• Some T" electroplating wastes

• Selected "K" wastes from

- paint production
- petroleum refining
- steel finishing

• Selected wastes from the
V and "IT lists



SECOND THIRD WASTES
INCLUDE

• Spent cyanide-containing materials
from certain metal heat treating operations

• Some "K" series wastes

• Some discarded commercial chemicals
including xylene (U239)



THIRD THIRD WASTES
INCLUDE

• Certain "K" series waste

• Certain discarded commercial chemicals

• Characteristic wastes

• Multi-source leachate (except for
dioxin-containing wastes leachate)

©



GENERATOR AND T/S/D
RESPONSIBILITIES

Dilution prohibited as a substitute
for treatment (40 CFR 268.3)

Waste analysis and recordkeeping
(40 CFR 268.7)

Notifications and Certifications
(40 CFR 268.7)

Storage prohibition (40 CFR 268.50)

to
55



STORAGE PROHIBITED EXCEPT:

To accumulate an adequate quantity
to facilitate treatment or recovery
- must comply with accumulation

requirements of 40 CFR 262.34
- allowed up to 1 year in permitted

or interim status facilities

Where a waste is subject to a
- nationwide variance
- case-by-case extension
- approved petition



VARIANCES AND EXTENSIONS

• Variance from the treatment standard

• Two-year national capacity variance

• Case-by-case extension

• "No-migration" petition

Presentation 4



SUMMARY

LDR take into account
- the long-term uncertainties

associated with land disposal
- the need to manage waste right

the first time they are disposed
- the persistence, toxicity, mobility,

propensity to bioaccumulate. volume

In the DOE system, LDR affect
- mixed waste management
- site remediation
- land disposal facilities



OPTIONS FOR MIXED WASTE MANAGEMENT

o TREAT TO LDR REQUIRED LEVELS AND STORE
LONG TERM

to
to

o TREAT TO LDR REQUIRED LEVELS AND DISPOSE AS
MIXED WASTE

o TREAT AND DELIST, DISPOSE AS LLW



2.14 DELISTING EFFORTS FOR K-1407-C POND SLUDGES

Steve Goodpasture
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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DELISTING:

The process of removing from hazardous waste regulations a particular waste

from a specific generating facility. Delisting is done by demonstrating with

supporting analytical data on representative samples that the waste does not meet

the criterion under which it was listed nor any other criterion under which it

could be listed.



WASTES ARE DEFINED AS HAZARDOUS BY:

- Hazardous waste characteristics,

- Toxicity,

- Contains hazardous constituents.

to
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VHS MODEL

Maximum Concentrations of constituents were
used in the VHS model.

Inorganic constituents passed, Organic constituents
passed except for 1,1 dichloroethylene.

On basis of E. P. leaching test and VHS model,
the sludges appear to be delistable for metals.

For the vast majority of organic constituents,
sludges are delistable on basis of solubility and
VHS model.
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HISTORY OF C-POND
DELISTING PETITION

December 1986 -

July 27, 1987 -

October 13, 1988-

May 3, 1989 -

September 7, 1990

Began delisting effort.

Sampling and analysis plan submitted to the EPA

Meeting with DOE, EPA, and MMES to discuss
delisting projects and issues.

Petition submitted to the EPA.

Petition withdrawn.



FIGURE 1.

PRELIMINARY LOGIC DIAGRAM FOR DELISTING OF ORGDP SOLIDIFIED SLUDGE
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Z15 FORUM DISCUSSION

Question - Gary A. Benda, Chem-Nuclear Systems

I'll s.art the discussion. It seemed to me from the preseniations that one conclusion is that cement
is acceptable and will meet the TLCP criteria. The problems are quality control, operations, selection
of the wrong equipment, or something else that caused the end product failure instead of the selection
of media. Would someone like to comment?

I'll go first - Dan Burke (WVNS) of West Valley. Yes, the process clearly was a very bad decision
on our part on the system that I described this morning. Secondly, there was an absolute lack of
quality control, which is also unacceptable. I realized during the break, and I want to clarify it now,
that there is a fair amount of confusion caused by the fact that I went through that presentation so
quickly. We have got two different solidification systems at West Valley. One is the one that
processes the supernatant. That one is not NRC "approved," but "endorsed." We do have an
approved "recipe" for that. We have achieved an acceptance rate well over 99.9%, very rigid quality
control characterization before we even started on line characterization. We set drums aside during
the process and monitored the performance of those. We are core drilling those drums along the way,
and it is a long-term project that is going very, very well - not to be confused with the sludge
solidification project, which was the main thrust of what I talked about this morning.

Comment - Michael Tokar (NRC)

Can I offer a comment on that - what you were just talking about? I do want to commend the West
Valley Demonstration Project people and the Department of Energy people that were involved in that
activity with respect to their efforts on the qualification of the decontaminated supernatant
solidification program. We worked with them rather closely over a period of about a year and they
did, I thought, an excellent job in terms of the testing program that they went through, in that they
attempted to pass or test against all of the tests that are called out in the NRC's technical position
on waste form. They cored full-scale drums, 71-gallon drums of waste and did the testing on those
to ensure that the waste was homogeneous and that it met the minimum criteria on compressive
strength, etc. They agreed to set aside archival surveillance specimens and to examine these over a
five-year period and to do testing on those specimens over that period of time, and to report the
results and so forth. And, they have done an excellent job. incidentally, in terms of the
characterization of the waste. Remember, we had been talking earlier about the need to do adequate
characterization of the waste. They have, for example, established a periodic testing program to
ensure that the waste that they are treating is within the specification limits in terms of the waste that
was qualified under the test program and have done periodic tests on a every 70 or 80 (I forget what
the exact number is) of actual full-scale drums to ensure that the product is continuing to be an
adequate fully-qualified product within specification. So, in all of these ways they have done what we
think is appropriate in terms of ensuring that the waste will, in fact, possess the long-term stability
that we thought we would like to have in terms of meeting our regulation. And, the DOE does not
obviously have to meet NRC regulatory requirements in the normal sense. They have agreed to do
this on the grounds of meeting an agreement that was reached with an intervening group in the State
of New York, but obviously, as you know, we don't regulate the Department of Energy in the usual
sense as we do with the commercial side. The distinction that I wanted to make, however, is that the
West Valley experience in contrast to some of the things that I heard this morning (and later on in
the day) in some of the things that I heard. In some cases, e.g., the Salt Stone Project down at
Savannah River, again 1 think the approach from what I know of it - I haven't studied it in detail -

221
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seems to be on a par with what we were talking about here on the West Valley Demonstration
Project. But it of matter, from what I have heard in terms of where you are with regard to waste
characterization. You don't even know the barest minimum of what it is that you are trying to treat
or where it stands in terms of the recipe that you will have to use to make sure that it has the product
qualification, specification, or parameters that you want to meet. That is minimum; it has to be done.
You have to do a better job on that. Unless the approach you really want to take is "We'll get it
solid. We'll get rid of it, get it off site, below the ground where nobody can see it, and hopefully
nobody will find it migrating off into the accessible environment while I am still alive". If that is the
attempt that is going to be followed, then this is just whistling in the dark here.

Question - Gary A. Benda, CNS

What is the comprcssive strength and supernatant? Dan Burke, do you have any knowledge of tl t?

Specifically, about 800-1200 lb/in.2

What is your requirement?

NRC requirement is 186 lb/in.2, while the WVNS requirement is 500 lb/in.2

Question - C. W. Francis (MMES)

I missed it on the Salt Stone down in Savannah River. Have you done teachability test on it? I have
a hard time as a earth scientist thinking that you are going to make a good rock out of nitrates.

Dennis Thompson (SRS)

Okay, I'm sorry, I must have gone too fast. That is probably the most important test that we do. We
do both the EP Tox, and since the exchange we have gone to the TCLP.

C. W. Francis (MMES)

I mean real leaching tests. The EP Tox and the TCLP were not designed to determine how good of
a solidified waste you could make. It was made to determine, to keep the waste out of municipal
waste landfill. Have you done ANSI 16.1?

Dennis Thompson (SRS)

Are you talking about the NRC? Yes. We have performed the ANSI 16.1 test on our waste form,
and we do meet the requirements. However, we use the EPTOX and TCLP tests because they are
what the state wants.

Question - C. W. Francis (MMES)

In the model that you are talking about, what kind of verification do you have on that model?

Dennis Thompson (SRS)

Well, in a sense they have been - we're working on another independent model now to verify it. But
the model that I described has been verified or "calibrated" using lysimeters that have been active for
the past ten years or so. Chris Langton has worked with the rysimctcrs much more than I, so you
should address your question to her.
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Question - G W. Francis fMMESI

How long have you had the tysimeters going?

Langton, Thompson (SRS)

About 5 years.

Question - C. W. Francis (MMES)

Are the data that you are getting from the laboratory tests and your rysimeler tests, do they seem to
be in line with your models?

Langton. Thompson (SRS)

Okay. And we're using the models to predict what will happen with the lysimeters next year and we're
getting fairly good results.

Thompson (SRS)

Those lysimeters are dear and near to Chris, so I elect to let her talk about them.

Comment - NRC - Tokar - Notes on Workshop by NRC

If nobody else is going to talk, I am going to keep on monopolizing the conversation. Please. I just
wanted to say that for a lot of this I have a feeling of deja vu. I was talking to some people during
the break and I said this to them before. I had to resist falling into the trap of acting like I know
it all or even thinking that I know it all cause I know that I don't know it all. The more I know, the
more I realize that I don't know. We have explored a lot of this area that I have been hearing about
today ourselves. Over the past seven years, as I said, we have been reviewing technically the
commercial vendor formulations of cement formulations for low level waste. We had our own
workshop a year and a half ago on cement solidification and stabilization of low level waste, and a
few of you in this room I know were at that workshop, and yet I suspect that the vast majority of you
did not realize that we had done such a thing, or if you had, hadn't bothered to read the proceedings
that we produced on this, which was a pretty extensive and comprehensive discussion of the workshop
and its results. They went into in some detail about things having to do with the waste
characterization situation, the need to do a better job on the qualification testing of the product,
problems that vendors and others had seen either in the laboratory or in the field, and things of that
sort. The thing that I am trying to say is that a lot of the ground has been plowed before; it isn't
necessary to re-invent the wheel entirely here, and if people would read the literature, you could find
out quite a bit. I am glad to see that you are having this type of a meeting and starting to talk to one
another now, because 1 am sure that through that process, you will share a lot of experiences and
information. But you really need to get out there and see what is already available. For instance, we
have produced over the past several years, several evaluation reports on our reviews of the
solidification media. They included a couple of styrenes, bitumen, and gypsum. Some of you have
expressed some surprise in what I said earlier about the fact that we reviewed and disapproved the
use of gypsum for low level waste stabilization. It exits in the reports; they are in the public domain;
they are in the open literature. You need to get out there and read some of this stuff. A lot of the
information is available.
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Question - Peter Soo (BNL)

It seems to me that a lot of the problems that you have with your grout stem from your lack of well-
defined acceptance criteria. You don't seem to bother too much about free-liquid generation,
radiation damage, biodegradation, cracking, or gas generation, unless they suddenly appear and
embarrass you. Then, it's how can we quickly fix the problem and come out with a better formulation
that takes away the particular situation that we arc in. But again, you don't seem to be testing the
new formulations against well-defined acceptance criteria. How strong docs the wasteform have to
be? How much gas generation is acceptable? How much free liquid could we have? You don't seem
to have the equivalent of the NRC Technical Position Tests. Are any of you thinking along these
lines? Will these acceptance criteria be generated within the defense waste community, or will you
just keep making these full-size waste forms and grout until you happen to come upon one that
behaves nicely?

Answer

I vvill talk a little bit in regards to saltstone. In terms of acceptance criteria, the philosophy behind
saltstone was two-fold. First, it was a lot of testing to find a range in which we can make a product
that meets the type of criteria that you are talking about. The second phase of that is the production
facility, which were the focus of making that product or working within those ranges. We do have an
acceptance criteria of 500 pounds per square inch, and there is no problem for us to meet that. Water
is, like I said during my talk, very important to us. We accept (the NRC standard is what 1/2 a
percent?) and we want none and arc able to meet that. I don't like to defend, but in the defense of
saltstone, I think that we are focusing on some of these criteria.

Comment - Steven Bluc-MMES

It is not feasible for the materials engineer to help in the selection of a leak-proof drum or other
container at a reasonable cost. Waste processors and managers cannot control waste chemistry and
identify the anticipated storage conditions and required reliability, it also may not be practical to put
liquids into steel drums and tanks for undefined periods with a no-leak requirement. If we want to
avoid generic failures of waste containers, there must be early planning, sampling, analysis, and testing
activities by all concerned organizations.

Question - Tim Holden

Docs anyone have a correlation between acceptance standards and long-term reliability? Is there a
relationship between life in these acceptance standards? Do we know anything about that? Docs
anyone have 99% reliability for some number of years on grout? Can anybody talk to that problem?
I think thai is the kind of information that we need to design with.

Michael Tokar (NRC)

I do remember reading somewhere that Portland cement was invented in England in the year 1826
or something like that. It didn't really become widely used or produced commercially in this country
until somewhere around the beginning of the late 19th century or early 20th century. So while we
take it for granted because i1 is all around us—it's in the streets and the buildings there isn't any
hundreds of years' experience with this material for an application, much less for what we are talking
about here as a application. If anyone has decades long or whatever data, on the performance or
reliability of this kind of material, I would be surprised to hear it. In fact, the approach that we have
taken in the commercial regulation side is a little difficult to defend but one that we arc stuck with,
and that is that we are using the short-term tests that arc called out in a technical position which lasts
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on the order of minutes to at the longest being a few months. As indirect indicators of long-term
capability or structural stability if you will, and only in a very indirect or qualitative semi-quantitative
sense, can one do that. There is no parameter that I know of as a materials engineer that you can
measure like compressive strength and say, "OK," if you have 500 psi, it's going to last 300 years, and
if you have 600 psi, it's going to last 1,000 years, or whatever. It just doesn't work that way. One last
comment and I promise I'll shut up. There is a lot of emphasis or mindset (out in the commercial
side, at least) focused on the need to solidify the material, so that once the material is solidified, you
are home free. That is an objective it is true, but from our standpoint at least, regarding the Class
B and C wastes, we are concerned about the long-term stability--not just the short-term solidification.
And there is the real issue. How do you demonstrate that the stuff will be stable over a long period
of time-not just solid for some short period of time? In some cases, not many, we have seen
instances where there have been waste forms that are solid, and look good, and then you take them
and immerse them in a beaker of water and in a matter of minutes they begin to fall apart. That isn't
a stable waste form in our understanding of the definition of the term. So, you need to look beyond
just the desire of getting the stuff solid and saying that we are not going to have more than half a
percent of free liquid or something like that. That is not the end objective, in my opinion, that you
ought to be shooting for.

Question/Comment - J. A. Voogd (Westinghouse-Hanford)

I would like to make a comment a little bit on the stability of a waste form for long-term, and it really
needs to be pulled back into the contex". of your disposal system in its entirety. I presented a couple
of slides there at the end of my presentation on the performance assessment. In our performance
assessment, we take very little credit in reality for the performance of the grout itself. Now that's
largely in nature of our disposal facility in the area of environment which we are in. We are
depending to a very large degree on the fusion pass and the slow diffusion rates through a soil column
that has essentially zero water, or very little water. I think that in choosing our waste forms and
disposing of them per se, we need to take into consideration the environment in which they are going
to be placed. In certain cases, time is the only factor that you have to work with. In other cases, you
have the ability of the soil columns water itself and the water table and the height infiltration rate to
minimize the impacts on groundwatcr and its final effect on the environment and eco system and
people and produce that would be taking up that water. I guess that I just wanted to put that into
context.

Question - Tim Holden (PGDP)

Romans were the first ones to develop concrete, long before the British, but as my colleagues at Oak
Ridge tell me, there is a difference between grout and concrete. I think that what we really are seeing,
and you will have to forgive me for my naivety because I have only been in the "grouting business"
now since about April of last year, and that is that every waste stream that we arc trying lo process
seem to be unique and it appears to me that you almost have to tailor your formulations for that
particular waste stream, so it is not clear to me that there is a uniform recipe out there that will solve
all of our problems. It takes time to develop, time to evaluate, and time to implement.

Question - Tim Holden - Systems Engineering

I think that one of the reasons that I raised the question is that I heard the statement that trace
amounts of some quantity could cause the concrete to crumble at a later time. The implications, we
talk about waste, but all the waste is different like you just said and the trace amount of anything
might cause a problem at some future date. We saw some things that were showing up 44 days later
when most people probably wouldn't be looking.
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Question - Barry Siskind

Someone, from Los Alamos, I think, just brought up the idea of a system approach - the waste form,
the facility structure, and the environment. I believe that the performance objectives for 10 CFR Part
61 [Licensing Requirements for the Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste] when it was issued, took
into account what NRC thought the EPA standards would be for a dose to an affected individual or
receptor at the site boundary. Now don't hold me to these numbers because I might be wrong, but
I think that it was 25 millirem whole body; 75 millirem thyroid, and 25 millirem to any other organ.
Part 61 was issued in December 1982. The associated discussion in the Federal Register talks about
these presumed EPA standards, based on comments from the EPA That was December 1982. And
from what I understand 40 Part 193 still is not out yet even in draft form. So this means that DOE
has to make the same kinds of guesses. DOE may very well have to go through not only a waste-
stream-specific, but also a site-specific analysis equivalent to a Part 61 analysis for every site. Part 61
puts certain restrictions on the kind of site at which low level waste can be disposed of. I believe that
there are various hydrogeology restrictions, depth of groundwater, avoiding fluctuating zones between
the saturated and unsaturated zones—if it is in the saturated zone, you have to have diffusional
mobility as the only form of release, etc. NRC was attempting to cover sites in all parts of the
country and put these generic restrictions on them. You can look at Part 61 at your leisure if you
have insomnia some night. For a DOE site to have its waste accepted by an NRC-licensed site, it
merely has to meet the NRC acceptance criteria. If it has to be disposed of on-site at a site that was
selected during the Manhattan Project without regard to geohydrology, then the waste may have to
meet stricter criteria to meet the radiological requirements of a receptor at the site boundary. If you
are not careful, you may have to go through an NRC type of analysis for every DOE defense site, and
that is going to cost a hell of a lot of money. You then have, of course, EPA requirements for your
hazardous waste, which is another set of problems.

Questions - Gary A. Benda (CNS)

I believe that DOE has required through their orders similar performance criteria as the NRC. In
essence, the regulations do not have to have specific individual site criteria, but only as it meets the
prescribed performance criteria. Meeting performance criteria is more universal and can meet our
safety and environmental concerns, while eliminating the need to be site specific.



3. TOPICAL WORKING GROUPS

3.1 GENERAL

In this part of the meeting with the Department of Energy and its prime contractors who are
engaged in work concerning the management of waste sludge, several working groups were forme'
to focus on the exchange of information, experiences, solutions, and future plans. Topical sessions
on: (1) Waste Characterization, (2) Grouting, (3) Operations and Certification, (4) Containment,
and (5) Treatment of Off-Spec Products were first convened in an all-day session. The groups
then met collectively in an open forum to relate their specific problems and needs to all
participants. Summary findings of these deliberations follow.
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3.2 GROUP I. WASTE CHARACTERIZATION

C. R. Kirkpatrick, J. L. Shoemaker, and C W. (Chet) Francis

The Waste Characterization Working Group met during the Waste Conference on December 5-6,
1990. The mission of the working group was to identify a list of issues and recommended actions
required for their resolution that address characterization of waste to meet the demand for storage
or treatment. Th. characterization must be sufficient to support activities necessary to carry a
waste from cradle to grave. Process constraints, performance standards, final disposition, and
regulatory issues must be considered for characterization of wastes. Attendance for the working
group was as follows:

Name Location
G. J Pardue Martin Marietta, K-25 Core group
R. F. Gimpei FMPC Cincinnati Core group
J. W. Mandler INEL EG&G Idaho Core group
Y. R. Fields Martin Marietta, Y-12
C. R. Kirkpatrick Martin Marietta, K-25 Chairman
Robert Johnson Martin Marietta, Y-12
Martha Bridges Consultant
Paul Pak DOE-RL
Charles Turner Martin Marietta, K-25 Core group
Michael Tokar NRC Core group
John Kennerly Martin Marietta, D&D
Scott Mallette FMPC Cincinnati
Phil Moore Martin Marietta, Ports Core group
Gene Turner DOE-SR
David Carden DOE-ORO
Carl Jensen EG&G Rocky Flats Core group
John Hciser Brookhaven Nat'l Lab Core group
Barry Siskind Brookhaven Nat'l Lab Core group
Jim Shoemaker Martin Marietta, K-25 Co-chairman
C. (Chct) Francis Martin Marietta, K-25 Co-chairman
John Prazniak Martin Marietta, Y-12 Core group
Ed. Wanncmacher Chem-Nuclcar

The following issues were defined and recommended actions were developed.

ISSUE NO. 1 What are the characterization ranges? How are they classified (hazardous, mixed,
low-level, and TRU), and how arc they stored?

RATIONALE: The opinion of the working group was that some general characterization criteria
for various classifications should be made available for gencraiors throughout the DOE system.
The availability of such criteria would replace the development of site by site, waste by waste
^characterization criteria.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

The working group recommended that DOE fund a project to understand and develop the
characterization criteria for the following candidate waste forms: sludges and incinerator ash. The
development should address hazardous (RCRA), mixed, low-level, and TRU waste forms.
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ISSUE NO. 2: Characterization for grouting process activities is performed to classify wastes and
to generate information for a stabilization formulation for a generic class of waste. Axe the
constituents that interface with the chemistry of stabilization being characteristically identified and
addressed in grout formulation? For example, are potential set inhibitors and set accelerators
identified prior to formulation development? Is the waste compatible with the stabilization
medium? Is the waste compatible with the confiner material?

RATIONALE: Problems with the setting of Portland-cement-based waste stabilization
formulations have been attributed to the presence of constituents in the waste which interfere wiih
the physics and chemistry of cement setting. For example, the presence of ceitain organic
constituents (such as certain chelating agents, like EDTA, in the ppm range) has been found to
compromise the set of waste formulations. The working group discussed two examples: (1) EDTA
in boric acid wastes preventing setting of cement waste forms. Boric acid itself is a set retardant.
(2) The presence of an unidentified organic in the ppm range prevented the set of cement waste
forms made from the decontaminated supernatant at West Valley. The presence of such
constituents needs to be ascertained prior to formulation development in order to counteract their
effects by pretreatment or removal or consideration of an alternative stabilization medium. In a
similar vein, the presence of constituents in the waste which are aggressive toward candidate waste
container materials needs to be addressed prior to selection of these materials.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

Our recommendations for this issue were:

(1) The data quality objectives must be clearly defined and continuously updated as the
project proceeds.

(2) The update of the characterization may need to be conducted in an iterative manner. For
any given waste grouting project, complete characterization may not be possible from one
set of samples. An initial characterization should be conducted to define the regulatory
concerns (e.g., presence of hazardous constituents in TCLP extract above-regulatory
minimum levels). The regulatory concerns will, in turn, determine the requirements for
treatment. At this point, characterization to ascertain suitability of particular treatment
processes (e.g., stabilization in Portland cement) is needed. If the analysis of the waste
indicates that a particular treatment process is unsuitable (e.g., because of the presence of
"bad actors" constituents for that process), then additional characterization to ascertain
suitability of a modified or alterative process may be necessary.

(3) Trial samples of the waste should be treated to provide some preliminary indication that
the selected process will yield an adequate product.

(4) During the course of a waste treatment campaign, real-time characterization of the waste
will be necessary for process verification and control.

(5) Continuous and constant interaction and communication among the waste managers,
waste generators, and the analytical staff is necessary.

(6) Waste treatment and characterization should be driven by environmental and safely
concerns and not by production and scheduling concerns.

The working group also recommended that the Department of Energy (DOE) put together a
listing of "bad actor" constituents for use by waste generators and waste processors This listing
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should be similar to the list issued recently by the NRC as an information notice, but, in addition,
it should consider constituents not in the NRC list but likely to be found in DOE defense waste.
The list should also not be limited to "bad actors" for Portland cement but should consider
constituents dclelcrious to other candidate stabilization media.

ISSUE NO. 3: Reliable sampling procedures and equipment that generate representative and
defensible samples from nonhomogencous waste streams.

RATIONALE: In order to select an appropriate stabilization method and to ensure that this
method will be successful, the waste to be stabilized must be adequately characterized. This
characterization requires reliable, adequate, representative sampling of the waste stream. Because
most waste streams are nonhomogeneous, reliable sampling is difficult.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

Prior to initiating sampling, a comprehensive waste sampling and analysis plan must be developed
that: (1) generates representative samples, (2) results in a statistically significant number and
distribution of samples that meets the objectives of the sampling effort, (3) preserve samples so
that the required analyses will give valid results, and (4) will be defensible upon review by
regulatory agencies.

The waste treatment facility must have a Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) that defines the waste
that will be accepted. The sampling and analysis plan must address these criteria.

In order to be defensible, the sampling and analysis plan should: (I) have well-defined quality
objectives; (2) address all the quality elements required by the EPA or NQA-1; (3) address chain-
of-custody, hazard review, records, holding times, sampling and analysis protocols, archiving
requirements, quality control samples, and sample preservation.

Reliable sampling procedures and equipment may need to be developed because current EPA
methodologies may not be applicable for sampling nonhomogeneous ponds, tanks, or drums.

Regulatory review and concurrence must be obtained at an early stage, preferably at the sampling
and analysis planning stage.

The sampling and analysis protocols should adequately address and satisfy the requirements of the
sampling effort. For example, the protocols may be different depending on whether the sampling
is to: (1) fully characterize the waste to be stabilized; (2) determine whether the waste is
hazardous, mixed, or radioactive; (3) ensure that the waste is compatible with the proposed
stabilizing medium; and (4) satisfy specific regulatory requirements.

ISSUE NO. 4: Performance criteria and long-term structural iniegrity and durability of stabilized
waste forms.

RATIONALE: The two main concerns regarding waste form performance are whether the waste
forms will: (1) have sufficient long-term durability and (2) maintain the release of toxic,
hazardous, and radioisotopes at a level low enough to pose no threat to the public. Release of
regulated components from a waste form is, in most cases, intimately lied to the durability of the
waste form. If the waste form fails, the releases will normally sky rocket especially in the cases of
diffusion-controlled mechanisms. Tests must be performed to determine release rates and
mechanisms for the species of concern. Other tests should be done to mimic the failure
mechanisms that can reasonably be expected to occur in the disposal environment.
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Presently, DOE is mandated to adhere to EPA requirements for hazardous (including mixed)
waste disposal. This mandates the TCLP leach test and a measurement of UCS strength. Other
tests such as acid neutralization, wet-dry cycling, and freeze-thaw testing are recommended to show
long-term durability.

DOE is not required to follow NRC criteria for radioactive waste disposal. Lacking this
requirement, DOE issued Order 5820.2. This order does not establish a DOE-wide set of waste
form acceptance criteria but, in general, leaves it up to individual sites to develop their own
criteria. This is a major shortcoming in the DOE waste management system. Most sites have
opted to follow the NRC criteria that meet their needs. Two points should be made against this
strategy—first, public opinion will not run favorably toward voluntary waste form acceptance
standards; and second, the NRC criteria were developed for commercial wastes and may not best
fit DOE wastes. The NRC criteria are not without critics, many of whom feel the criteria do not
adequately address the disposal environment. Additionally, for commercial sites, some
consideration has been given to geology. This is not the case of DOE disposal sites.

Starting with release of regulated species, the obvious need is to determine the leaching behavior
of the waste form. The TCLP test attempts to do this for hazardous species. This test is a
regulatory requirement and does have a good deal of merit behind it. The test assumes poor
durability of the waste form (size reduction to <9 mm) and thus assumes a worst-case scenario.
This test does little to aid determination of site performance and docs not uncover all avenues of
concern. The NRC-mandated test is the ANS 16.1 semi-dynamic leach test, which is performed for
minimum of 90 d. This test allows calculation of a leachability index, which is derived from
simplified mass transport theory, based on bulk diffusion as the predominant mechanism.
Assumption of a simple bulk diffusion mechanism is a poor choice for many radioisotopes, and
this failure is magnified for hazardous components that are chemically bound (stabilized) as
opposed to simply encapsulated. It would be of greater interest to determine the mechanism of
release along with the rate of release.

Current demands on source-term analysis and site performance assessment dictate the use of a
reliable method of predicting long-term leachabilily from a short-term test. Releases from a waste
form can be governed by one or more mechanisms (e.g., diffusion, dissolution, corrosion). DOE
developed the Accelerated Leach Test (ALT) that uses temperature, leachale volume, and sample
size to obtain releases that are accelerated relative to other available leach tests and to the
leaching of full-scale waste forms. The test is a semi-dynamic test having an 11-d duration. Along
with the test, the ALT computer program was developed: (1) as a tool for performing the
calculations necessary to analyze leach test data, and (2) as a modeling program to identify
leaching mechanisms and to make extrapolations using the models contained in the program.

Many critics of the ANS 16.1 test argue for a shorter test duration, stating that little knowledge is
gained past the first 5 d. A review of reported data showed most 5-d leach indices to be equal to
or less than those for 90-d duration. The NRC originally used a 5-d test but changed to a 90-d
test after concerns that other mechanisms might prevail over longer leaching times. A 5-d or even
a 90-d leach test may not be sufficient to observe changes in the mechanisms for stable waste
forms. Therefore, the accelerated leach test, developed internally by DOE, appears to be the best
choice for both determining long-term release rates and gaining insight into the mechanism of
release for each species of concern.

The second, and perhaps more difficult, part of waste form performance is determining long-term
durability of the waste form. It is unclear if any short-term test can adequately describe the long-
term behaviors of a waste form. Determination of long-term behavior of cement-based waste
forms is further clouded given the lack of a reliable long-term durability database.
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To determine the durability of a waste form, EPA requires the UCS to be greater than 50 psi,
while NRC requires a minimum of 500 psi. ASTM testing procedures are recommended and are
usually adequate for this simple measurement. The EPA also recommend a series of tests, which
may be required on a case by case basis, as an aid in determining waste-form performance. The
NRC criteria call for biodegradation, freeze-thaw cycling, radiation, UCS measurement, and 90-d
water immersion. For cement-based waste forms, there have been no reported failures using the
biodegradation or radiation testing. Of the NRC tests, the one that may show evidence of waste-
form durability is the water immersion test.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

For the future, DOE needs to establish a set of waste-form acceptance criteria for S/S facilities to
be applied to all DOE facilities. Characterization concerns need to be integrated into various
studies of long-term durability on stabilized waste forms. A database of the long-term durability
of stabilized waste forms needs to be established and made available to all DOE facilities. Finally,
an accelerated aging test that can model real-time aging of the stabilized waste forms needs to be
devised.

ISSUE NO. 5: Lack of uniform classification within the DOE system for low-level waste. Ask
DOE to attempt to classify low-level radwastes.

RATIONALE: At present, DOE does not have a uniform low-level waste (LLW) classification
system in place. By order 5820.2, DOE left it up to the individual sites to develop their own
independent classification system. Such an approach can inhibit overall flexibility in the waste
treatment/disposal options available to the waste manager. By adopting a uniform classification
scheme, similar to the NRC mandates based on activity level and applying this classification
throughout DOE, the generators would gain numerous treatment/disposal options and advantages.
This allows a DOE facility to ship treated waste to a commercial disposal site where they would be
required to follow the NRC classification system. Some of the reasons that the NRC mandates a
uniform classification system are that it allows strategic placement of waste in the disposal site and
containerization and that waste-form performance can be tailored to the activity (tiass) of the
waste, which in turn, allows a more systematic approach to waste management.

Within the DOE community, a uniform classification system benefits waste management by
furthering exchange of treatment/disposal technologies. One generator's methodology can be
directly transferred, along with any precautions, to other sites without having to normalize to
different waste classifications. Additionally, if a generator shipping to a DOE disposal facility is
suddenly faced with the facility's closing, an immediate change to a different disposal facility can
occur because the acceptance and classification demands of the original facility will match those of
the new facility.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

The Department of Energy (DOE) needs to reexamine the applicability of developing a uniform
classification system.

ISSUE NO. 6: Is archiving necessary for complete characterization?

RATIONALE: Archiving of the waste forms for future characterization may be a necessity for
making sure that all current characterization requirements are met or to react to future changes in
the requirements. However, it is important because of various holding time restraints (e.g.,
volatiles, semi-volatiles, and some metals) to make sure that an understanding and or agreement
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with the regulatory agencies is obtained and it is reflected in the sampling and waste analysis plan.
The length of time that the samples will be archived needs to be defined in the sampling and
analysis plan.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

Archiving is a necessity, and the working group recommend archiving for the following reasons.-
(1) archive samples of raw waste (in waste analysis plan) to (a) establish initial stale, (b) gain

ability to analyze unexpected problems, and (c) verify or disconnect presence of new
regulatory issues or tests; and

(2) archive samples of stabilized waste .o (a) establish acceptance of performance, (b)
determine reasons for failure and (c) use in dclisting.

ISSUE NO. 7: What are the criteria for dclisting?

RATIONALE: We said that there were a few things that we could not come to resolution on,
and this was one of them. We do know that if the waste form that is treated is a listed wasts, the
treated product is a listed wasle also. Therefore, the generator of the waste would find some
distinct value in the delisting option. The agency has developed the criteria for what is called an
up-front delisting petition, where a generator can begin (if your process is known and there are
similar processes that are working with similar waste forms) to work on your delisting petition at
the same time that you submit all of the other required permits. This up-front conditional
delisting petition allows you to know whether you will be delisting or not.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

The working group make the following recommendations:
(1) start early in the S/S facility process;
(2) recognize it will be very expensive, intensive, and time consuming;
(3) handle the petitions on a case-by-case basis;
(4) recognize that the burden of proof is on you and not the EPA; and
(5) communication (long-term) is very critical to the success of a petition.

ISSUE NO. 8: Are surrogate materials representative of the authentic waste?

RATIONALE: Often it far easier to work with and/or obtain a synthetic surrogate waste as
opposed to using or obtaining samples of the actual waste stream. This is especially true for
radioactive and mixed wastes in which the radioisotopes impose a more stringent set of handling,
safeguards, and transportation regulations. Even hazardous waste stream transportation, safety,
and handling concerns may pose formidable barriers to the experimenter.

In several cases, the use of a surrogate has yielded dramatically different solidification results when
compared to the actual waste stream. Some of these problems occur because an over simplified
surrogate is used. It may seem proper to use sodium nitrate as a surrogate for a nitrate waste
stream containing 80% sodium nitrate, but if the remaining 20% contains appreciable amounts of
sodium hydroxide (an accelerator for cement), vastly different results will occur when solidification
of the real waste stream is attempted. In one case, a surrogate nitrate salt waste was prepared
containing 10 different compounds as they were analyzed by the generator. The total analysis
supposedly accounted for 100.0% of the total waste, but upon dissolving the actual waste, some
inert residue remained, which amounted to "0.1 wt. % of the wasle. When the surrogate was
solidified in cement using the generators formula (developed for the actual waste), there was a
large excess of free water. When the solidification was repeated using the actual waste stream, the
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cement not only has no free standing water but was not a high slump product. An explanation for
this phenomena was postulated that the inert residue was a polymer powder carried over when the
aqueous salt waste was passed through ion-exchange resins to remove certain isotopes or was a
flocculent used when heavy metals were precipitated out cf the aqueous waste stream. This very
fine polymer acted in a thixotropic manner resulting in much higher water requirements to obtain
a fluid paste.

Another case in which surrogate waste failed to represent the actual waste occurred when using
boric acid as a replacement for boric acid evaporator concentrate from commercial power
generation: The surrogate was solidified in masonry cement and resulted in an acceptable product
capable of meeting NRC requirements. When it came time to solidify the actual waste, the same
formulation resulted in cements that did not set. The reason for this became clear when more
thorough examination of the waste showed 80 ppm of the complexing agent EDTA, a known
inhibitor of cement solidification. Even a relatively small amount of a bad actor can foil the use of
a surrogate.

A final example can be seen for incinerator fly ash, where a nonradioactive municipal waste fly ash
was used as a surrogate for a radioactive fly ash. The zinc content of the radioactive fly ash was
much higher than the municipal ash, and because zinc is an inhibitor to cement solidification, the
actual waste loading achievable for the real waste was much lower than the surrogate.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

Surrogate wastes are a valuable tool for formulation development but must be used with caution.
This is not to say that the use of surrogates be completely abandoned. The problem is that trace
components differ between the real waste and the surrogate waste and can cause vastly different
behavior and interactions with the solidification matrix. This is vividly shown in the examples
given above. Therefore, any work performed using surrogate wastes has to be preliminary, and
final formulations must be prepared using the real waste stream.

ISSUE NO. 9: What is the magnitude of overall waste problems? How many different wastes and
what are quantities that require immediate attention? Are ponds and lagoons past the closure
deadline? Are drums or tanks leaking?

RATIONALE: The waste characterization work group did not feel that this issue could
adequately be addressed at this workshop by the members present. However, the consensus
opinion was that determining the magnitude of the waste problem throughout the DOE system
was necessary. The number of different wastes should be identified and classed as hazardous, low-
level rad, mixed, or TRU.

Also, these wastes should be grouped into two broad categories: (1) historical wastes—stored
wastes from process or plant activities that are no longer operational, and (2) process waste
streams—wanes from plant processes or activities that are currently active or will be active in the
near future.

The mode of containment or storage for these wastes should be noted. Any existing storage
problems or incompatibility with containment should be recorded. Also, any compliance problems
or past-due closure deadlines should be identified.
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RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

The working session on waste characterization would recommend that DOE fund a project or
committee to carry out this identification and inventory of wastes within the DOE system. The
number of individual waste steams, quantities of each, classification, existing storage problems, and
compliance problems would be documented. All DOE sites would then have access to this
inventory of wastes and could compare problems and share treatment solutions, stabilization
techniques, and containment options. Also, past successes and failures with similar waste
problems could be shared. Several individual sites with similar waste streams and similar storage
problems could coordinate research and development efforts to prevent duplication of
development work.
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WASTE CHARACTERIZATION

SCOPE

THIS GROUP WILL IDENTIFY A LIST OF ISSUES AND

RECOMMEND ACTIONS REQUIRED FOR THEIR

RESOLUTION THAT ADDRESS CHARACTERIZATION OF

WASTES TO MEET THE DEMANDS FOR STORAGE OR

TREATMENT. THIS CHARACTERIZATION MUST BE

SUFFICIENT TO SUPPORT ACTIVITIES NECESSARY TO

CARRY A WASTE FROM CRADLE TO GRAVE. PROCESS

CONSTRAINS, PERFORMANCE STANDARDS, FINAL

DISPOSITION, AND REGULATORY ISSUES MUST BE

CONSIDERED FOR CHARACTERIZATION WASTES.



I. WASTE CHARACTERIZATION - ISSUES

ISSUE NO. 1 WHAT IS THE CHARACTERIZATION RANGE? HOW
ARE THEY CLASSIFIED (HAZARDOUS, MIXED, LOW-
LEVEL & TRU) AND HOW ARE THEY STORED?

ISSUE NO. 2 CHARACTERIZATION FOR GROUTING PROCESS 8
ACTIVITIES IS PERFORMED TO CLASSIFY WASTES AND
TO GENERATE INFORMATION FOR A STABILIZATION
FORMULATION FOR A GENERIC CLASS OF WASTE.
ARE THE CONSTITUENTS THAT INTERFACE WITH THE
C H E M I S T R Y OF S T A B I L I Z A T I O N BEING
CHARACTERISTICALLY IDENTIFIED.

- IS THE WASTE COMPATIBLE WITH THE
STABILIZATION MEDIAN



WASTE CHARACTERIZATION (CONT'D)

ISSUE NO. 3

ISSUiNO. 4

ISSUE NO. 5

ISSUE NO. 6

RELIABLE SAMPLING PROCEDURES/EQUIPMENT
THAT GENERATE REPRESENTATIVE AND
DEFENSIBLE SAMPLES FROM NON-HOMOGENEOUS
WASTE STREAMS.

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA AND LONG TERM
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY AND DURABILITY OF
STABILIZED WASTE FORMS

LACK OF UNIFORM CLASSIFICATION WITHIN THE
DOE SYSTEM FOR LOW-LEVEL WASTE. ASK DOE
TO ATTEMPT TO CLASSIFY LOW LEVEL RAD
WASTES.

IS ARCHIVING NECESSARY FOR COMPLETE
CHARACTERIZATION. BEFORE ARCHIVING NEED
HANDLING AND DISPOSAL PLAN FOR ARCHIVED
S A M P L E S , P L U S A G R E E M E N T A N D
UNDERSTANDING WITH REGULATORS.

ISSUE NO. 7 WHAT ARE CRITERIA FOR DELISTING?



WASTE CHARACTERIZATION (CONT'D)

ISSUE NO. 8 ARE SURROGATE MATERIALS REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE AUTHENTIC WASTE?

ISSUE NO. 9 WHAT IS THE MAGNITUDE OF OVERALL WASTE
PROBLEMS? HOW MANY DIFFERENT WASTE AND
WHAT ARE QUANTITIES OF EACH? ARE THESE
EXISTING PROBLEMS THAT REQUIRE IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION? ARE PONDS AND LAGOONS PAST
CLOSURE DEADLINE? ARE DRUMS OR TANKS
LEAKING?



RECOMMENDATIONS

ISSUE NO. 1

• UNDERSTAND AND DEVELOP THE CHARACTERIZATION
CRITERIA FOR THE FOLLOWING CANDIDATE WASTE FORMS:
SLUDGES AND INCINERATOR ASH. THE DEVELOPMENT SHOULD
ADDRESS HAZARDOUS (RCRA), MIXED, LOW-LEVEL AND TRU
WASTE FORMS.



RECOMMENDATIONS

ISSUE NO. 2

• DEVELOPMENT OF CLEAR AND CONCISE DATA QUALITY
OBJECTIVE.

- DEFINE REGULATORY CONCERNS

- SPECIFIC TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS

- FINAL DISPOSAL AND STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

• THE DQOs MUST BE CONSTANTLY REVIEWED AND UPDATED TO
REFLECT THE CURRENT REQUIREMENTS

• INTERACTION AND COMMUNICATION OF DQOs AND OTHER
INFORMATION BETWEEN THE WASTE MANAGERS, WASTE
GENERATORS AND SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS ARE A MUST

• UTILIZATION OF TRIAL TEST SAMPLES FOR PROCESS
VERIFICATION



RECOMMENDATIONS

ISSUE NO. 2 (CONT'D)

• A COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF BAD ACTORS FOR S/S PROCESS NEED
TO BE COMPILED

• REAL TIME PROCESS VERIFICATION ANALYSIS ARE NEEDED

• WASTE TREATMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION SHOULD BE
DRIVEN BY ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS INSTEAD OF
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE



RECOMMENDATIONS

ISSUE NO. 3

• COMPREHENSIVE WASTE SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS PLANS MUST
BE DEVELOPED AND REGULATORY REVIEW, UNDERSTANDING,
ACCEPTANCE AND INTEGRATION OBTAINED

• EACH WASTE TREATMENT FACILITY MUST HAVE A WASTE
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA (WAC) THAT DEFINES THE FACILITY'S
REQUIREMENTS. THE WAC SHOULD ALSO HAVE REGULATORY
INTEGRATION.

4-.



RECOMMENDATIONS

ISSUE NO. 4

• NEED ESTABLISHED PERFORMANCE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR
S/S FACILITIES

• CHARACTERIZATION INTEGRATION INTO STUDIES ON LONG
TERM DURABILITY ON STABILIZED WASTE FORMS



RECOMMENDATIONS

ISSUE NO. 5

• DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) NEEDS TO REEXAMINE THE
APPLICABILITY OF DEVELOPING A UNIFORM CLASSIFICATION
SYSTEM

ON



RECOMMENDATIONS

ISSUE NO. 6

• ARCHIVE SAMPLES OF RAW WASTE (IN WASTE ANALYSIS PLAN)

- ESTABLISHES INITIAL STATE

- ABILITY TO ANALYZE UNEXPECTED PROBLEMS

- VERIFY OR DISCONNECT PRESENCE OF "NEW" REGULATORY
ISSUES OR TEST

• ARCHIVE SAMPLES OF STABILIZED WASTE

- ESTABLISHES ACCEPTANCE OF PERFORMANCE

- DETERMINE REASONS FOR FAILURE

- USE IN DELISTING

to
-ft.



RECOMMENDATIONS

ISSUE NO. 7

• START EARLY

• RECOGNIZE IT WILL BE EXPENSIVE AND INTENSIVE

• HANDLE ON CASE-BY-CASE BASIS

• BURDEN OF PROOF IS ON YOU

• COMMUNICATION (LONG-TERM) IS CRITICAL



RECOMMENDATIONS

ISSUE NO. 8 CAN A SURROGATE WASTE BE SUBSTITUTED FOR
THE REAL WASTE STREAM?

• SURROGATES ARE A VALUABLE TOOL FOR FORMULATION
DEVELOPMENT BUT MUST BE USED WITH CAUTION K

• TRACE COMPONENTS IN THE REAL WASTE STREAM CAN CAUSE
VASTLY DIFFERENT BEHAVIOR AND INTERACTIONS WITH THE
SOLIDIFICATION MATRIX

• ANY WORK PERFORMED USING SURROGATES HAS TO BE
PRELIMINARY AND FINAL FORMULATIONS MUST BE REPEATED
USING THE REAL WASTE STREAM



RECOMMENDATIONS

ISSUE NO. 9

• A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF THIS ISSUE SHOULD INDEED BE
CONDUCTED BY THE DOE
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Introduction

3.3 GROUP II. GROUTING

T. M. Gilliam and W. D. Bostick

TOPICAL WORKING GROUP II: GROUTING

T. M. Gilliam, MMES - ORNL
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D. F. Burke, West Valley Nuclear Services
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G. Veazey, Los Alamos National Laboratory

The scope of this working group was to identify issues related to laboratory-scafe experimentation
in support of operation and design of an actual plant. The group recognizes that several
stabilization/solidification (S/S) host media are available and, whichever is chosen, must be proven
appropriate for the specific disposal scenario. However, ihe group focused on developing a
systematic approach for ihe selection of cement-based grousing as an option, because of the
prevalence of its application. It should be recognized that many of the issues will be generic to
any stabilization process.

Prior to the workshop, this group's members identified over 30 issues for discussion. At a
previous informal session, the group distilled these to four issues that are believed to be at the
heart of the 30 considered. The four issues were: (1) that both standard and site process-specific
performance criteria must be identified, (2) that the waste-binder chemical interactions and the
subsequent effect of these interactions on the chemical and physical properties of the resulting
waste form must be better understood, (3) that scale-up factors must be considered in order to
improve the probability of successfully developing waste-form products, and (4) that if S/S
technology is to remain a widely used treatment option, we must confirm product quality and
performance over time.
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The following text presents each of the four issues identified by this working group. Each section
begins with a one-sentence statement of the issue, followed by discussion providing elaboration
and rationale, as well as recommendations for resolution of the issues. It should be noted (hat
these recommendations were made by consensus of the group. All sites with ongoing successful
grouting operations have addressed, to some degree, issues 1 through 3. In general, all sites that
have identified major problems with their grouting operations and subsequently curtailed
operations have failed to adequately address one or more of these issues.

Issue 1: Both standard and site process-specific performance criteria must be identified.

Discussion: Lack of a consistent set of DOE criteria for determining waste-form performance and
long-term durability in disposal may result in poor quality assurance, lack of appropriate data for
performance and risk assessment modeling, and reduction in DOE credibility. In many cases, the

.generation of "ofi-specification" products (e.g., the presence of drainable liquid) can be attributed
directly to the specific performance criterion (e.g., no drainable liquid) either not being addressed
or being addressed inadequately during formulation development studies or during processing.

In recent years, increasing attention has been focused on environmental performance issues related
to the disposal of radioactive, hazardous, and mixed wastes. Stabilization/solidification (S/S) can
and has been used as an effective barrier to the release of contaminants into the environment. It
is important, therefore, to be able to quantify waste-form durability and performance under
anticipated disposal conditions. Without a consistent set of waste-form performance criteria,
individual DOE sites ar°; left to develop their own criteria, potentially enabling implementation of
inequitable standards and casting doubt on quality assurance standards. In addition, a key element
to accurately modeling site performance and risk assessment is estimation of predicted waste-form
behavior and ability of the waste form to adequately retain contaminants and prevent migration to
the accessible environment.

DOE has not yet implemented standard waste-form performance criteria. Because of the
regulatory authority mandated to the Department of Energy (DOE) through amendments to the
Atomic Energy Act, the DOE is not subject to oversight by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) for disposal of low-level radioactive wastes; and, therefore, is exempt from NRC criteria for
low-level radioactive waste forms. For hazardous and mixed wastes, however, DOE must meet
standards established by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

Many sites are adopting the EPA criteria and at least some portion of the NRC guidance criteria
(Table 1) in the absence of a standard set of performance criteria. However, it is recognized that
these criteria have limited value for three reasons:

(1) the EPA criteria are primarily for waste classification (hazardous or nonhazardous) and
have little relationship to waste-form performance, particularly, with respect to a
monolithic product (the predominant form on DOE sites);

(2) a significant portion of the NRC criteria are related to possible environmental conditions
that could be experienced during cross-country transport and, hence, in many instances arc
not directly applicable to waste disposal on-site; and

(3) the majority of the test methods recommended or specified by both the EPA and NRC
were not developed for waste forms but are being applied because of the lack of
alternative test methods.
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A set of waste-form performance criteria and related test standards is needed that adequately
predicts performance and durability of actual, full-scale waste form3 in disposal. It is
recommended that a committee, comprised of an experienced S/S technical expert from each site,
be formed and chartered with deriving a consistent set of performance and operating criteria, as
well as the test methods to measure same, for the purpose of short-term QA/QC (i.e., short-term
tests as a predictor of longer-term waste-form behavior). These criteria would be generic and
applicable to all sites. Recognizing that each site may also require additional site/process specific
criteria, it may be desirable to use this committee for "certification" of these additional criteria. In
addition, large-scale demonstrations are needed with the specific goal of deriving long-term site-
specific validation/verification data to: (1) feed back to predictive models, (2) derive information
on the mechanisms of degradation, and (3) provide validation or suggest areas in which
reevaluation are needed with respect to the short-term tests established by the committee. These
demonstrations may be separate entities or, in some instances, may possibly be adjuncts to existing
large-scale operations.

Summary

Although it is recognized that there will be site-specific performance criteria (e.g., depending on
compliance requirements and regional jurisdiction), there is a need for a minimum baseline set of
relevant waste-form criteria. These criteria must address various disposal scenarios but must
present, as an objective, long-term durability. Testing criteria must include short-term tests to
provide sufficient guidance to meet imposed time constraints. In addition, there is a need for
long-term site-specific validation/verification demonstrations to reestablish technology credibility.
Collectively, these baseline criteria and long-term demonstrations would facilitate: (1) consistency
among the DOE sites, (2) consistent laboratory-formulation development efforts, and, hence, data
transfer between sites, (3) the selection of appropriate process control variables and their
permissible limits, and (4) increased credibility with respect to the prediction of long-term
performance.

Issue 2: The waste-binder chemical interactions and the subsequent effect of these interactions on
the chemical and physical properties of the resulting waste form must be better understood.

Discussion

Insufficient knowledge about waste-binder interactions and their impact on the chemical and
physical properties of waste forms may: (1) impede development of optimal S/S formulations, (2)
lead to unexpected off-specification failures, and (3) produce waste-form products that do not
meet applicable performance criteria. In addition, this insufficient knowledge requires a new
formulation development effort for each waste stream that is clearly not cost or schedule effective.

Much of the information and operating experience within the United States, needed for effective
waste S/S, has been developed within DOE and the waste management community at large but is
not reported effectively in the open literature. Often, the experiences that are reported reflect
only successes and deemphasize "lessons learned" (difficulties, failures, etc.). Improved
communication, therefore, can help prevent duplication of effort and can expedite the
development of successful S/S formulations. This can be accomplished by:

(1) formal networking (e.g., WIN computer network, improved verbal communications);

(2) better distribution of relevant data and reports (including a core distribution list of
researchers working in the field within the DOE community);
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(3) periodic working group meetings to discuss specific problem areas and solutions; and

(4) enhanced participation in international information-exchange forums.

In addition to improved communications, a need for additional basic and applied research and
development (R&D) is recognized. This information is needed to

(1) facilitate seletion of suitable stabilization methods and optimize development of S/S
formulations;

(2) produce waste-form products that demonstrate compliance with applicable acceptance and
performance criteria;

(3) understand the mechanisms important to the long-term durability and performance of
waste forms in the storage and disposal environment (e.g., mechanical integrity and release
rates of contaminants); and

(4) evaluate and enhance the compatibility of waste pretreatment and conditioning with Ihe
selected S/S technology.

Each of the needs has a generic basic research component, as well as an applied site-specific
component. For example, generic R&D needs might include the effects of heavy metals and
organics on waste-form stability and performance; whereas, site-specific R&D needs might focus
on examination of potential additives to improve processibility of the formulation and other
specific system constraints.

A mechanism for identifying and prioritizing sludge S/S R&D needs is required. Previously, DOE
convened panels of experts in appropriate issue areas to identify overall system-wide R&D needs
and developed a 5-year plan to address those needs. This proved to be an effective method of
establishing primary and secondary R&D needs and should be considered for
identification/prioritization of specific R&D requirements, such as those needed for improved S/S
of sludge wastes.

Summary

Sludge wastes vary both in chemical composition (based on the process stream characteristics) and
in physical composition (based on the treatment/removal and dewatering process employed).
Changes in chemical composition have an impact on S/S chemistry and the long-term durability of
waste forms. Variations in the physical composition of sludges (water content, thixotropic
constituents, etc.) can have a profound effect on formulation development, grout product
processing, and waste-form properties. Although substantial basic information on cement-water
systems is available, this has not proved adequate to describe the more complex system
represented by S/S of waste. Clearly, R&D is needed to determine the cause and effect
relationships between waste-sludge chemical/physical properties and the performance of the
resulting product waste-form. Only by determining these causal relationships can the generation
of off-specification products be minimized and the credibility of the technology be reestablished.
Significantly, the working group recommended that the first step, in this effori, be directed toward
establishing betier and more open communications between researchers working in this area.
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Issue 3: Scale-up factors must be considered in order to improve the probability of successfully
developing waste-form products.

Discussion

Laboratory testing is routinely conducted during project phases to provide essential design and
operating informaiion. Laboratory testing provides a convenient mechanism to control project
costs, schedules, and technical risks. Laboratory-scale tests are more flexible and readily
conducted than pilot or full-scale tests. However, the use of laboratory data for design and
operations also introduces certain risks that must be evaluated through larger-scale tests. Some of
these are intrinsic to scale-up factors between laboratory and full-scale operations. Based on the
experience of session attendees, a number of issues to be resolved through scale-up testing have
been identified. Selective use of larger-scale tests are critical to the evaluation of the following
scale issues:

(1) verification that the full-scale product characteristics meet all acceptance/performance
criteria,

(2) identification of unexpected problems from scaleup,

(3) confirmation that the design specifications for full-scale treatment and disposal are
adequate, and

(4) demonstration that the selected process can uniformly and consistently produce an
acceptable product.

Resolution of these issues is a basic, yet critical, step in reducing project technical risk. In the
conduct of pilot or full-scale testing, a number of scale-up factors should be considered. These
factors include:

(1) differences in equipment, both with respect to differing vendor designs and with respect to
properties as measured in the laboratory-scale studies;

(2) differences in product-curing conditions (time/temperature/pressure) experienced under
field conditions as compared with controlled laboratory conditions;

(3) differences in both rate and quantity of heat release experienced in large-scale operations
as compared with small laboratory samples and their subsequent effect on product
acceptability;

(4) effects of QA/QC variables introduced by large-scale processing as compared with
controlled laboratory experiments; and

(5) effects of variability of the feed materials as compared with small laboratory-scale samples.

It is essential that these differences be addressed during the routine project development. In
addition, the results of both laboratory and scale-up tests must be made available to all concerned
parties so that the relevance and impact of the data can be fully evaluated. Consideration by
process engineering, technology, design, and management staffs provides increased confidence that
S/S operations will be successful.
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Summary

Clearly, the compatibility of waste S/S processing needs with commercially available equipment
and process technology is a positive characteristic that contributes to the cost effectiveness of this
disposal/remediation option. However, this known compatibility has, in some cases, led to
complacency, as evidenced on occasion by proceeding directly from laboratory-scale studies to full-
scale operations. Although cement-based formulations have been demonstrated to be forgiving
(i.e., allow process variations), there are limits which need to be identified. In addition, although
processing associated with this technology is certainly "low-tech," the actual chemistry occurring
within the formulation during processing is not. Factors affecting the chemistry and physical
properties of the product include: (1) composition and quantity of the feed materials, (2) shear
history during processing, and (3) temperature and humidity during cure. Experience has shown
that full-scale processing introduces differences in these variables as compared with laboratory
studies. Consequently, pilot or full-scale testing is not an option but a requirement if off-
specification productions are to be avoided.

Significantly, the working group recommends that communication of the resulting scale-up data to
all project participants be an integral part of this endeavor. Indeed, the sites with successful
operations have included both scale-up tests and iterative feedback (i.e., communication) with the
laboratory-scale researchers. In each case, these tests have revealed differences between the larger-
scale and laboratory-scale results or have identified new "problem" areas. The iterative feedback
to the researchers has helped to resolve the identified issues and has led to successful full-scale
operations.

Issue 4: If S/S technology is to remain a widely used treatment option, we must confirm product
quality and performance over time.

Discussion

When the performance of a cement-based waste-form is judged to be inadequate, often the
grouting technology is blamed for the failure. This is true whether or not the grout or the waste
form has been meaningfully characterized. However, the collective experience of this working
group shows that problems with waste-form performance are often attributable to poor materials
control (including raw- waste composition), poor process control, or poor planning. These are not
the intrinsic faults of the materials chosen, although they can lead to the choice of inappropriate
materials. Clearly, quality assurance, quality control, and the proper use of data from these
QA/QC activities must be integral parts of S/S operations.

QA/QC must be more than a "paper trail." It must also be a materials trail, including samples of
feedstocks and mixture components maintained in the condition they were in when used and
recognizing that materials such as cements and fly ashes may change rapidly with exposure to air
and moisture. QA plans should include archived samples of starting materials, surveillance
samples, and samples from field operations. Ideally, some archived samples can be stored under
conditions similar to that of the field specimens and, thus, represent a readily accessible means to
establish product verification (often difficult after field emplacement). The archived samples will
also be available to test against future regulatory requirements.

QA/QC activities offer limited benefit to the actual operations of a waste treatment facility unless
they are tailored to the daily requirements of operations. The types of data to be maintained
should be those that the operations people find they need. For example, questions often arise
about the original chemical or mincralogic composition of a cement or pozzolan used in S/S, or
changes in material sources, or changes over time. QA/QC data and samples should be available
to answer these questions.
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Data obtained from surveillance samples and field samples, to be of any use, must be fed back into
laboratory-scale operations and to materials selection and design. There must be established lines
of data transfer and sharing, even in facilities in which responsibilities are partitioned.

Summary

QA/QC documentation must include archived samples of materials used and generated during the
processing. Special attention must be given to the storage environment of these samples in order
to maintain their representative integrity. These samples can be used to demonstrate long-term
performance or identify the product population impacted by the discovery of an off-specification
product. Clearly, it is the potential to demonstrate long-term performance that has the greatest
impact on the credibility and utility of the technology for future applications. In addition to
providing data related to the credibility of the process being used, evaluation of these samples can
provide a means to improve existing operations and the technology in general. Data obtained can
be used to: (1) fine-tune and, hence, improve existing operations; (2) improve existing plant
configuration/design; (3) fine-tune or alter future and existing process support formulation
development techniques to better represent the material in the field; and (4) improve future plant
designs. Again, proper communications (i.e., making this information available to the appropriate
people) is an important aspect of this endeavor.
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Table 1. Examples of solidified waste form testing

Characteristic Test Method Source

Compressive strength ASTM C39 or D1074

Leachability ANS 16.1

TCLP "

Thermal cycling resistance ASTM B553

Free liquid ANS 55.1
Psiat filter b

Biodegradation resistance ASTM G21 & G22 a

a

Water immersion resistance
a

a

Radiation resistance

aU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission publication entitled Draft Regulatory
Guide on Low-Level Waste-Form Stability (October 1986).

bU.S. Environmental Protection Agency publication SW-846, entitled
Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste: Physical/Chemical Methods (March 1989).
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Question. J. L. Shoemaker (K-25)

How are we going to relate 2-in. test cubes to large monoliths (e.g., 100-gal drums) out. in the
field? Normally, what we arc seeing in failure is probably a durability failure. What is a small
archive sample going to gain you?

Answer. T. ML Gilliam (ORNU

Our working group would disagree with your assumption the predominant mode of failure is a
durability failure. T--5 group believes that the dominant cause of failure would be classified as a
QA failure in terms of the way that the process was actually operated. That is, the appropriate
limits of control were not identified or were not followed during processing. Basically, is your
question, "Are the small samples representative of the whole?" It is the general feeling of the
committee that with proper process control, the answer is probably yes; however, the actual taking
of those small samples and then comparing the data obtained from them to long-term field
performance as measured, for example, via lysimeters, would generate the data base, to answer
your question. That in itself would be a major benefit from taking such samples and would
provide a means of comparing your laboratory development data base to lield performance. In
addition, these samples would, at a minimum, provide qualitative guidance on future problems.
That is, if one of your X drums fails, then the samples can provide a first cut in identifying the
segment of your drum population that should be subject to similar problems.

Comments/Question. Mike Tokar (NRQ

Please refer to your viewgraphs for my comments. However, before I even get to that, the first
one had to do with the point that you just talked about, which was QA/QC. I certainly do not
disagree with the view that QA/QC is of fundamental importance and an absolute necessity, but I
would not say that the problems that have occurred to date have solely or even primarily been QA
and QC initiated or that simply going to better QA/QC in the future will resoive all of the
problems that you have. The problem that I see is that there was an even more fundamental
problem initially, and that is that one did not have an idea of what one needed to have in the way
of a product to begin with. You can have the best QA/QC in the world, but you are only
providing or producing an inferior product, all you are doing is making a good record of what you
did wrong in the sense of producing an inferior product. You thought you were doing it right
from the beginning, but your objective was misoriented in the first place.

Comment. T. M. Gilliam (ORNU

I think, Mike (Tokar), that we are talking semantics. The working group feels strongly that the
definition of QA/QC is not simply paperwork. Effective QA/QC would include the identification
and communication of the proper criteria.

Comment/Question. Mike Tokar (NRQ

Which leads me to this point on your second viewgraph here. If I understand what it seems to be
saying unless you have a very fundamental understanding of the chemical makeup and
microstructure of cement-solidified waste, you cannot really do anything. It precludes all of this
other activity. It precludes the development of cause and effect, the development of quality
control on the product, does not allow adequate assessment prediction, and so forth. I disagree
with that. I do not believe that is the case. Let me tell you that there are people who have made
careers or spent decades in studying cement per se without any waste in it whatsoever. You can
go to National Institute of Standards and Technology, and they have had people there with PhDs
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who have been studying, for instance, by use of electronmicroscopy and microprobe and so on,
multidimensional-phase diagrams out of this—where they studied, for instance, what you get in the
way of morphology of the microstructural constituents, etc. if you start off with different
combinations or ratios of tricalcium, dica'cium silicate, silicate sand, water, etc. And to think that
you would have to go through that kind of a study or to develop that kind of understanding when
you are adding all kinds of other secondary ingredients in the waste form before you could try to
make a quality product is, I think, incorrect. What you need to do is something equivalent to
what they are doing at West Valley now, which I think was a practical thing. They had a lot of
liquid waste up there (600,000 gal or whatever) that they had to do something with in the near
term. They have attempted to separate that waste out into what would be called high-level and
low-level constituents or groups. They are taking the low-level waste and they decided that, well,
if we can dispose of this on-site, we will attempt to put this into a cement form of a certain shape,
size, weight, etc., and will produce 15,000 or so waste forms and will attempt to make as quality of
a product in that way as possible. At the same time, they are going forward with performance-
acceptance-type calculations and evaluations to determine whether or not they can dispose of it at
this particular site at all. It may well be if their environment impact statement or environmental
assessment will show that we cannot ultimately put the waste there. It may have to be shipped off
and disposed of somewhere else. But at least in the mean time, they are doing the best that they
can in terms of producing a reasonably quality product in a form that, at least in the short term,
!ooks reasonable and that ultimately (hopefully) in the long-term will allow people to dispose of it
where they want to dispose of it. So, I may be misunderstanding what is intended in this wording
of your second statement there (on the slide), and maybe that is just a semantics problem as you
said before, but I'm hoping that it is not more than ihat.

Comment. T. M. Gilliam (ORNL1

I think we are talking semantics. We do not presume that there are no data out there in the
literature that we can build on. We recognize that such data exist. Also, we do not presume that
you can do nothing until you understand precisely what is going on fundamentally. No technology
works that way. However, if you understand in a fundamental sense what is occurring, then your
credibility, your reliability and, more importantly, your overkill safety factor (if you will) works in
your favor. That is, as our credibility and reliability go up, then our ability to make long-term
predictions with confidence increases and the need for several contingency safety factors (i.e.,
multiple engineered barriers) goes down. Also, to suggest that a waste form is cemen' is, to use
your own words from yesterday's discussion, ludicrous. It ain't concrete and it ain't cement. There
is a tremendous amount of literature out there on cement chemistry that is useful as a starting
point but has proven inadequate to describe our waste forms.

Anyone who has studied waste forms, as we know them today, would go crazy if they hear that "it's
just cement or concrete." Cement is typically a component in the waste jrm and, hence, cement
chemistry is a factor. However, cement chemists understood long ago that contaminants in their
water gave them real problems and radically affected the chemical reactions taking place. Indexed,
the quality of the water is one of the major specifications in the use of concrete in the
construction industry. We don't have that option. Quite frankly, we have the reverse, and the
effect of dirty (i.e., contaminant-containing) water on the chemistry of cement is not at the state
that you indicate in terms of cement and clean water. The interaction of the cement and other
waste form blend material with the constituents contained in the waste is a long way from being
understood. We believe that this understanding is essential for: (1) credible predictions of long-
term behavior, (2) improving the waste form, and (3) optimization of selecting the appropriate
blend materials with a given waste.
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GROUTING TOPICAL WORKSHOP

1. SEVERAL STABILIZATION HOST MEDIA ARE

AVAILABLE AND MAY BE PREFERRED TO CEMENT-

BASED GROUT IN SPECIFIC DISPOSAL SCENARIOS.

2. WE WILL FOCUS ON DEVELOPING A SYSTEMATIC

APPROACH FOR THE SELECTION OF CEMENT-BASED

GROUTING AS AN OPTION, DUE TO THE PREVALENCE

OF ITS APPLICATION.

3. BUT MANY ISSUES MAY BE GENERIC TO ANY

STABILIZATION PROCESS.
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GROUTING SESSION ISSUES

BOTH STANDARD AND SITE PROCESS-

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE CRITERIA MUST BE

IDENTIFIED.

THE WASTE-BINDER CHEMICAL INTERACTIONS AND THE

SUBSEQUENT EFFECT OF THESE INTERACTIONS ON THE

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE

RESULTING WASTE FORM MUST BE BETTER

UNDERSTOOD.
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GROUTING ISSUES (CONTINUED)

SCALE-UP FACTORS MUST BE CONSIDERED IN ORDER TO

IMPROVE THE PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFULLY

DEVELOPING WASTE FORM PRODUCTS.

IF STABILIZATION/SOLIDIFICATION TECHNOLOGY IS TO

REMAIN A WIDELY USED TREATMENT OPTION, WE MUST

CONFIRM PRODUCT QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OVER

TIME.
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RECOMMENDATIONS - ISSUE NO. 1

(1.) DERIVE CONSISTENT SET OF PERFORMANCE AND

OPERATING CRITERIA FOR SHORT-TERM QA/QC AND

CERTIFY BY COMMITTEE.

(2.) FOR LARGER-SCALE OPERATIONS, DERIVE LONG-

TERM SITE-SPECIFIC VALIDATION/VERIFICATION

DEMONSTRATIONS TO GATHER INFORMATION TO

FEED BACK TO PREDICTIVE MODELS AND TO DERIVE

INFORMATION ON THE MECHANISMS OF

DEGRADATION.
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RECOMMENDATIONS - ISSUE NO. 2

(1.) INFORMATION EXCHANGE TO DERIVE

COMMONALITY AND CONSENSUS

FORMAL NETWORKING (e.g., WIN

COMPUTER LINKAGE);

CORE DISTRIBUTION FOR TOPICAL

REPORTS;

PERIODIC WORKING GROUP MEETINGS,

POSSIBLY TIED TO NATIONAL TOPICAL

MEETINGS; AND

INTERNATIONAL AWARENESS AND

INFORMATION EXCHANGE.

(2.) BASIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

TO MEET THE SHORT- AND LONGER-TERM

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA NEEDS IDENTIFIED IN

ISSUE NO. 1
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RECOMMENDATIONS - ISSUE NO. 3

(1.) MAKE BENCH-SCALE AND PILOT-SCALE VALIDATION

DEMONSTRATIONS MORE CLOSELY MIMIC FIELD

PROCESSING CONSTRAINTS, AND

(2.) ASSESS IMPACT OF:

FEED VARIABILITY,

DIFFERENT TYPES OF PROCESSING EQUIPMENT,

FIELD CURING CONDITIONS,

RATE AND QUANTITY OF HEAT RELEASED, AND

PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.
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RECOMMENDATIONS - ISSUE NO. 4

(1.) QUALITY ASSURANCE IS NOT JUST A "PAPER TRAIL."

QA PLANS SHOULD INCLUDE ARCHIVED SAMPLES,

SURVEILLANCE SAMPLES, AND SAMPLES FROM FIELD

OPERATIONS.

(2.) DATA FROM STUDIES OF PHYSICAL QA SAMPLES

MUST FEED BACK TO LABORATORY AND

OPERATIONS PEOPLE AND PLANNING.



3.4 GROUP m. OPERATIONS AND CERTIFICATION

E. L. Allred and S. P. N. Singh

The Operations and Certifications Group was made up of a group of individuals from
Westinghouse, Savannah River, Rocky Flats, Argonne National Laboratory, West Valley, ORO,
and Martin Marietta. We had a good representation across the field, some of your complexes
were not represented here, but I think that the group has worked real hard to try to come up with
a proper mix of issues from all of the sites. I want to thank all of the members of the team. They
did an excellent job as we worked together to come up with the presentation today. The results o/
the group's activities are summarized in the following exhibits.
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Workshop on Radioactive, Hazardous, and/or Mixed
Waste Sludge Management

OPERATIONS AND CERTIFICATION

Scope

This working group will discuss operations issues and certification requirements,
which must be addressed for successful conduct of operations and production.

Issues/Topics for Discussion

o Appropriate plans and procedures must be developed for the program,
operations, administration, and assurance activities.

o Organizations and management oversight must be established to permit
smooth operation and provide appropriate oversight of operations and
support activities.

o Operations must be conducted in a well-defined and proficient manner.

o Technical support must be served to provide for sampling and analysis of
in-process and production product.

o Appropriate quality assurance must be provided, including documentation
of quality assurance planning, reporting, auditing and surveillance, and
record retention.

o Records management must be appropriate for regulatory, program, and
quality requirements.
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OPERATIONS AND CERTIFICATION

ISSUE/TOPIC: APPROPRIATE PLANS AND PROCEDURES MUST BE
DEVELOPED FOR THE PROGRAM, OPERATIONS,
ADMINISTRATION, AND ASSURANCE ACTIVrnES

o PRIOR PROJECT PROGRAM PLANNING
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE/NEPA/EA/EIS;
PERMITTING;
QA PLANS - SAMPLING, ANALYSIS;
HAZARDS ANALYSIS - RISK ASSESSMENT, FMEA;
PEER REVIEW; AND
SARs, OSR.

o STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS INPUT;
CONTENT;
FLOW CHARTING;
DRY/WET RUNS - CHECKOUT;
CONTROL; AND
CHECKLISTS, DATA SHEETS, LABELS.

o ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
OPERATOR GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, AND
TRAINING STANDARDS AND QUALIFICATIONS.

o QUALITY ASSURANCE
OVERSIGHT CONTROLS/"STOP-WORK" AUTHORITY;
INTERNAL PROCESS CHECKS; AND
PRODUCT QUALITY VERIFICATION.
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OPERATIONS AND CERTIFICATION

ISSUE/TOPIC: ORGANIZATIONS AND MANAGEMENT OVERSIGHT
MUST BE ESTABLISHED TO PERMIT SMOOTH
OPERATION AND PROVIDE APPROPRIATE
OVERSIGHT OF OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT
ACTIVITIES

o ADEQUATE PROGRAM AND SUPPORT STAFF
MANAGEMENT,
SUPERVISORS, AND
ENGINEERING.

o GUIDANCE AND CONTROL FOR OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT,
QA STAFF, AND
PLAN OF THE DAY.

o CONTROLS ON OPERATIONS
HOLD POINTS, AND
PROCESS CONTROLS.

o ADEQUATE REPORTING
NORMAL CONDITIONS, AND
OFF-NORMAL CONDITIONS.

o ADEQUATE FUNDING.

o PRIORITIZATION OF OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS (ALLOCATE
RESOURCES).

o TRACKING OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS
TREND ANALYSIS AND
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT.

o IMPROVED OPERATIONS EFFICIENCY
WORK ORDERS, AND
OTHER JOB PLANNING TOOLS.
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OPERATIONS AND CERTIFICATION

ISSUE/TOPIC: OPERATIONS MUST BE CONDUCTED IN A WELL-
DEFINED AND PROFICIENT MANNER.

o OPERATORS MUST BE TRAINED PROFESSIONALS
VALIDATED TRAINING ON OPERATING PROCEDURES;
HAVE APPROPRIATE CERTIFICATIONS, IF REQUIRED;
BE FIT FOR PERFORMING OPERATIONS; AND
MUST UNDERSTAND AND PERFORM ASSIGNED JOB
DUTIES IN A PROFESSIONAL MANNER.

o UNIT OPERATING CONDITIONS MUST BE CONTINUOUSLY
MONITORED

NEED CONTROL-ROOM OPERATOR PLUS APPROPRIATE
NUMBER OF FIELD OPERATORS,
CLEAR COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS BETWEEN
CONTROL ROOM AND FIELD OPERATORS,
APPROPRIATE TECHNICAL OVERSIGHT AND
MAINTENANCE STAFF,
AVAILABILITY OF OPERATIONAL BACK-UP STAFF, AND
OPERATING DATA ACCURATELY RECORDED.

o OTHERS
PRODUCT HANDLING, SHIPPING, AND STORAGE,
CONFIGURATION CONTROL FOR OPERATIONS,
EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES, AND
OFF-NORMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS.
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OPERATIONS AND CERTIFICATION

ISSUE/TOPIC: SAMPLING/ANALYSIS PROTOCOLS REQUIRED FOR
OPERATIONAL CONTROL AND PRODUCT
CERTIFICATION

PROCESS

o DESIGN
DETERMINED SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS
METHOD (IN SITU, EXTRACTIVE, OR NONDESTRUCTIVE)
PROPERTIES BASED ON REGULATORY AND OPERATIONS
REQUIREMENTS.

o OPERATIONS
INFLUENT WASTE STREAMS (FEED ACCEPTANCE) AND
RAW MATERIALS;
IN-PROCESS; AND
EFFLUENT WASTE STREAMS (WASTE ACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA, AND TRANSPORT REQUIREMENTS).

o DISPOSAL

VERIFICATION OF LONG-TERM WASTE FORM STABILITY.

NONPROCESS

o GROUNDWATER, SOIL, AIR, SURFACE WATER, OSHA.
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OPERATIONS AND CERTIFICATION

ISSUE/TOPIC: APPROPRIATE QUALITY ASSURANCE MUST BE
PROVIDED INCLUDING DOCUMENTATION OF
QUALITY ASSURANCE PLANNING, REPORTING,
AUDITING, AND SURVEILLANCE, AND RECORD
RETENTION

o QUALITY ASSURANCE PLANS
NQA-1 REQUIREMENTS, AND
REPOSITORY REQUIREMENTS.

o QA REPORTING
MANAGEMENT,
NONCONFORMANCE REPORTS,
FIELD QUALITY REPORTS, AND
CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORTS.

o AUDITS AND SURVEILLANCES
AUDIT/SURVEILLANCE PLANS,
CHECKLISTS,
LESSONS LEARNED,
AUDIT/SURVEILLANCE REPORTS, AND
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS.

o QA RECORDS AND REPORTS,

o WASTE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA.

o REVIEWS
PEERREV.IE' ,
PROCESS HAZARD REVIEW, AND

OPERATIONAL READINESS REVIEW.

o OPERATIONAL READINESS REVIEW.

o DATA QUALITY OBJECTIVES.
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OPERATIONS AND CERTIFICATION

ISSUE/TOPIC: RECORDS AND DATA MANAGEMENT MUST BE
APPROPRIATE FOR REGULATORY, PROGRAM, AND
QUALITY REQUIREMENTS

o RECORDS AND DATA MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES MUST BE
DEVELOPED

COMMON DATA DICTIONARY,
DATA QUALITY CONTROLS AND VALIDATION,
DATA SECURITY, AND
DATA RETENTION.

o DATA WILL INCLUDE:
REGULATORY AND PROJECT PLANNING DOCUMENTS,
OPERATIONAL DOCUMENTATION,
QA REPORTS AND AUDITS,
ANALYTICAL DATA,
CERTIFICATION DOCUMENTS, AND
ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD.

o TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS AUTOMATION
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE,
BAR CODING FOR INVENTORY CONTROL AND
INSPECTION VERIFICATION, AND
SCANNING FOR ON-LINE STORAGE OF DOCUMENTATION.
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OPERATIONS AND CERTIFICATION

E. L. ALLRED AND S. P. N. SINGH

TOPICAL WORKING GROUP MEMBERS

MICHELLE WELLS

FRANK WEITZ
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TOM WEISS
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3.5 GROUP IV. CONTAINMENT

V. S. McCauley and J. R. Keiscr
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Containment Working Group

1.0 Introduction

The Containment Working Group (CWG) examined the problems associated with
providing adequate containment of waste forms for both short- and long-term storage. By its
nature, containment encompasses a wide variety of waste forms, storage conditions, container
types, containment schemes, and handling activities. A containment system can be anything from
a 55-gal drum to a 100-ft-long underground vault. Because of the diverse nature of containment
systems, the CWG chose to focus its limited time on broad issues that are applicable to the design
of any containment system, rather than attempting to address problems specific to a particular
containment system or waste-form type.

Four major issues were identified by the CWG. They relate to: (1) service conditions and
required system performance; (2) ultimate disposition; (3) cost and schedule; and (4) acceptance
criteria, including quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) concerns. All of the issues raised by
the group are similar in that they all help to define containment system requirements. Figure 1
illustrates this relationship between the- containment issues.

This illustration is important because it demonstrates the basic need of containment
system design. System design must start with a clear definition of all the requirements of the
containment system. Where a containment system fails, inadequate consideration of the
containment system requirements is likely the cause. Not surprisingly, the need for a clear
definition of requirements is not unique to containment system design; it is fundamental to the
design of any system.

The sections that follow present each of the four issues identified by the CWG. Each
section begins with a one-sentence statement of the issue, followed by text providing elaboration
and rationale. Following this is a presentation of recommendations generated from the issue.

2.0 Issue 1: Service Conditions, Required Performance

2.1 Issue Statement

What are the service conditions and the required level of performance of the containment
system ?
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DEFINE
REQUIRE*"-".NTS

ISSUE 1:
SERVICE
CONDITIONS,
REQUIRED
PERFORMANCE

ISSUE 2:
ULTIMATE
DISPOSITION

ISSUE 4:
ACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA,
QA/QC

ISSUE 3:
COST AND
SCHEDULE

Figure 1. Relationship of Containraent Working Group issues,
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2.2 Discussion

Considerable information is generally required about the conditions under which the
containment system must operate and the desired performance level of the containment system.
The amount of detail needed is dependent on the required system reliability and on the system
service time, with short storage times generally requiring less detailed information than is needed
to ensure long-term containment. For a system requiring long-term performance with a high
degree of reliability, information is needed about every aspect of the expected system operating
conditions. The CWG grouped these information needs into five topics: (1) the environment
external to the containment system, (2) the environment internal to the containment system, (3)
handling that the containment system will experience, (4) the required service life of the
containment system, and (5) containment system inspectability. These topics are discussed in the
following sections.

2.2.1 External Environment

When characterizing the containment system environment, the full range of environmental
conditions must be understood and addressed. Average property values with standard deviations
are not usually sufficient. The minimum and maximum conditions that a containment system will
experience are usually the conditions that place the greatest demands on the containment system
and must, therefore, be accounted for in system design.

Every aspect of the containment system external environment, whether physical or
chemical, is important when long-term storage is being planned. An example provided by one
CWG member illustrates the importance of considering every detail. A decision was made at one
facility to place storage drums on wood pallets. To minimize the facility fire hazard, wood treated
with a fire retardant was used. The fire retarrtant .'iad been added to the containment system
external environment without a proper consideration of its effects on the containment system.
During storage, the fire retardant in the wood reac ed chemically with the storage drums and
began to degrade them.

Factors related to the chemistry of the containment system external environment that
must be well characterized include the full range of temperature, humidity (including temperature
and humidity cycles), and other atmospheric conditions to which the containment system will be
exposed. Exposure to ultraviolet light is detrimental to some materials used in containment
systems. Rainwater exposure must be characterized, both in terms of amount and chemistry.
Special environmental conditions must be considered where they exist. As an example, an
industrial environment may alter the local air and water chemistry in ways detrimental to a
containment system. Another example is a marine environment, which can also be harsh to a
containment system.

Physical aspects of the container external environment that must be well characterized
include such parameters as the loads that will be imposed on a containment system during storage.
Physical parameters associated with accidents such as earthquake or fire may also need to be
considered during containment system design.

2.2.2 Internal Environment

Parameters related to the containment system internal environment that are important to
the success of containment system design include, but are not limited to, factors such as internal
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temperature and waste form mass, as well as the chemical composition of the aqueous phase
(including pH). Waste form heterogeneity and its effects on localized chemistry should also be
understood. Gas-generation effects are another important consideration. In addition, the stability
of the waste material must be considered, and any changes in the waste material over time must be
accommodated by the containment system design.

2.2.3 Handling

Handling of containment system components can occur during filling, transport, and
inspection. Compatibility must be ensured between the containment system components and the
handling that they will experience during ail of these activities. Structural elements such as lifting
lugs or container handles may be needed to facilitate movement of components. Weight or size
limitations may have to be incorporated into component design as a concession to the physical
limitations of anticipated handling equipment.

In addition, the possibility of damage to system components during handling must be
considered in system design. As an example, a steel drum with a protective inner liner may
provide excellent containment of a sludge as long as tne liner remains intact. If the liner is
susceptible to damage during container filling, then the container should not be used unless either:
(1) procedural controls can be used to ensure either that the liner will not be damaged or that
damaged liners are detected and replaced, or (2) a means can be found (such as cathodic
protection) to accommodate the liner damage.

2.2.4 Required Service Life

As pointed out earlier, the amount of detail needed to provide an adequate
characterization of the containment system service conditions is dependent, in part, on the
required service life of the system. If a waste form is to be stored for a very short time, then many
potential failure modes that operate over longer time periods need not be evaluated, and
information related to consideration of those failure modes need not be gathered.

Required service life must be carefully defined in terms of both the functions that the
containment system must perform over a specified time period and the reliability needed in the
performance of each of those functions. The primary function of a containment system is to
prevent loss of contents over the required service life. For some containment systems, this will
mean r.o release of contents. For others, a small loss of contents may be acceptable.

Other functions that may be important to the required service life are an ability to
withstand container handling after storage, compatibility of container components with off-site
transportation regulations after storage, or compatibility of the system with container acceptance
criteria for an approved waste disposal site. Compatibility of the system with its ultimate
disposition is addressed as a separate issue in Section 3.

2.2.5 Inspectability

Inspections are required during component fabrication (fabrication and receiving
inspections) and during system operation (system surveillance). The types of inspections required
as well as their anticipated frequency need to be understood during system design so that the
containment system can be designed to make inspections as straightforward as possible.
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Fabrication and receiving inspections are used to verify the adequacy of component
fabrication and the acceptability of system components as they are received for use. Surveillance
programs are used during system operation to identify any damage occurring to system
components during handling operations and degradation to system components during storage.
Visual inspection, nondestructive testing such as weld radiography and ultrasonic wall thickness
measurements, and destructive testing of component prototypes are examples of commonly used
inspection and surveillance techniques.

For an inspection program to work, conditions of acceptability must be clearly defined.
Acceptability, not only to the user of the containment system but also to the regulator, should be
agreed upon and documented before component fabrication begins. The degree of deterioration
that can be tolerated in a system component must be established, and the action to be taken when
a system component is no longer acceptable (replacement or repair) should be documented and
agreed to by the regulator in advance of system use. Condiiions of acceptability need to be
understood during system design so that the possibility of unacceptable component or system
performance can be minimized, and so thai the system can be designed to facilitate repair or
replacement of defective parts.

If the regulator is not involved early in the design process, the system operator runs the
risk that plans made regarding system acceptability or refurbishment will be unacceptable to the
regulator. Considerable expense may be involved in changing those plans once the containment
system has already been constructed.

2.3 Recommendations

Recommendation 1: We need criteria for inspection and surveillance that are acceptable to
ourselves and to our regulators, including agreement on criteria for judging continued acceptability
of system components in service.

Recommendation 2: We need agreement with our regulators on what action to take when a
system component does not meet acceptability criteria.

3.0 Issue 2: Ultimate Disposition

3.1 Issue Statement

What is the intended ultimate disposition of the containment system ?

1>2 Discussion

To the extent that it does not adversely impact total life-cycle system performance, the
containment system should be designed to be compatible with its intended eventual disposition.
Since the eventual disposition of wastes and their containers is disposal, and because disposal costs
are high, waste minimization is an important parameter to consider during containment system
design.

Waste minimization could be achieved in a number of ways. Temporary storage systems
themselves become a waste stream, and provision must be made for their disposal. This secondary
waste stream could be minimized by use of a reusable containment system. Alternatively, a dual-
purpose container that could be used for both storage and disposal could be developed. Although
the payoff could be significant, waste acceptance criteria for potential disposal sites are generally
not well defined, making this alternative difficult to achieve.
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For a dual-purpose container, waste minimization could be achieved by designing waste
containers to minimize the void space within and between containers emplaced in a disposal
facility. The void space within containers could be minimized by ensuring complete filling of
containers initially. Filling the void spaces in individual containers at time of disposal is a very
labor intensive activity. The void space between containers could be minimized by using a
container design, such as a large rectangular container, that could be packed closely in a disposal
array. Cylindrical drums, although they have other advantages, are inefficient in terms of the
volume of empty space left between drums in an array. An alternative for cylindrical drums might
be to fill the void spaces between drums with waste material at time of disposal, if it could be
done in a cost-effective manner. Avoiding small, individual containers entirely and emplacing
waste directly into large disposal vaults is another waste minimization alternative.

A containment system that meets off-site transportation regulations might provide cost
savings if the waste form needs to be shipped to a treatment or disposal facility after storage.
Again, a total systems approach is needed to determine the most cost-efficient approach to
containment. The risks associated with designing to transport regulations or waste acceptance
criteria that are subject to change before transport or disposal need to be weighed against the
potential cost savings.

The designer of a containment system cannot work in isolation. The containment system
should be designed with a clear understanding of the total life cycle of the containment system,
including the ultimate disposition of the containment system and its contents. Only when the
containment system is viewed as a subset of a larger system can the most efficient and cost-
effective containment system design be achieved.

3.3 Recommendations

Recommendation 3: We need a systems approach to containment. Interaction between
containment designers and others (waste form developers, storage facility developei-s, etc.) is
needed.

4.0 Issue 3: Cost and Schedule Constraints

4.1 Issue Statement

What are the cost and schedule constraints on development and implementation of the
containment system?

4.2 Discussion

Containment system design, as with an- type of system design, is subject to cost and
schedule constraints. These constraints have the effect of reducing both the design options and
the predictive tools available to the system designer. When design is very constrained by cost and
schedule, the result is lack of optimization of system design and lack of assurance that the system
will perform as desired.

The unfortunate reality in today's working environment is that the technical approach is
usually subservient to a fixed schedule and limited resources. Problems are ignored until a cris-s
arises, by which time it is too late to resolve them properly. The result is that quick fixes are
applied, usually leading only to postponement of the problems. Even where a quick fix is
recognized as a temporary measure, planning for a long-term solution may not occur until the
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matter has again become a crisis. This crisis management style leads to significantly more program
costs in the long run as quick fixes are applied again and again.

A critical concern of the CWG is that designers know most of the technical questions to
ask but have no opportunity to apply their knowledge to system design. A carefully thought out
research program that provides a defensible technical basis for making design decisions is rare. A
crisis-management style does not lend itself to providing adequate time or funding fcr testing or
modeling to resolve technical uncertainties. Designers are forced to make uninformed decisions,
with the result that many containment system failures occur.

To minimize funding and schedule problems, funding and schedule requests should be
thoroughly documented and defended based oa a total systems management approach. The
documentation needs to show the effects of cost and schedule shortfalls on product quality, so that
informed management decisions can be made. This type of documentation may make it possible
to negotiate for additional time or funding. At the very least, it provides a written record of
possible deficiencies in the quick fix being implemented, which should be used to press for
development of a plan of action before the quick fix fails.

4.3 Recommendations

Recommendation 4: The cost and schedule should be consistent with the required performance.

5.0 Issue 4: Acceptance Criteria, QA/QC

5.1 Issue Statement

What acceptance criteria, QA/QC, and long-term evidence of continued containment system
acceptability are required?

5.2 Discussion

This issue is closely related to the discussion of inspectability in Section 2.2.5. However,
that discussion focused on information needs related to inspection requirements, whereas this
issue focuses on what is needed to ensure system acceptability over the total life cycle.

Evidence of acceptability is needed over the life cycle of the containment system. During
the design and construction phases, the containment system is subject to design acceptance,
material acceptance, and fabrication method acceptance. Inspection as well as prototype and
sample testing are tools used to demonstrate the acceptability of system design, materials of
construction, and fabrication methods. To function effectively, acceptance criteria should be
documented and reviewed in advance of acceptance testing and inspection. Quality assurance and
quality control (QA/QC) requirements should also be established before fabrication to ensure
appropriate documentation and review of the design and fabrication stages of containment system
development.

The long-term performance of the containment system needs to be predicted. An initial
evaluation, performed as part of design acceptance, is based on modeling of expected design
performance. The modeling should be based on knowledge of expected failure mechanism? and on
available material performance data supplemented by additional testing, where needed, to resolve
uncertainties.
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During system operation, a program of continual performance evaluation should be
implemented. Planning for this activity should occur during the design phase, so that the
containment system can be designed to facilitate the necessary inspections and tests. Performance
evaluation may consist only of visual inspections for leaks or may include such things as
nondestructive or destructive testing of parts of the containment system to monitoi system
degradation. The performance evaluation should monitor not only the containment system, but
parameters affecting the containment system, such as the waste form and the system environment.

An important part of planning for continual performance evaluation is to develop plans
not only for dealing with expected system performance but also for dealing with problems that the
inspections might reveal. Planning should also consider expected changes to system requirements
(such as changes to regulatory requirements) that might affect containment system design.

5.3 Recommendations

Recommendation 5: We need to develop plans (with alternatives clearly identified) for ensuring
adequate performance of the containment system. Inspection and test programs are needed to
evaluate not only the containment system but the total system, including the containment system
environment and the waste form.

6.0 Conclusions

The consensus of the CWG is that many of the containment problems that have occurred
could have been avoided given adequate planning. As long as planning is driven by time and
funding restrictions rather than by technical considerations, containment problems are likely to
continue.

The containment system should not be designed in isolation. Containment is part of a
larger system, including the waste form, the storage environment, ultimate disposal requirements,
and a changing regulatory climate. Anything that affects the containment system over its total life
cycle needs to be considered so that the performance of this larger system can be optimized during
containment system design.



3.6 GROUP V. TREATMENT OF OFF-SPEC PRODUCTS

C. H. Brown and R. M. Canon

1.0 Introduction

Resolution of issues arising from treatment of off-spec material is specific to the waste and the
site. The following sites were represented in the working group, providing a basis for case studies:
(1) K-25, (2) Rocky Flats Plant, (3) Hanford, (4) Savannah River Site, and (5) Los Alamos
National Laboratory. Central issues that need resolution prior to treating off-spec products were
identified as (1) defining off-spec material; (2) determining the goal of treatment (i.e., ship, store
or dispose), and (3) assessing treatment alternatives.

Off-spec material is defined by the production operation. Sludge grouting operations can produce
off-spec material via two time modes. The first mode is via bad product that is recognized in real
time, i.e., as it is produced. A second category of waste is legacy material. This is old product
that does not meet current storage/disposal guidelines and, therefore, must be treated in some
fashion. Proposed solutions must, as a minimum, be attractive with regard to cost, regulatory
compliance, process flexibility/simplicity, and conformance to existing waste packaging and
processing facilities. Alternatives for processing off-spec products are selected based on the ability
of the process to meet the above criteria. The following report provides a synthesis of information
on each issue and provides a case study for each of the five sites, including specific discussion of
these issues.

2.0 Issue 1: Definition of Off-spec Material

2.1 Issue Statement

What constitutes off-spec material?

2.2 Discussion

Off-spec material can be categorized based on the failure mode: process failure, legacy material,
or container failure. Off-spec material can be produced due to a failure to process waste with
adequate control or adequate methods. Legacy material has been previously processed or treated
and no longer meets current regulatory requirements. Both types of material are off-spec because
they cannot be certified for shipment to a disposal site, for storage, cr for on-site disposal.

2.3 Categories of off-spec material

Sludges are a common form for off-spec material, including sludge that has been processed,
solidified in grout, and stored for future treatment. An example of off-spec sludge is the material
stored in 78,000 drums at the Oak Ridge K-25 Site.

Free liquids have been found in processed material at the five sites represented in the working
group. The presence of free liquids can cause deterioration of the storage container and
compliance violation for storage of RCRA liquids.
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Packaged materials can deteriorate prematurely and/or have poor quality manufacturing due to
lack of quality assurance/quality control. A presentation at the conference dealt with off-spec
welds and packaging materials.

Voids can be present in a solidified waste form. Voids containing liquids that did not solidify in
the grout matrix are of particular concern.

Waste form deterioration can occur as a result of poor grout formulation or process control.

Changing regulations can cause legacy material to be classified as "off-spec" even though the
process met performance criteria specified at the time of processing.

None of the case studies address material that is off-spec due to changing regulations. Therefore,
an example is provided here for illustration. Oak Ridge National Laboratory conducted a
solidification campaign in which 50,000 gal of liquid low-level waste supernate were solidified.
That material is currently in storage because no disposal criteria have been established.
Depending on the criteria established for on-site disposal, the material may be disposed on a
tumulus at Oak Ridge, or stored indefinitely at Oak Ridge, or disposed off-site, or reprocessed to
make an acceptable waste material for disposal.

3.0 Issue 2: Treatment Goal

3.1 Issue Statement

What is the goal of treatment?

3.2 Discussion

The ultimate disposition of waste is site and waste specific. Some sites, such as Hanford and
Savannah River, have firm disposal criteria for the off-spec waste. Other sites, such as K-25, are
driven to treat off-spec waste due to RCRA compliance requirements although no firm disposal
criteria have been established. Shipment of waste to a disposal facility is an option available for
some waste types, such as the planned shipment of transuranic waste to Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP). To establish a course of action for treatment of off-spec material, it is imperative
to determine the disposition of the waste.

The waste type affects the goal of treatment. Mixed waste must be treated to meet Land Disposal
Restrictions (LDR) as well as criteria for stabilization of radioelements. LDR regulations may,
depending on negotiated schedules and the type of RCRA waste, include time limits for storage of
untreated RCRA waste. Transuranic waste is slated for shipment to WIPP. Nevada Test Site
(NTS) has established waste acceptance criteria for certain waste types from selected sites,
although NTS is currently not receiving waste.

Adequate waste characterization must be obtained to determine the regulations that apply to the
waste. Characterization during processing is linked to the final disposition of the waste. For
example, if a goal of treatment is to delist a RCRA material, adequate data must be collected to
support a delisting petition. Site-specific agreements and performance assessments are used to
determine allowable concentrations of radioelcmcnts and establish the goal of waste treatment.
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3.3 Goals of Waste Treatment

Compliant storage. The differing regulatory requirements for storage of each of the following
waste types must be considered: radioactive, mixed (RCRA and radioactive), and transuranic
waste.

On-site disposal. The waste acceptance criteria for on-site disposal must be clearly defined prior
to determining the appropriate treatment. A site-specific performance assessment is generally
used to establish concentration limits for on-site disposal.

Shipment off-site. Of the sites considered, three options for off-site disposal were available
including shipment to: (1) Nevada Test Site, (2) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), and (3)
commercial disposal. Department of Transportation (DOT) shipping requirements and the
disposal facility's waste acceptance criteria must be considered prior to establishing the required
treatment. The working group recommended developing contingency plans if the primary disposal
method is off site because factors beyond the control of the waste-producing site may cause the
disposal facility to discontinue acceptance of waste.

4.0 Issue 3. Determine Alternative Treatment

4.1 Issue statement

What are alternatives for treatment?

4.2 Discussion

Each of the above goals for treatment has alternatives for meeting the goal. Characterization and
inspection data must be used to identify alternatives for treatment. Storage of treated waste in an
uncontrolled environment has resulted in numerous problems, such as corrosion of drums and free
liquid formation. The working group, therefore, recommended use of a controlled environment
for waste storage, although this is not mandated by regulations. Stored waste must be placed in an
inspectable configuration. Inspections must be conducted according to criteria established for the
particular storage situation. Alternatives for treatment to prepare off-spec material for on-site
storage include dewatcring and thermal processing (drying). Repackaging the waste would include
removal from the existing, deteriorating package, processing with minimal treatment such as
dewatering, and placement into a new package. Overpacking off-spec material involves little or no
treatment and includes placement of the deteriorated package into a new container.

Treatment alternatives considered for preparing waste for on-site disposal are site specific. The
waste composition and the disposal criteria must be considered. The working group noted that
noncementitious waste forms aie not widely considered; most solidification projects use grout
matrices.

To prepare previously treated waste for shipment to an off-site disposal facility, ample data must
be collected to ensure that the waste acceptance criteria are met. Rocky Flats staff have decided
to grind off-spec grouted waste, dry, and regrout rather than collect data on the suspect material.
This decision was made assuming that some of the suspect material may meet waste acceptance
criteria without further processing. The cost of reprocessing, once the irealment process is
mobilized, was considered to be less than the cost of characterization. This example demonstrates
the complexity of selecting ihe "best" treatment alternative.
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4.3 Treatment Alternatives

Storage on-sile Conditions that should be considered prior to determining treatment alternatives
for on-site storage include: controlled storage environment; inspection, characterization and
sorting criteria; and storage in an inspectable configuration. Treatment alternatives include:
drying, dewatering, repackaging, and overpacking.

Disposal OD site. Treatment alternatives used or planned to meet on-site disposal requirements
include: in-vault grouting (SRS), plasma arch furnace slagging (Hanford), noncemenlitious waste
forms, and grout formed in a container (ORNL).

Shipment to off-site disposal Treatment alternatives used or planned to meet shipping and
off-site disposal requirements include: grinding off-spec material, drying and regrouting (RFP);
and drying/dewatering with data collection for waste character.'".lion.

4.4 Generalized Approach

To adequately address the selection of alternatives for treatment of off-spec material, the following
approach is recommended.

(1) Determine the material characteristics of the off-spec material that are
inadequate.

(2) Determine the goals of the treatment process.

(3) Development of treatment alternatives.

(4) Finalize alternatives by considering technical risk, institutional risk, health and
safety issues, and potential to mortgage the future.

(5) Determine cost and schedule.

(6) Make contingency plans.

5.0 Case Studies

5.1 Rocky Flats Plant (Chuck Baldwin)

5.2 Los Alamos National Laboratory (Gerry Veazey)

A significant effort at LANL is currently being directed toward treatment of the off-spec waste
drums generated by the current, and a previous, Envirostone-based cementation system at the
Plutonium Processing Facility (TA-55). The purpose of the TA-55 systems is to immobilize TRU-
level wastes in an Envirostone cement matrix to meet the waste acceptance criteria (WAC) for the
WIPP site. The earlier system contained the cemented waste within 35 lidded, 1-gal cans inside
the drum, while the current system produces a single, 50-gal cemented-waste monolith inside a
drum liner. Approximately 225 drums produced by those systems have generated free liquid many
weeks after drum closure. The several-liter volumes generated have exceeded the volume allowed
by the WAC, which is only that remaining in what is considered a "well-drained container," not to
exceed ! vol % of the container.
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Prevention Techniques

A primary focus for treatment has been directed toward understanding the nature of the free-
liquid generation and preventing it from occurring in future drums. The delay in liquid
appearance and the volumes generated indicate the phenomenon is not related to bleed-water
sometimes observed during the curing of cements. Studies have indicated the inadequate mixing
time. Extending the mixing time until loss of vortex has resulted in no new liquid generation, but
more lime is needed to determine if this is merely a delay. Characterization studies are being
done to identify relevant structural factors obtained with extended mixing. A more complete
discussion of progress in this area can be found in the plenary session presentation, "The Cement
Solidification Systems at LANL."

Contingency liquid-prevention treatments have also been considered. Studies have indicated that
interstitial liquid is the source of the free liquid. If this is the case, removing the interstitial water
by heating the cemented-waste drum before closure may be a viable treatment. The work done at
ORNL using cementitious waste forms for high-level waste immobilization will be an excellent
source of information if this approach is pursued. Another alternative may be to utilize an
absorbent material, placed on top of the cemented-waste surface before drum closure, to solidify
any liquid generated. Current studies are establishing the maximum percentage of the original
liquid volume eventually generated as free liquid. The drum freeboard can be increased
accordingly to accommodate enough absorbent to solidify this worst-case volume. Several
absorbents are currently being evaluated for suitability.

Dewatering Techniques

Various dewatering treatments are being investigated for the drums already generating free liquid.
It must first be known, though, over how long a period of time the liquid generation can occur, so
the dewatering will not be attempted prematurely. These data are currently being collected.
Secondly, it must be determined if there are pockets of liquid within the cemented-waste monolith.
Drums will be radiographed to determine this.

If there are no liquid-filled pockets, current treatment plans for ihe single monolith drums focus
around merely vacuuming off the liquid from the cement surface. In some drums, though, the
liquid has also overflowed the inner drum, within folds in the PVC bags. This liquid can be
accessed with a thin vacuum lube, but this technique has not been shown to consistently remove
enough liquid to bring the drum into compliance. Retrofitting such drums with a bottom drain
hole may be necessary to access this overflow liquid. The most reliable treatment for overflow
drums without internal liquid-filled pockets will be to disassemble each drum to remove the liquid
and PVC bags. The drum can then be acceptably repackaged. If liquid-filled pockets are found,
heating may be used, but the drum monolith may have to be crushed to access the liquid.

The treatment technique for the drums containing the cemented waste within cans will be more
complicated because the liquid can only be accessed by removing the cans from the drum and the
lids from the cans. The external liquid can then be drained from the cans. If internal-pocket
liquid is present, heating or crushing will have to be used.

Priorities

Since the discovery of the off-spec condition of these drums in June 1989, the work has primarily
been focused toward understanding and preventing the phenomenon. Work on dewatering
techniques has been given a lower priority. This is because the storage of the current quantity of
off-spec drums docs not now present a critical problem, and it appears promising that the
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extended-mix modification will prevent the generation of additional off-spec drums. The emphasis
will be shifted if storage space becomes a crucial concern due to the appearance of a significant
quantity of additional off-spec drums.

5.3 Wcstinghouse-Hanford Co. (L. A. Fort)

Hanford's position on the disposal of low-level mixed-waste (LLMW) is to provide a RCRA-
permitted disposal facility and all waste to be emplaced will be in accordance with local, stale, and
federal regulatory requirements, as mandated in the Hanford Site Solid Waste acceptance Criteria,
WHC-EP-0062-2, UC-721, September 1990. Treatment of the waste is to be performed by the
waste generator or by a centralized treatment facility [the Waste Receiving and Processing
(WRAP) Facility]. Waste that does not meet the disposal criteria or waste awaiting disposal is
and will be placed in permitted storage until treatment or disposal.

Most of Hanford's termed "off-spec" was'e materials consist of leaking drums of stored LLMW
sludges. As previously stated, Hanford's treatment goal for LLMW is to be performed by the
waste generator or by a centralized treatment facility to the Treatment Standards of the Best
Demonstrated Available Technology (BDAT). Wastes that have been placed into storage awaiting
treatment (essentially temporary storage) must comply with 40 CFR Parts 264.175 or 265.175, in
which containers are to be compatible with the waste and stored in a containment system that
meets the design criteria. Incompatible waste must be appropriately separated as specified in
40 CFR Parts 264.177 or 265.177. For waste subject to land disposal restrictions, storage is in
containers solely for the purpose of accumulating such quantities as necessary to facilitate proper
treatment. Such storage is restricted to a maximum of 1 year unless the owner/operator can prove
such storage is necessary to facilitate proper treatment or disposal.

The minimum treatment of the "off-spec" waste consists of repackaging the waste in compliance
with temporary storage regulations until the waste can be treated according to the disposal site
waste acceptance criteria. The treatment alternatives are to:

• Overpack the leaking drums and place them into controlled environment. The
selected overpack is to provide the necessary containment until treatment,
compliant, containment (corrosive resistant, etc.).

• Remove the waste from the breached containers and repackage the waste into
compliant containers. Encapsulate (coat) the breach drums and overpack in
compliant containers.

• Place the waste material in a form amenable to interim storage and later
treatment.

— Prctreat the waste sludge by dewatering the material and place the dried
waste material in a new compliant container.

— Drain away all free liquids, add adsorbents and/or overpack existing drums
into a compliant containers.

Definitive design on Hanford's planned LLMW Disposal Facility (Project W-025) has commenced,
and construction of the facility will be completed toward the end of FY 1992. It is planned that
the LLMW Disposal Facility will be available to receive waste toward the end of 1993. Hanford's
LLMW Disposal Facility will accept treated NRC class B and C wastes in high integrity containers
(HICs) or grouted containers. The LLMW Disposal Facility (initial phase) will have a maximum
waste volume of - 500,000 fi3 and based on the assumption that 90% of the disposal
waste form to be in contact-handled drums.
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5.4 Savannah River Site

TREATMENT OF OFF-SPEC PRODUCT

Savannah River Site (Harcourt Bull, III)

The management of radioactive wastes at the Savannah River Site (SRS) is now focused on the
long-term permanent disposal of these wastes. In this context, a number of capital projects are
under way. The high-level radioactive wastes will be vitrified at the Defense Waste Processing
Facility (DWPF), which !us been constructed and is now undergoing cold runs (water and
chemical) prior to "hot" startup in a couple of years. Glassified wastes, which are contained in
stainless steel canisters, will be transported to the federal repository for geological storage. An
integral part of the DWPF is the Saltstonc Facility, whose mission is to stabilize large volumes of
low-level radioactive non-RCRA liquid wastes using grouting and disposition in large monolithic
vaults (100-ft wide x 6OO-ft long x 24-ft high). This facility began radioactive operations in June
1990. Other permanent waste disposal projects that are in various stages of design include vaults
for storage of solid mixed wastes and a centralized grouting facility for monolithic vault disposal of
liquid RCRA-type wastes.

Most of the off-spec situations throughout the DOE complex (including SRS) seem to occur in
situations in which we are trying to stabilize wastes with only the short-term objectives in mind,
without the expenditure of large amounts of money and manpower resources required for capital
construction projects. For example, many times, we are forced into a "reactive" mode in response
to a regulatory noncompliance that requires a near-term solution, which typically is only an
interim measure. Most grouting drumming facilities are only designed for short-term interim
storage with an emphasis on expenditure on "cost" dollars and higher labor costs in lieu of a
capital project for permanent disposal.

By nature, the capital projects require: (1) years of planning and budget approval, (2) thorough
waste characterization, (3) sophisticated process equipment designed for its specific use, and (4)
computerized process controls and data collection. Operation of these permanent disposal
facilities typically involve a high degree of product quality control.

An example of off-spec material that was discovered at SRS and whose remediation has been
completed is the waste treatment of low-level liquid wastes from the fuel Materials Facility (FMF).
The capital project for FMF had limited funding, and as a result, the waste treatment facilities
utilized grout stabilization of the pretreated wastes in 55-gal mild steel drums; this option shifted
funding from capital to cost money. The FMF, whose operation has recently been ended,
produced - 10,(XX) drums of grouted wastes. These drums were stored outside on concrete pads,
and no permanent disposal plans have been proposed. The South Carolina Department of Health
and Environmental Control (SC/DHEC) issued a Notice of Violation when measurable amounts
of free liquid, which were hazardous as a result of its pH being greater than 12.5, were discovered
in some of the drums. The SC/DHEC permit only allowed the storage of solids; no provision for
hazardous liquids was "permitted." The Settlement Agreement required that the hazardous liquids
be removed and that a permanent disposal plan be prepared and executed. The remediation of
the off-spec waste included removal of the hazardous liquids, which were recycled through the
FMF waste pretreatment, followed by stabilization by grouting in additional drums. The
permanent disposal of the drums, which has been completed, consisted of placing the drums in
one of the cells (1(X) ft x KM) ft x 24 ft) of an existing DWPF Saltstonc Disposal Vault. The empty
space around the drums was backfilled with clean grout to create a large monolith; a void space in
the top of each drum was filled with grout prior to placement in the vault to avoid structural
subsidence of the monolith.
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5.5 K-25 Site

The K-25 Site is currently storing ~ 78,000 drums of sludge that were removed from two on-site
RCRA surface impoundments. These drums are stored outside on an asphalt pad. Approximately
46,000 of these drums contain sludges that were processed through an on-siie Sludge Fixation
Facility to generate a grout waste form. In the summer of 1990, the discovery of leaking drums,
which had previously been dewatered, led to an investigation that determined that a number of
RCRA noncompliances existed. These included the incompatibility of the containers with the
waste, a storage array that did not allow inspection of all containers, and presence of free liquids
within a storage area designed for solids only (i.e., no secondary containment).

The nature of the off-spec material is that the 46,000 drums of grouted materials contain free
liquids, which are contributing to corrosion of the drums. This free liquid is primarily attributed
to condensation of atmospheric moisture within the drums and accumulation of water.

The treatment goal for the long term is, of course, disposal. However, further definition of the
location and type of disposal cannot be defined at this lime. In the short term, the goal is to
produce a waste form that can be placed in RCRA-compliant storage for the lime period required
to be able to achieve production-level treatment in the long term. In addition, the short-term
solution should also not compromise or excessively complicate implementation of the long-term
solution.

An initial list of treatment alternatives (for the grouted drums only) includes, but is not limited to,
the following:

1. Overpack drums (either individually or in sets) and move to a controlled storage
environment.

2. Overpack drums as necessary after opening for inspection and possible
dewatering, followed by placement in a controlled storage environment.

3. Reconfigure the drums to meet storage criteria, followed by stabilization to meet
mixed-waste disposal or delisting requirements.

4. Dry drums and place into controlled storage until disposed of in a mixed-waste
facility or delisted and disposed of in an LLW disposal facility.

The basic constraint on all of these options is the schedule, which will be negotiated with the
regulatory agencies. The four options are listed in order of increasing time requirements. The
first alternative represents about all that can be done in the currently proposed 12-month
schedule. The second alternative represents what could possibly be done on a 24- to 36-month
schedule. The third and fourth alternatives require more like a 5-year time frame or longer.
Other longer-term options cannot be defined until the type of disposal and the acceptance criteria
associated with an identified site are determined.
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DEFINITION OF OFF-SPEC MATERIAL

PREVIOUSLY PROCESSED OR TREATED

LEGACY MATERIAL

NON-CERTIFIABLE

- OUT OF REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

- SHIPMENTS/STORAGE/DISPOSAL CRITERIA

WASTE FORM AND CONTAINER



APPROACH (DISCUSSION RELATIVE TO FIVE SITES)

• WHAT OFF-SPEC MATERIAL MUST BE DEALT WITH?

• WHAT IS THE GOAL OF TREATMENT? g

RISK

- PROCESS QUALIFICATION/CONTROL

• WHAT ARE THE TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES?



OFF-SPEC MATERIAL

• SLUDGES PROCESSED (GROUT)

UNPROCESSED

• FREE LIQUID (ALL SITES)

• PACKAGE MATERIALS -

- DETERIORATION

- POOR MANUFACTURING QA/QC

• VOIDS

• DETERIORATING WASTE FORM

• CHANGING REGULATIONS



GOAL OF TREATMENT

COMPLIANT STORAGE

- RADIOACTIVE

MIXED

- TRANSURANIC

DISPOSAL

- INTERIM STORAGE

- DISPOSAL OPTIONS AND CRITERIA

- CONTINGENCY PLANS

SHIP OFFSITE

- SHIPPING REQUIREMENTS
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GOAL OF TREATMENT (CONT'D)

WASTE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

CONTINGENCY PLANS

o



TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES

o STORAGE (REQUIRES CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT)

INSPECTION CHARACTERIZATION AND SORTING

DRYING

- DEWATERING

- REPACKAGING

OVERPACK

- INSPECTABLE CONFIGURATION



TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES (CONT'D)

o DISPOSAL

IN-VAULT GROUTING

- SLAGGING

NON-CEMENTITIOUS WASTE FORM

o SHIPMENT

- GRIND/REGROUT

- DRY/DEWATER



APPROACH TO THE SELECTION
OF TREATMENT PROCESSES

• DETERMINE THE MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS WHICH ARE
INADEQUATE

• DETERMINE THE GOALS OF THE TREATMENT (REMEDIATION)

• DEVELOP TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES

• FINALIZE ALTERNATIVES

- RISK

TECHNICAL
INSTITUTIONAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY
POTENTIAL TO MORTGAGE THE FUTURE

- COST/SCHEDULE

- FINALITY

• MAKE CONTINGENCY PLANS



CONTINUING PROBLEMS

DRIVERS FOR ALTERNATIVE SELECTION

- REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

- SHORT-TERM SOLUTIONS

- COST

OFF-SPEC PROCESS DEVELOPMENT INADEQUATE

- POTENTIAL TO REPEAT MISTAKES

CONDUCT OF ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS PRINCIPLES MUST
BECOME THE STANDARD FOR WASTE TREATMENT



4. INDUSTRIAL PARTICIPATION

Initially, findings from the previous two days of work were presented to the industrial participant
by the chairs of the Topical Working Groups (see Sect. 3.0). The questions and answers following
each discussion are presented below.

I. Characterization ( C R. Kirkpatrick, K-25 Site)

Question - Tom Russell (DOE)

If I may paraphrase, the question was basically how does turnaround lime in getting the analysis
back to the operators, especially in process verification affect quality? That is one of the areas
that we are beginning to investigate - how does that affect the operation and what effect does that
have on the operation being out of control. Is that pretty much the question?

I could start it. Jim, could you help me out a little on that?

Answer - J. L. Shoemaker (K-25 Site)

I think that the test is that we control verification parameters when we ran the batch plant. The
full characterization was done years earlier, and it was done for remediation purposes. It was
adapted toward organization. Since we are in process verification, one of the things that we
concluded in the group meeting is that the process has been defined and the formation has been
defined. Part of characterization, the utilization of trial test samples to make sure that you will
reach the comprcssive strength, that you will not have free liquids, that you will not have
leachability, that you reach Che performance acceptance criteria that was set for that process and
those trial samples. I will state solidification and stabilization processes are bad actors. We fee!
that a list of bad actors, a comprehensive list of bad actors for the stabilization solidification
process itself netus to be developed. Because once we get to the phase of determining what arc
all the characteristic protocols for a process, those actors that will be retardant or will cause you
to miss your performance criteria need to be characterized. Generators, as well as waste
managers, need to know what those bad actors are. Real time process verification analyses are
needed, and I think this is what you were talking about. Waste treatment and verification
especially should be driven more so than production schedule.

Issue 3

The emphasis is reliable samples, procedures, equipment, generators representative and defensible
samples from homogeneous waste streams is another issue. Once you get a sample to the
laboratory, analytical techniques, analytical procedures, and instrumentation are to a point thai
you can get very, very good precision and extremely good accuracy. It is costly, but you can gei ii.
But when you are dealing with a nonhomogeneous wasteform, even though you have those very
good analytical data, if the sampling variability is so great it does not really mean anything because
you cannot address that to the wastcform that you are working with. How do you sample a
wasteform to get a special area where you have two or three or four layers? How do you sample
rubbish? How do you sample diapcrs,in a sense that nonhomogeneous would represent that
drum or represent that pond? Even though I have been informed that there are two activities
ongoing that may be of help to use in that respect. EPA realized that the sampling section in
SW46 does not give you thai. And finally, we recognize that if grout is going to continue as a
preferred treatment option, we need to have the means to confirm the product quality and
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the performance over a period of time. It was strongly emphasized that quality assurance is not
just a paper trail. It also includes a material trail. Echoing what Clarence said, we believe archive
samples are prudent. The regulations may change, we may have additional parameters thai we
need to assess. The archive samples may not be ideal, but they are certainly better than having,
for example, to destroy the integrity of a closure cap by having to go through that cap to get a
core sample to answer a new question. So we recognize archiving as being very important.
Surveillance samples and field samples - all of this information needs to go back to the laboratory
and operations people. The feedback loop was one that we recognized that we need to maintain.
The laboratory people cannot just do their 2-in. cubes and feel that they are done with their pan
of the project. We need to feed that information back; we need to refine our migration models,
our physical integrity models, our thermal models. We need short-term confirmation that we arc
going to achieve our performance specs, and we need long-term surveillance to build the
confidence that we know what we are doing and that this is a viable disposal and treatment option.

II. Grouting

Question: Tom Russell (DOE)

Did the working group consider or recommend other solidification media besides the
cement/slag/flyash base? Arc we driven to a cement-based grout by economics for large volumes
of wastes? Will the working group suggest other media for small volumes of waste?

Answer: W. P. Bostick (K-25 Site)

Again, because of the nature of the workshop, we were driven by the need to assess where we had
achieved less than engineered performance by grouting options, that was our main focus. Many of
the core members, and certainly many of the drop-in visitors that we had to join us, are indeed
advocates of modified grouts or other treatments. As we presented in the very first slide, we do
recognize that in selected situations, grout may not be the option of choice. We do also
recognize, with respect to the economics, that grout has been frequently the technology of choice
for these large-scale demonstrations. An advantage of cement-based technologies is that it is a
process that is relatively low-cost, but there are some specific things that we need to consider in
other situations. As we do to more expensive repositories where the cost per cubic foot becomes
enormous, then there can certainly be a tradeoff between the cost of inexpensive processing to
generate a given wasteform vs the cost of storage whereby other more compact wasteforms from
other procedures may have the advantage. We recognize this issue, but that was not the focus of
this particular workshop.

Anyone else?

III. Operations and Certification

Question (Unidentified)

I get the feeling that in developing this presentation that none of this was a great revelation to
anybody in the group, was it?

Answer: Earl Allred (K-25 Site)

That is true.
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Question

In other words, all of this documentation, the need for all of this control was known three years
when this operation was taking effect?

Answer

That is true.

Question

Then why was the operation such a failure, and how do we address the real reasons that operation
was such as failure? I don't think we have addressed the issue here.

Answer: Earl Allred

The failures occurred, I think, because of several factors, an important one was funding. The
Quality Programs mentioned are all good, these are things that would be good to have in place
for any operation that we have going on. Some of the requirements that are associated with this
project like quality assurance requirements are not well understood by the operations individual.
That is a failure of our quality assurance area to empower and train the people to the
requirements for sampling, analysis, and other quality requirements.

Question (Unidentified)

But you are also under a deadline to get these ponds cleaned out because of an agreement with
EPA When it became apparent that agreement wasn't realistic and that deadline wasn't realistic,
why weren't efforts made to go back to EPA and say we can't do it in the time frame we agreed.
We were wrong - we can't do it that quick, we need more time, we need to renegotiate that
agreement so we can do it right. That seems to be where we ought to be focusing. How do we
get those agreements modified when we run into time constraints that are unrealistic.

Comment

A lot of what you are bringing up is true, and I am sure as a Headquarters person, you probably
have access and probably even read the investigative reports that came out this summer on the
K-25 issue in particular, and you right on. some of your other remarks dealt with, focused
management problems, and that is true. There was inattention not only by the contractors but by
the DOE management as well that led us to some of these problems. It wasn't that we didn't
know this was necessary. It was that we just didn't cover as well as we should have, and you are
right. There are steps that have been taken to try to improve that in Oak Ridge and, I am sure,
probably elsewhere as well.

Allred (continued)

One other thing that I think would be helpful, would be if we looked at a life cycle type cost
analysis. One of the gentlemen earlier in the week was talking about why don't we (1 have
forgotten exactly the question, but the question was basically something similar to yours, we don'i
we do ahead and do it right the first time, take the first, take the dollars, and so forth to do th;n).
It is a good goal to have. If you look at the life cycle cost analysis, what penalties are you going
to pay for not having met the deadlines? Many times we do not go to that extent in looking at
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the problem. We look at a date that the EPA or regulators give us, and they say you must have it
disposed or handled at this particular time, or we are going to start penalizing you. The liabilities
that are associated with that have to be integrated into the life cycle cost of the operation. Do
you overpack and keep it, or do you go ahead and put the full dollars and everything into it to
begin with and go ahead and pay the penalties for a period of time.

Question: Jim Greaves (SEG'i:

Answer: Earl Allrcd (K-2S Site)

They were diligent and conscientious about what they were doing, but they were driven by cost.
There was an attempt to take as much money out of the containers as possible to assure that they
would have money at the end of the project for enough containers. There were six alternatives
offered, and the container that was selected was the least costly. At what point did the vendors
say wait a minute; this is better for the project. I don't know. There was a real concern on the
people we were dealing with to make the project successful and to get it done on time. They had
problems like freezing of pipelines, they had flooded pipelines, they had to get things done by the
end of October so that they could be assured that there would no freezing and could pick it up in
the Spring.

IV. Containment

Question (Unidentified)

In terms of your second slide, I think somewhere in this whole process, you also need to have a
contingency plan on what am I going to do when my ultimate intended disposal doesn't work out
to be what 1 had expected it to be, and what did I do when the acceptance criteria at whatever site
that I am planning on sending this to changes? Cause those are the kinds of things that you don't
have control over. The others you probably do. So I think that somewhere in here there has to
be a contingency plan.

Answer (V. S. McCaulcy, MMES)

Where that should appear and if it didn't appear obvious, then 1 need to state it more strongly, is
in Issue 4 where we talked about plans and alternatives. We need to recognize that just because
we make plans, thai is not going to guarantee that we are going to be able to carry them out. We
need to be looking for the achilles heel. We need to recognize that even if we are meeting
today's waste acceptance criteria or designing to today's DOT regulations, those regulations are
going to change. The longer the time in which we trying to make this containment system work,
the more likely those things are going to change. They are not going to change in our favor.

Question (Unidentified)

The other thing, I think, is that we've got I don't know how many DOE facilities that have these
kinds of problems. 1 don't think that we all can be running off in different directions developing
different criteria and different standards. Obviously, they are not going to be identical, but I think
that there has to be some degree of consistency between the standards and criteria that are
developed in Oak Ridge, Savannah River, and Hanford. There may be some more differences
because of different environmental conditions - that is understandable. The other thing that 1
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haven't heard in here is that I think "there is going to have to be, and I'm pretty sure that there is
going to have to be some degree of acceptance by what these programs are proposed at
Headquarters. There is going to have to be some Headquarters input. Again, you know when you
start getting people at Headquarters looking af these things, and if you have six sites that six
completely different sets of criteria, it's just not going to fly. There is going to have to be some
degree of consistency between them in order to get that approval. We all have go to be kind of
going in the same direction. WE may be on different highways, but at least if we are all headed
west, then that is better than some people heading north, south, east, and every direction at the
same time.

Answer: V. S. McCauley

I agree that the broader the base of people who are involved in developing acceptance criteria, the
better and more consistent we can be, the better off we are. and that's a great goal if we can
achieve it. We also have to recognize, however, there are so many different containment options,
that all are being considered, and as we saw Monday, are being implemented at various sites - that
we have to structure such a thing in a way that is going to be meaningful for each specific type of
containment option. So for everybody out there who is dealing with 55-gaIlon drums, for instance,
it may be very appropriate (and I agree with you) for us to get together with Headquarters as a
focus and with EPA or anybody else who needs to be there and develop these criteria. I think
that would be great. For people who are developing concrete vaults that are going to be sitting
above ground, they are going to need a very different set of criteria. So I guess I agree with you,
but there is a little bit of complexity because of the great diversity of containment systems that we
see. the more centralized an agreement that we can get, I think, the more convincing we are going
to be to the regulators that we have very carefully considered this and that we are implementing
something that is going to be safe to the environment.

Dale Jesup, Diversified Environmental

I'm Dale Jesup, of Diversified Environmental, out of Charlotte, North Carolina. I wasn't prepared
for a slide presentation. However, I am going to set up stuff out in the hall, and I have data and
literature and give some test demonstrations.

Diversified Environmental is a distributor for Fluid Tech and the aquaset tetra solidification
medium. In addition to providing the media, we do provide equipment and personnel to do
solidification in the field. We're presently completing a campaign at a power station. The
material we have been doing is difficult to solidify waste such as oils, organics, ethylene glycol,
anabrise, and firequel (which is a fire retardant hydraulic fluid). We've done cement dust,
charcoal, phosphoric acid, decon agents, sludges, including bead and powered, and we've also done
activated sewage sludge.

The media has been used at the Nevada test site, Rocky Flats, Los Alamos, and Livermore, in
addition to more than 60 nuclear power units. Some of the new developments are that we have
gotten back TCLP information on many of the heavy metals. For example, we had more than 20
samples of chromium wastes, chromium, nickel, silver, cadmium, barium, and arsenic. On the
chromium, some of the concentrations were as high as 61,000 ppm elemental chromium. The
EPA treatment standard is 5 to 5.2. Out of more than 20 samples, the highest concentration of
the leachate was, for chromium, 1.5 ppm; for silver, the treatment standard was much lower, down
to 0.07. The highest concentration was 0.005 in the leachate. So we're very excited about all the
TCLP information and data and the success we are having in that area. I've got a lot of that data
available, and I'll have it outside. The material is silica clay and has a good volume efficiency; for
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example, you can get 42 to 44 gals of waste in a 55-gal drum - about 80% volume. The cost is on
the order of S0.25-S0.75 a pound, but we only need about three pounds per gallon of material, so
you're talking S0.75 per gallon of waste. In doing router cement, usually you have to use on the
order of 9 to 10 lbs/gai of waste. Also, there is a recent development of a hardener to make the
material like cement. I have here something I solidified last night, and it's 25% salt solution and
about 80% lime efficiency. It looks very much like a draft.

Any questions? I'll be able to do some test solidifications outside here in a few minutes. I have
data and information and brochures on the media. Any questions? ThanK you.

Jay Pride. Epoxv Solidification

Good morning. One of the things that I was thinking of is that I was listening to the summaries
and it reminded me of the story about the local guy from out of stale and pulled up and came in
on one of the back roads and came up to a place where the creek was above the road a litile and
saw the local over there with a bunch of ducks and he yelled at the kids and said, "Hey, can I get
through here OK with my car?" and the guy said, "Sure, shouldn't be any trouble." He pulled in
there, and it went up to the door, he had to climb out the window and wade back out, and he
came over said to the guy and said, "Hey, I thought you said that I could get out of here." He
said, "Well, I thought you could. It only came half way up on my ducks."

Sometimes characterization and the amount of how you go about verifying whether it is really
homogeneous or not is a very important factor. Of course, SEG has a wholly owned subsidiary at
Westinghouse. Over the last year or so, the Hickman Organization was transferred from
Westinghouse to SEG and also the acquisition of Lundon Uther ( ) Technology was
put into SEG. Both of them have had a number of year's experience in commercial nuclear power
plant, particularly with the solidification type technologies and a variety of waste streams. LN also
was involved in a campaign of emergency avoidance here at Oak Ridge a few years ago, of
solidifying that material for the government.

I know everybody wants to get out so I'm going to try to run through some slides just real quick,
here. Some of the key factors of course that I'm sure you're already aware of that the third third
world was not that long ago getting issued and some of the mixed waste streams that you'll be
looking at, sludges and things, are sometimes mandated to be looked at with slightly different
technology or pretreatment technologies before you get into the sludge for a stabilization type of
method.

A lot of sludges and where they're formed some sort of chemical process and techniques. This is
some transuranic glove box where some sludges were also formed that were defined. A lot of
limes in doing concrete grout or concrete of fall-off contamination; also, to form some
sludges. A lot of spent-fill pool—things like that. And of course, some of \bi more canvass
problems of people who've stored waste in the past, and kind of let it accumulate a little bit. And
this represents a suck and muck type of approach that talks about from time to time.

Instead of talking about solidification and concrete-type technologies, although Greg Borris is here
with us from our group if anybody needs to talk about that later, he'll be available. But some of
the other things we've been doing is some radioactive sludges from some of ihe power stations and
incinerators, and because of the high level organics we'll get good volume reduction and take care
of it that way, instead of using a stabilization type technology.

And this is our incinerator-if anybody's got time, I think we may be finishing a little early. If you
are available I'm sure we cou'd arrange to have you come over to our facility here in Oak Ridge
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The other aspect of one of the other waste streams easily treated thermally is contaminated oils
and sludges, or oily sludges. Those have also been burned quite a lot in our incinerator. Some of
the only radioactive type sludges is that we've also been able to get good volume reduction just by
super compaction. Generally in the range of about 2 to 1 volume reduction type of technique,
which would make it acceptable also for the burial grounds

And this is our operating console on the supercompacter and typical type drums going through
there. Epoxy solidification, we've used this on some sludges and also our incinerator racks and
we've been able to get epoxy TCLP. And comparing that to cement type, this is one of the
systems that we are installing at Oak Ridge. This systems is cut up to inject a hardener with a
kind of an epoxy system that comes out of I imagine, like a water hose, with the hardener getting
injected at the point to direct the flow of the epoxy.

And the type of waste load, particularly on some of the types of waste streams that we've had, has
been better that concrete to the level to where you have to patch TCLP. On this particular case,
we could get a 40 percent ash load and be able to pass the TCLP test with only 9 percent load in
using concrete. And on that basis, because of the difference is loadings, you sometimes can get
difference in cost-not what one would think initially by using an epoxy system.

We also have worked on soils and soils sludges. This particular one is contaminated with mixed
wastes of uranium and mercury up at Bloomfield, New Jersey, and we use, in this case, because of
the high level of mercury that was in the material, and in some cases, elementary mercury, we
separated out the old mercury first. After separating it out, we used some patented product of
Westinghouse, then later on we went into some cases of solidification, again to get it to the point
where we passed TCLP. Once you pass the TCLP, the nuclear burial grounds will lake the waste
as then acceptable.

Basically saying the same thing there. Decharacterized the waste from the characteristics so that
you can treat it only for radioactive waste, the type of levels, particularly on the mercury that we
treated down to. A couple of different waste streams of soils that ate not sludges but the first
thing we did on this particular one is that we used the physical or chemical means, so the first
thing we actually did with the soil was make it sludge and add liquid to it so that we could go and
do the chemical extractant steps; and by doing the chemical extractant steps, then we follow it up
with a physical separation of the contaminants. Again, to the point of getting it down to a
representative chemical, uh, getting it down to the levels where it will be acceptable to the TCLP
or get it down low enough that it was in the delisting area for any of the listed type of materials
that might be in it.

And this represents again and on that particular one some of the mercury-uranium that was in
there. It was treated quite different from the mercury-thorium that was at the Bloomfield site.
And the PCB-uranium in the second waste stream and show them what levels we are shooting for
on the . So there's a number of besides the standards of cement solidification and I believe
there are already a number of alternatives is a pretreatment or full treatment in some cases that
might be utilized to approach some of the type of sludges that you're looking at in the complex
system like Nomplex.

And the major summary is look at things such as characterized wastes, to decharacterize it. First
as a possibility, particularly on the mixed waste so that you can treat it and get it out of the waste
category, which right now is in the two-year exemption category in the third row. And liquid
wastes, in some cases, you can get some down low enough that they'll at least be in the third range
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which would allow disposal. A delisting sometimes takes so long, I'm not sure how viable each
listing's going to be. It may end up that EPA's pushing things to get ut below the third-third
levels to take it on to a landfill. And things such as the oily sludges, some of the things which can
be burned, particularly if they're suitable for incineration or thermal process. Sometimes, it might
be more acceptable. The other ones I kind of edited this down a little bit lo try to hurry through
this so if there's any questions far away. Thank you for your lime.

Thank you, Jay. Thank you, Larry. We're going to open the floor up now for one last time I
guess for any general observations, comments, or questions. You may want to ask the panel up
here before we let them get away. Anything else from the floor at all? Ok, well, I think we're
going to wrap this up then with a couple of closing remarks. Our objective of course in having
this was try to create an open forum. We want to be sure that everybody has felt comfortable in
talking. The first few days generated quite a few findings, conclusions, and not so many
resolutions, maybe, those are yet to come, yet to be developed as we think more about it and gain
more experience; hopefully, at least give you some more things to worry about, you know, but
maybe more than that, it would give you some more tools in your toolbox and hopefully you'll be
able to as project managers, or whatever role you're in to ask the right questions at the right time.
And there may be an opportunity to generate from these proceedings some of the findings from
the session. The smaller workshops, even something so simple as a checklist or readiness review
criteria as you manage these projects, so be thinking about this. I guess in conclusion, again, we
thank you for your participation, especially those of you who are coming here from the
commercial sector and if you have any suggestions or comments or constructive criticism even to
how we might make this workshop better the next time around, please see one of us who've been
responsible for putting it on and let us know what those suggestions are. And with that, I will
conclude this a little early and let you get off to your plane or, in some cases, those of you who
are local, I know you want to get back to your IN boxes, I know you can't wait, so appreciate it
very much and we'll be seeing you in other sessions somewhere else I'm sure.



5. CONCLUSIONS

One of the principal objectives of the Workshop was to initiate solutions to some of the most
pressing problems facing the Department of Energy and its subcontractors engaged in work on the
packaging, grouting, storage, and transport of waste sludge. All five topical working groups
addressed these objectives by identifying a list of pertinent issues and subsequently recommended a
series of actions that would be required for their resolution. In general, some of these solutions
are being utilized today; however, the application of many of these recommendations to particular
waste streams will depend, in large part, on the overall institutional plan for the management of
these wastes. Perhaps then the greatest accomplishment of this effort is in the listing of most of
the relevant issues in this work followed by discussions on the rationale and recommended actions.
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Wednesday, December 5. 1990

MORNING SESSION - 830-12:00

TOPICAL WORKING GROUPS - MODERATOR: A. G. CROFF

8:00-8:30 REGISTRATION

8:30-10:00

SESSION SESSION
TOPICAL WORKING GROUPS CHAIRPERSON CO-CHAIRPERSON

I. Waste Characterization C. R. Kirkpatrick C. W. (Chet) Francis

J. L. Shoemaker

II. Grouting T. M. Gilliam W. D. Bostick

III. Operations and Certification E. L. Allred S. P. N. Singh

IV. Containment V. S. McCauley J. R. Keiser
V. Treatment of Off-Spec Products C. H. Brown R. M. Canon

10:00-10:20 Break

10:20-12:00 Topical Working Groups

12:OO-i:3O PM Lunch
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Wednesday. December 5. 1990

AFTERNOON SESSION

1:30-2:30 PM Topical Working Groups (Continued)

2:30-3:00 Topical Working Groups Session Cochairs Prepare Summaries of

Sessions

3:00-3:30 PM Break

PLENARY SESSION - MODERATOR - L. W. CLARK
3:30-3:50 PM

3:50-4:10

4:10-4:30

4:30-4:50

4:50-5:10

5:10-5:30

5:30 PM

I. Waste Characterization

II. Grouting

III. Operations and Certification

FV. Containment

/

V. Treatment of Off-Spec Material

Summary Remarks

Adiourn for the Dav
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C. W. Francis
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T. M. Gilliam
W. D. Bostick

E. L. Allred
S. P. N. Singh

V. S. McCauley
J. R. Keiser

C. H. Brown
R. M. Canon

L. W. Clark
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Thursday. December 6. i99Q

8:00-8:30 AM

8:30-10:10 AM

PLENARY SESSION ON PRIVATE INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCES

MODERATOR - L. W. CLARK

REGISTRATION

Panel Session on Industrial Participation in Ptograms on Grouting of Mixed
Waste at DOE Facilities

Topical Working Group Spokepersons will review their findings and outline
their problems and needs for industrial participation. The moderator will
request that vendors relate their relevant experiences and open the forum lor
discussions on tools, techniques, solutions, etc.

8:30-8:50 I. Waste Characterization

8:50-9:10

9:10-9:30

9:30-9:50

9:50-10:10

10:10-10:30

10:30-12:00

12:00-1:30 PM

1:30-3:30

3:30-4:00

4:00-4:30

4:30 PM

II. Grouting

III. Operations and Certification

FV. Containment

V. Treatment of Off-Spec Products

Break

Panel Session (Continued)

Lunch

Poster Session (solutions, tools, techniques

Coffee Break

Summary Comments - L. W. Clark

Adjourn

C. R. Kirkpatrick
C. W. Francis
J. L. Shoemaker

T. M. Gilliam
W. D. Bostick

E. L. Allred
S. P. N. Singh

V. S. McCauley
J. R. Keiser

C. H. Brown
R. M. Canon
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AGENDA

PLENARY SESSION

Tuesday. December 4, 1990

MORNING SESSION - MODERATOR: A. G. CROFF

8:00-8:30 AM Registration

8:30-8:40 Welcome and Introductory Remarks
J. R. Merriman, Martin Marietta Energy Systems

8:40-9:00 DOE Perspectives
Robert C. Sleeman. DOE/ORO

9:00-9:30 Mixed Waste Sludge Issue at K-25 Site
L. W. Clark. DOE/ORO

9:30-10:00 Processing Sallstone from Waste Streams at the Savannah River
Plant, Dennis Thompson, Westinghouse-Savannah River Plant

10:00-10:30 The Hant'ord Grout Treatment Facility, Jeff Voogd, Westinghousc-

Hantord

10:30-10:45 Break

10:45-11:15 Treatment of Pond Sludge at the Rocky Flats Plant.
Chuck Baldwin, DOE-Rocky Flats Plant

11:15-11:45 Cement Solidification of Low-Level Radioactive Sludge at the West
Valley Demonstration Project, Thomas G. Weiss. WB&S. West
Valley Nuclear Services

11:45-12:15 PM Studies on the Solidification of Low-Level Radioactive Wastes in
Cement at INEL, John Mandler. EG&G-INEL

12:15-1:30 PM Lunch
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Tuesday, December 4, 1990

AFTERNOON SESSION - MODERATOR: L. W. CLARK

1:30-2:00 P.M Cement Solidification Systems at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Gerald Veasey, LANL

2:00-2:30 In-Cask Grouting at the Emergency Avoidance Solidification
Campaign, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, C. B. Scott, MMES

2:30-3:00 Sludge Storage at the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant
Roger L Williams, PGDP

3:00-3:30 The Fixation of Sludge in Cement at the Feed Materials Production

Center. Rod F. Gimpie. Westinghouse Material Company of Ohio

3:30-3:50 Break

3:50-4:20 Regulatory Aspects of Sludge Management
F. E. Sharpies and S. T. Goodpasturc. MMES

4:20-5:00 Forum Discussion - L. W. Clark. Moderator

5:00 P.M Adjourn for the Day

5:30-7:00 Mixer - Cash Bar, Reserved Portion of Main Bar (2nd Floor)
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TITLE: WORKSHOP ON RADIOACTIVE, HAZARDOUS, AND/OR MIXED

SLUDGE MANAGEMENT

WHERE; HOLIDAY INN - WORLD'S FAIR SITE, KNOXVILLE, TN

WHEN: DECEMBER 4-6, 1990

REGISTRATION: 6:30-9:30 PM, DECEMBER 3, 1990
8:00-8:30 AM, DECEMBER 4, 1990
8:00-8:30 AM, DECEMBER 5, 1990
8:00-8:30 AM, DECEMBER 6, 1990

ICE BREAKER: CASH BAR, DFCEMBER 4, 1990. MAIN BAR (RESERVED
AREA)

MEETING ROOMS: PLENARY SESSION, 8:30 AM-5:00 PM, DECEMBER 4, 1990
SUMMIT ROOM

TOPICAL WORKING GROUPS, 8:30 AM-3:00 PM,
DECEMBER 5. 1990

I. WASTE CHARACTERIZATION, ROOM 2A
II. GROUTING, ROOM 1
III. OPERATIONS AND CERTIFICATION, ROOM 2B
IV. CONTAINMENT, ROOM 4A
V. TREATMENT OF OFF-SPEC PRODUCTS, ROOM 4B -

PLENARY SESSION, 3:30-5:30 PM. DECEMBER 5, SALON A
PANEL SESSION, 8:30-4:30 PM, DECEMBER 6, SALON A
POSTER SESSION, 8:30-4:30, DECEMBER 6. SALON B

COFFEE. TEA. AND SOFT DRINKS:

DECEMBER 4, 1990 8:00-8:30 AM
10:30-10:45 AM
3:30-3:50 PM

DECEMBER 5, 1990 8:00-8:30 AM
10:00-10:20 AM
3:00-3:30 PM

DECEMBER 6, 1990 8:00-8:30 AM
10:10-10:30 AM
3:00-4:00 PM

PLENARY SESSIONS - PANEL SESSION
PROJECTOR (35 MM, VIEWGRAPHS)
MICROPHONES
FLIP PAPER BOARD
AUDIO RECORDINGS

TOPICAL WORKING GROUPS (I-V)
VIEWGRAPH PROJECTOR
FLIP PAPER BOARD
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REGISTRATION LIST

WORKSHOP ON RADIOACTIVE, HAZARDOUS
AND/OR

MIXED WASTE SLUDGE MANAGEMENT

DECEMBER 4-6, 1990
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E. L. Allred FTS 624-8219
Oak Ridge K-25 Site
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1310D
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7226

Doug Allen 615-483-9870
Lee-Wan and Associates, Inc. FAX 483-9061
120 S. Jefferson
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Dan Armstrong FTS 803-442-5028
Westinghouse FAX 803-442-5072
Savannah River Plant
Aiken, SC 29802

M. B. Baer FTS 624-2022
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1037
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7357

Larry Bagaasen 303-966-2704
Rocky Rats Plant FAX 303-966-5305
P. O. Box 928
Golden, CO 80402-0464

Chuck Baldwin FTS 345-2919
EG&G-Rocky Hats Plant
P. O. Box 928
Golden, CO 80402-0464

Nancy M. Baldwin FTS 624-9975
Martin Marietta Energy Systems
Downtown Concourse
Oik Ridge, TN 37831-7605

Curtis R, Barlow FTS 624-8947
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1006
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7272

W. D. Barton FTS 626-0519
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Oak Ridge K-25 Site, Bldg. K-155O-I
P. O. Box 2003
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7233
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J. B. Berry FTS 626-8284
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2008, Bldg. 3019
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6046

Steve Blue FTS 355-6277
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant FAX 355-6339
P. O. Box 1410
Bldg. C710, Rm B032
Paducah, Kentucky 42001

W. D. Bostick FTS 624-6827
Oak Ridge K-25 Site
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1006
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7272

R. L. Bragg FTS 624-9903
Oak Ridge K-25 Site FAX 624-5509
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1580
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7505

C. H. Brown FTS 624-6779
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. O. Box 2008, Bldg. 3017
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6044

Harcourt Bull, III 803-557-2286
Westinghouse, 704Z FAX S03-557-80C9
Savannah River Plant
Aiken, SC 29802

Dan Burke 716-942-4248
West Valley Nuclear Services FAX 716-942-4246
P. O. Box 191
West Valley, NY 14171

R. M. Canon FTS 624-6801
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. O. Box 2008, Bldg. 1000
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6342

Lydia Chang 301-427-1808
Department of Energy
EM331
Gcrmantown, MD
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L. W. Clark
Department of Energy, Oak Ridge Operations
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1037
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7357

David M. Corden
Department of Energy-Oak Ridge Operations
Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 37831

Peter Colombo
Brookhaven National Laboratory
50 Rutherford
Bldg. 703
Upton, NY 11973

G. D. Conner
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Oak Ridge K-25 Site
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1420
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7347

Mel Cowgill
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Bldg. 830
Upton, NY 11973

Valerie Crabtree
Paducah GCP
P. O. Box 1410, Bldg. C-720
Paducah, KY 42001

A. G. Croff
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. O. Box 2008, Bldg. 4500N
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6235

Ross Darnell
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
P. O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-3960

Lewis E. Deacon
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Portsmouth GDP
Piketon, OH 45342

FTS 624-9587
FAX 626-6222

FTS 626-9262
FAX 626-0746

516-282-3045
FAX 516-282-5810

FTS 624-9019

516-282-2082

FTS 355-6203
FAX 355-6017

FTS 624-7192
FAX 624-3431

FTS 583-0516
FAX 208-526-8632

FTS 975-5574
FAX 975-2563
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Cynthia Daughterty FTS 626-0422
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1004D
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7279

M. H. EIrod FTS 624-9312
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1001
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7129

James J. Ernzen 601-634-2382
USAE Waterways Experiment Station FAX 601-634-3242
3909 Halls Ferry Road
Vicksburg, MS 39180-6199

Yolanda Fields FTS 624-6873
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Bldg. 9903-13
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8225

L. A. Fort 509-373-1085
Westinghouse
P. O. Box 1970
Richland, WA 99352

Joe Fortier
Westinghouse FAX 803-442-5072
Savannah River Laboratory
Aiken, SC 29802

C. W. Francis FTS 624-7257
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2008, B!dg. 1505
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6036

E. C. Garcia 208-529-9724
EG&G
P. O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415

T. M. Gilliam FTS 624-6820
Oak Ridge National Laboratory FAX 624-7241
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1006
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7273
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Rod Gimple 513-774-6112
Westinghouse
Box 398704
Cincinnati, OH 45239

S. T. Goodpasture FTS 626-0421
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2008, Bldg. 3038
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7314

J. C. Griess 615-927-2196
10803 Fox Park Rd.
Knoxville, TN 37931

Tom Ham 615-435-3289
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
HAZWRAP
Tri-County Mall
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7606

E. S. Harrington FTS 624-6421
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. O. Box 2008, Bldg. 1000
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6342

Randy Harris 615-435-3289
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
HAZWRAP
Tri-County Mall
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7606

John H. Hciser 516-282-4405
Brookhaven National Laboratory FAX 516-282-5810
50 Rutherford, Bldg. 703
Upton, NY 11973-5000

Helen Henson FTS 624-9919
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1006
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7272

F. T. Holt FTS 626-0416
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. O. Box 2008, Bldg. 1000
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6337
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Clifford Hsieh FTS 626-9387
Department of Energy, SE-34 FAX 626-2347
Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 37831

G. R. Hudson FTS 626-2981
ORO-AMCE
Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 37831

Ralph Jean FTS 624-8220
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. FAX 626-6140
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1310B
Oak Ridge K-25 Site
Oak Ridge.TN 37831-7226

C. L. Jensen 303-966-2579
EG&G
Bldg. 776
Golden, CO 80402-0464

Robert Johnson FTS 626-5715
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. FAX 624-1880
P. O. Box 2009, Bldg. 9115
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8219

L. S. Jones FTS 624-6019
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Oak Ridge K-25 Site
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1037
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7357

Paul Kalb 516-282-7644
Brookhaven National Laboratory FAX 516-282-5810
50 Rutherford, Bldg. 703
Upton, NY 11973-5000

J. R. Keiser FTS 624-4453
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. O. Box 2008, Bldg. 4500S
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6156

J. M. Kennedy FTS 624-9935
Oak Ridge National Laboratory FAX 626-0327
P.O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1101
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7306
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C. R. Kirkpatrick FTS 624-9343
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1004D
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7440

Christine Langton FTS 803-725-5806
Savannah River Plant FAX 239-1660
773-43A
Aiken, SC 29802

T. F. Lomenick FTS 626-2583
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-i 101
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7306

Tony Manion FTS 626-5691
Department of Energy
Oak Ridge Operations
P. O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

John W. Mandler FTS 583-0355
INEL FAX 208-526-9822
P. O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415

A. J. Mattus FTS 624-1803
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. 3019
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6046

V. S. McCauley FTS 624-9669
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. O. Box 2008, Bldg. 4500N
Oak Ridge, TN 37830-6273

John W. McDonnell, Jr. 208-526-4861
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory FAX 583-8632
P. O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415

E. W. McDaniel FTS 624-0439
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1006
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7274
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C. P. McGinnis FTS 626-6845
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. 4500N
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6273

T. J. McLaughlin FTS 624-9249
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. FAX 624-0313
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-3036
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7394

J. R. Merriman FTS 626-5800
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-100IB
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7133

M. A. Mihalic 509-373-4169
Westinghouse-Hanford
Box 1970, L4-88
Richland, WA 99352

Phil Moore FTS 975-4024
Portsmouth GDP FAX 975-4702
P. O. Box 628
Piketon, OH 45661

Paul Pak FTS 444-4798
USDOE-Richland Operations Office FAX 444-7818
Environmental Restoration Div., MS-85-19
Richland, WA 99352

G. J. Pardue, Jr. FTS 624-6773
Martin Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, K-1004D
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7440

Thomas R. Pauly FTS 509-376-0364
Hanford FAX 509-376-0606
P. O. Box 1970
Richland, WA 99352

Steve Pawel FTS 624-1798
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2009, Bldg. 9202 ,
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8096 ^



J. W. Phillips 301-353-1281
DOE/OTS FAX 301-353-0750
12800 Middlebrooke, Suite 207
Germantown, MD 20874

John Pickett 803-725-3838
Savannah River Site FAX 803-725-4095
Bldg. 730-M, P. O. Box 616
Aiken, SC 29801

John K. Prazniak FTS 624-6873
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. FAX 626-3946
Box 2009, Bldg. 9983-71
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8180

N. R. Quick 303-966-6527
EG&G FAX 303-966-7383
P. O. Box 464, Bldg. 881
Golden, CO 80402

J. R. Rivers FTS 626-4504
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2008, Bldg. 1000
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6340

Sara Rutherford
Westinghouse Materials Co. of Ohio
P. O. Box 398704, Lab S-12
Cincinnati, OH 45239-8704

Tom Russell FTS 427-1717
Department of Energy
10 Great Pines
Rockville, MD 20850

C. B. Scott FTS 624-7057
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2008, Bldg. 3130
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6058

F. E. Sharpies FTS 626-0524
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2008, Bldg. 1505
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6038
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Robert E. Shewmaker 301-492-0596
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission FAX 301-492-0260
5-E-4
Washington, DC 20555

J. L. Shoemaker FTS 624-9937
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1006
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7272

S. P. N. Singh FTS 624-6639
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. FAX 626-0327
P. O. Box 2003, bldg. K-1101
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7306

Barry Siskind 516-282-5374
Brookhaven National Laboratory FAX 516-282-5305
Bldg. 830
Upton, NY 11973

R. C. Sleeman FTS 626-0715
Department of Energy
P. O. Box 2008, Room 2116
Oak Ridge, TN 37831

J. W. Smith FTS 626-3951
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1580
Oak Ridge K-25 Site
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7505

J. W. Snider FTS 624-9873
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. FAX 626-3834
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1037
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7353

Peter Soo 516-202-4094
Brookhaven National Laboratory 516-282-5305
Bldg. 830
Upton, NY 11973

Mike S. Taylor FTS 624-0270
Enrichment Technology Operations
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Bldg. DTN CONC
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7605
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Dennis Thompson FTS 237-8007
Savannah River Plant
Bldg. 704Z
Aiken, SC 29802

Michael Tokar 301-482-0895
Nuclear Reguiatory Commission FAX 301-482-0259
Office of Nuclear Material

Safety and Safeguards
Washington, DC 20555

C. M. Turner FTS 626-1568
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2003, Bldg. K-1004D
Oak Ridge K-25 Site
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7440

Gene Turner 803-725-4611
Department of Energy
Box A
Aiken, SC 29802

Gerry Veazey FTS 855-3948
Los Alamos National Laboratory
P. O. Box 1663
Los Alamos, NM 87545

John Veil 202-488-2420
Argonne National Laboratory FAX 202-488-2413
370 L'Efant Promenade, Suite 702
Washington, DC 20024

J. A. Voogd 509-373-5642
Westinghouse
P. O. Box 1970
MS-R4-03
Richland, WA 99352

Dr. Lillian D. Wakeley 601-634-3215
USAE Waterways Experiment Station FAX 601-634-3242
3909 Halls Ferry Rd.
Vicksburg, MS 39180-6199

William Webb 615-483-9870
Lee-Wan and Associates FAX 615-483-9061
120 S. Jefferson Circle
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
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T. G. Weiss 716-942-4668
WB&S FAX 716-942-4246
West Valley Nuclear Services
P. O. Box 191
West Valley, NY 14171

F. R. Weitz 803-725-2774
Savannah River Laboratory
P. O. Box 616
Aiken, SC 29801

Michelle Wells
Savannah River Plant
Bldg. 704Z
Aiken, SC 29802

Terry L. White FTS 624-0983
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P. O. Box 2009, Bldg. 9201-1
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8071

Carlton Wiles 513-569-7795
RREL-EPA FAX 513-569-7879
5995 Center Hill Dr.
Cincinnati, OH 45224

Roger L. Williams FTS 975-4051
Martin Martietta Energy Systems Ext. 4056
P. O. Box 628 FAX 975-4702
Portsmouth GDP
Piketon, OH 45661

George Williamson 509-373-3973
Westinghouse-Hanford FAX 509-373-3833
P. O. Box 1970
Richland, WA 99352
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Earl L. Allied, Quality Assurance Manager
Martin Marietta Energy Systems
QA, Mechanical Engineering

Daniel Armstrong, Senior Project Engineer
Westinghouse Savannah River Company
Civil/Structural Engineer (PE)
Concrete Waste Disposal Vaults

Overall Project Management — Responsibilities for the "M-Area Waste Disposal" Project
and the "Hazardous Waste/Mixed Waste Disposal Facility" including design, construction,
and RCRA Part B permitting activities.

Charles F. Baldwin, Program Manager
EG&G Rocky Flats
B.S. CH.E., MSBA, working on Masters in Environmental Science

Pu recovery (aqueous and pyrochemistry), resource management, ceramics fabrication

Nancy M. Baldwin, Engineer/Analyst
Martin Marietta Energy Systems/ETO Division

Chemical Engineer — Operations Planning and Analysis Department, Analysis of GDP
performance. Member of Containerized Waste Task Team to evaluate and make
suggestions on the sludge containerization issues at Paducah and Portsmouth GDPs.

Curtis R. Barlow
Martin Marietta Energy Systems
B.S. Physics + 30 QTHr metallurgy 37 years. Failure analysis, materials applications, uranium
enrichment process.

Engineer - Coordiating, containerized Waste Tank Team for Enrichment Plants
(Portsmouth and Paducah).

J. B. Berry, Group Leader
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Process research and development for waste treatment

Managed research and development to support waste handling and packaging plant;
established strategy for bringing ORNL into compliance with water pollution control
regulation; member Buried Waste Integrated Demonstration for Office of Technology
Development.

Steve Blue
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Paducah
Metallurgist

Materials engineering - corrosion cotrols. Gaseous diffusion plant corrosion problems.
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William D. Bostick,Manager, Chemistry Department
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, (K-25 Site)
Analytical chemistry, waste treatment, stabilization

Several publications in the field, primarily addressing stabilization options for mixed
wastes from the uranium enrichment enterprise.

C H. Brown, Jr., Head, Engineering Development Section
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Waste treatment research and development

Ten plus years ^i experience doing and overseeing waste treatment R&D. Primary focus
has been on physical/chemical water treatment processes as applied to diverse waste
streams (coal conversion, process wastewater, and LLW water at ORNL).

Harcourt Bull, HI, Manager, Saltstone Process Technology
Westinghouse Savannah River Company
Chemical Engineer

Thirty years experience at Savannah River Plant with primary assignments related to
chemical separations, tritium technology, and the Defense Waste Processing Facility (both
project liaison and operations technical support).

Daniel F. Burke, Senior Engineer, Waste Engineering
West Valley Nuclear Services
Low-level waste solidification in cement

Low-level waste management

R. A. Canon, Manager of Process Design
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Separations techniques, ion exchange systems, chemical process design

Research and development of separations processes and operations. Design of facilities
and equipment for processing, separating, storage, and disposal of radioactive, mixed, and
hazardous waste streams and production processing systems.

David M. Carden
Department of Energy
Environmental Engineer

Environmental QA/QC
Field sampling

Mel Cowgill
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Metallurgist

Technical support in waste management problems. Evaluation of wasteform performance,
high integrity containers, alternative waste disposal methods, proposed tests and criteria
for wasteforms.
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James R. Elliott, Quality Engineer
Rocky Flats Plant
QE in waste certification and waste certifier for Rocky Flats Plant

Performed QE and certifier functions since February 1984 for Rocky Flats

Marge Elrod, Software Engineer
Data Systems Research and Development
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Software development, environmental management information systems

13 years experience in software development

L. A. (Lcs) Fort, Engineer
Westinghouse Hanford Company
Chemical Engineer, M.E.S., Ch.E, P.E. State of Washington

Over 16 years of pollution abatement and water systems analysis/design relating to
hazardous wastes; special metals processing; TRU materials. Working understanding of
RCRA/SARA (State of Washington Department of Ecology) regulations as well as DOE
Orders (5820.2A), TRUPACT II-TAC, and WIPP-WAC. Currently assigned to the Solid
Water Technology Section overseeing technical support for waste receiving and processing
facility projects at Hanford.

Yolanda R. Fields, Engineer/Chemist, Waste Management
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Delisting

Ongoing effort to delist sludge waste in 500,000-gaI tank. Also developing
procedure/method for obtaining representative samples for EPA.

C W. Francis, Senior Research Scientist
ORNL, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Waste leaching and characterization

TCLP background research, pond sludge characterization

T. Michael Gilliam, Manager, Waste Stabililzation/Solidificarion
ORNL, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
B.S., Chemical Engineering, developing and evaluating grout formulations, modeling waste form
leach data

16 years experience in environmental control technologies. Since 1982 have worked on
developing and evaluating stabilization/solidification (S/S) technologies. Invited
participant in numerous EPA and international workshops on S/S. Chairman, ASTM
International Symposium Series on Stabilization/Solidification of Hazardous, Radioactive,
and Mixed Waste.

Rod F. Gimpel, Operable Unit Senior Project Engineer
Westinghouse Materials Co. of Ohio (WMCO)
Project Management
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Directing sludge solidification development studies at WMCO and general oversight of
Operable Unit 1 - Remediation of the Waste Pits at the Feed Materials Production
Center near Cincinnati, Ohio. Project manager over the design and installation of storm
water basins.

J. C Griess, Jr.
Consultant
Aqueous Corrosion

About 40 years experience in corrosion work at ORNL. Corrosion specialist (NACE);
Professor - Corrosion Engineering (California); BS and MA, Indiana University.

Eric Harrington, Engineer
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Wastewater treatment, mixed/hazardous/LLW treatment

Process engineer for design/construction of K-25 sludge fixation facility; participant in
investigation into noncompliances at K-25.

John H. Heiser, Chemist
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Waste formulations, improved solidification

Stabilization using innovative materials and technology, performance acceptance criteria.

Research and development of improved and innovative solutions to waste treatment. The
focus of this project is on DOE hazardous, mixed, and radioactive "problem" waste
streams.

Technology demonstration and transfer of hazardous and mixed waste treatment.
Processes developed at BNL which have shown potential benefits in both performance and
cost effectiveness are scaled up for pilot-plant operation at a DOE facility.

Developed an accelerated leach test that can be used to predict the long-term behavior of
solidified low-level radioactive waste forms. A semidynamic leach test was designed to
replace/enhance current leach tests. Parameters of temperature, volume, and sample size
were optimized to yield the greatest leach rate from a waste form without altering the
leaching mechanism.

Developed a computer code for analyzing data from accelerated leaching of low-level
radioactive waste forms. The code optimizes the fitting parameters of various complex
leaching models.

Designed a groundwater sampling system for the EPA The device allows sampling of a
specific zone in a well without having typical cross-contamination problems.

Examined the durability of many candidate materials for waste form canisters suggested
for clean disposal scenarios. The corrosivity, impact, radiological, and biological resistance
of and potential failure mechanisms of metal, plastic, cement, composite and multilayer
canister materials in ocean environments were reviewed and reported to the EPA.
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Ferrell Tim Holt
Martin Marietta Energy Systems
Systems Engineer

Systems engineer - reliability, structural analysis.
10 years - Design structural analysis, Pratt and Whitney
10 years - Development engineer, gas centrifuge program, MMES
3 years - Reliability engineer, MMES
4 years - Design engineer, mechanical, MMES
1 year - Systems engineer, MMES

C S. Hsieh, QA Engineer
Department of Energy
Environmental activities

Oversight of DOE QA restoration activities of all sites

R. M. Jean, Quality Assurance Engineering
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Air pollution

Air pollution in an ferro-alloy plant

Carl M. Jensen, Research Specialist
EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc.
Analytical chemist/waste technology treatment research

Cyanide waste treatment TCLP, plutonium chemistry, uranium analysis, atomic absorption
analysis, carbon analysis, trace metal analysis

Robert L. Johnson, Environmental Engineer
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Solid waste/landfill

Experience in hazardous (RCRA) waste characterization

L. S. Jones, Dept Head, Disposal Facilities Development and Operation
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
LLW/mixed waste storage and disposal

Operation of various LLW, mixed, hazardous, and sanitary waste facilities on the Oak
Ridge Reservation. Design of various environmental facilities.

Paul D. Kalb, Research Engineer, II
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Dept. of Nuclear Energy, Radiological Sciences Division
Encapsulation of mixed wastes in modified sulfur cements

Encapsulation of mixed wastes

Jim Keiser
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Staff member - Corrosion Technology Group, Metals and Ceramics Division
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Compatibility of materials in energy systems. BS - Science Engineering (Materials
Science), Ph.D. - Metallurgical Engineering.

J. M. Kennerly, Program Manager
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Waste characterization, processing, treatment, storage, disposal, general chemical engineering
discipline

Process development for waste TSD; R&D for waste TSD; D&D technologies, issues.
Low-level and mixed waste issues, regulations, problems, solutions, and disposition. Waste
minimization. Innovative technology applications.

C R. Kirkpatrick, Program Manager - Waste Analysis
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Waste characterization and analyses/dcJisting activities

Analytical chemistry and analyses of waste and waste forms

Christine A. Langton, Principle Scientist
Westinghouse Savannah River Co., Inc.
Materials science, inorganic chemistry (silicate chemistry)

Waste form development at SRS for eight years and R&D in hydraulic materials for 15
years.

Scott MaUctte, Project Manager
Parsons
CC^CLA, regulatory, environmental engineering

CERCLA compliance

John W. Mandler, Group Manager
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, EG&G-Idaho
Radionuclide transport and analysis, sampling, radiological physics, waste treatment

Program with the NRC for ten years to characterize and test solidified commercial nuclear
power plant waste. Programs to study waste treatment. Programs to sample and
characterize waste. Technical coordinator for Working Group I, Workshop on Cement
Stabilization of Low-Level Radioactive Waste, sponsored by NRC and NIST.

A. J. Mattus, Engineer
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. *
B.S. Chemist, M.S. Extractive Metallurgy, Solution Chemistry, Applied Problem Solving

Extensive experience in applications research areas, grouting, bitumenization, wasteform
performance testing, waste alteration via electro or other methodologies, kinetic, and
ieaching.

Victoria S. McCaulcy
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Engineer
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Chemical engineering, waste package performance assessment, transportation and
packaging of hazardous and radioactive materials. B.A., Chemistry - Carleton College;
M.S., Chemical Engineering - Ohio State Unviersity. Experience in waste package
performance assessment for high-level radioactive waste dipsosal in a salt repository,
transportation and packaging of hazardous and radioactive materials.

Phil Moore, Principal Technologist
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Sampling of waste streams, tracking of waste analysis

Relatively new in field - prior to waste management position, nine years in health
physical/industrial hygiene field.

Paul Pak, Program Engineer
U.S. Department of Energy/Richland Operations Office
Chemical/mechanical behavior of metals/alloys, environmental cleanup process (RI/FS process)

Studied chemical/mechanical behavior of metals/alloys; monitored material-related
research conducted at Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories; monitored DOE's
Environmental Restoration/Remedial Action Program activities at DOE-RL; monitored
RCRA closure activities at DOE-RL.

G. S. Pardue, Jr., Principal Technologist-Program Manager
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
GC/MS - Analytical Chemistry

Analyzing and characterizing waste

Steven J. Pawel
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Y-12 Plant
Development Engineer - Corrosion/compatibility

Ph.D., Metallurgical Engineer (1987, University of Tennessee)
Dissertation in aqueous corrosion
Employed as above about 4 years

J. Wynn Phillips, Project Manager
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Technical Services
Waste processing of solidification, process control of programs, project and construction
management

Efghteen years experience in low-level waste systems design, waste management,
processing, treatment and storage, and development of formulations of cement
solidification processes and process control programs. Three yea~s experience in
commercial construction management.

John B. Pickclt, Principle Scientist
Westinghouse Savannah River Co., Inc.
Inorganic chemistry, uranium precipitation and speciation, X-ray spectroscopy and regulatory
aspects of waste management.
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Closure of mixed waste surface impoundment as a landfill. Development of alternative
waste forms for high level radioactive waste. Pretreatment of F006/radioactive waste to
allow subsequent stabilization to meet the RCRA land ban requirements. Delisting of
mixed wastes. Industrial waste water treatment of plating line effluents containing
depleted uranium. 13 years experience in radioactive and hazardous waste, management.

John K. Praznjak, Environmental Engineer
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Wastewater treatment, sludge management

Ongoing efforts to delist mixed waste sludge; engineering applications at wastewater
treatment facilities.

N. R. Quick
EG&G, Rocky Flats, Technology Development/Waste Chemistry
Senior Research Specialist

Materials science, corrosion, environmental behavior of materials. Similar
programs/functions at Eastern Kodah, AT&T, and in ferrous alloy processing; establishing
a corrosion research center at EG&G Rocky Flats.

Suman P. N. Singh, Senior Development Engineer
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Waste Management

Mixed waste incineration

Barry Siskind, Chemist
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Nuclear waste management

Technical assistance to NRC in evaluation of low-level waste including areas such as
wasteform curing, mixed radioactive hazardous waste, extended storage, process control,
and alternative disposal technologies.

Peter Soo, Head, Nuclear Waste and Materials Technology Division
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Physical Metallurgy

Solidification media and containers for low-level wastes.

Dennis G. Thompson
Westinghouse Savannah River Site
Engineer, Saltstone Facility

Saltstone process, disposal vault design. B.S., Civil Engineering (Structural), University of
South Carolina

3 years with Saltstone Facility (startup and process support), currently heading up second
generation disposal vault project. Coordinated the successful disposal of 10,000 drums
using saltstone vaults.
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Charles M. Turner, Project Manager
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Sampling/environmental monitoring

Sampling mixed waste for characterization. Development of environmental monitoring
sampling plans.

Gene Turner, Environmental Scientist
Department of Energy/Savannah River
Regulatory compliance

Eight years experience in regulatory issues

Gerry Veazcy, Staff Member in Charge of Grouting Operations at LANL
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Process development, Envirostone grouting of TRU wastes

Process engineer at Kerr-McGee Nuclear uranium mill. Project manager for design and
construction of TA-55 in-drum cementation system. Project manager for resolution of
free liquid generation problem in LANL's TRU Envirostone-cemented waste.

John A. Veil, Environmental Systems Engineer
Argonne National Laboratory
Water pollution control/NPDES/UIC environmental regulations

Managed state regulatory programs, prepared guidance manual for preparation of TCRA
waste analysis plans.

J. A. Voogd, Manager, Grout Technology
Westinghouse-Hanford
Chemical Engineer

High level waste vitrification, fuel reprocessing, low level waste disposal, RCRA
permitting, performance assessment

Lillian D. Wakeley, Chief, Engineering Sciences Branch, Concrete Technology Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station
Chemistry of cements and concrete materials

Research related to solidification and isolation of radioactive and other hazardous wastes.

Frank R. Wcitz, Senior Engineer
Westinghouse-Savannah River Site
Waste management and engineering for hazardous and radioactive waste, environmental
compliance

Westinghouse-SRS: Environmental compliance and engineering support for a nuclear fuel
fabrication facility.

Waste-Tech Service: Product development and R&D for hazardous waste treatment
facilities, waste management consultant.
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INEL-CPP: High level radioactive waste solidification and low level waste stabilization
analysis.

Michelle N. Wells, Technical Engineer
Westinghouse-Savannah River Co.
Project liaison between operations, waste generators, project management, laboratory

Production/process support

Terry L. White
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

Researcher in ORNL's Fusion Energy Division since 1976. During this time, he helped
design, build, and operate three high average power state-of-the-art microwave heating
systems for fusion research. In 1985, he helped to start ORNL's Microwave Ceramic
Sintering Program. In 1988, he began work on microwave processing of radioactive waste.
He has served on numerous DOE microwave technology review committees. White
obtained his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees in electrical engineering at the University of
Texas at Austin.

Roger L. Williams
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Waste Management Dept., Portsmouth
Special Projects Engineer

Sludge generation, container investigations, waste tracking.
3 years - Responsible for chrome waste generation.

Education: AAS - Instrumentation Technology
BBA - Business Management (Ohio University)
Certified asbestos surveyor and manager
Ohio EPA water license
Ohio EPA wastewater license
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